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Friday, December 13,1985 
U.S. soldiers 
die in crash 
Plane wreck 
kills 258 
GANDER, Newfoundland 
(AP) -A DC-8 charter full of U.S. 
soldiers returning from the Mid- 
dle East crashed and exploded 
yesterday near Gander Interna- 
tional Airport, killing all 258 
aboard ana scattering gifts and 
weapons across snow-covered 
woods. 
Families and friends learned 
of the disaster as they assem- 
bled for a brass-band welcome 
at the headquarters of the 101st 
Airborne Division at Fort Camp- 
bell. Ky. 
Those killed were predomina- 
tely members of the 3rd Battal- 
ion of the 502nd Infantry, 101st 
Airborne Division. 
The cause of the 6:45 a.m. 
(5:15 a.m. EST) crash remained 
under investigation, but the 
White House said preliminary 
reports showed no indication of 
sabotage or an in-flight explo- 
sion in history's eighth-worst 
aviation disaster. 
The charred cockpit voice and 
flight recorders were recovered 
and will be taken to Ottawa for 
analysis, said Peter Boas of the 
Canadian Aviation Safety 
Board, who was directing the 
The charter flight operated by 
Arrow Air of Miami carried 
members of the 101st Airborne 
who were being rotated home 
after six months service in the 
multi-national peacekeeping 
force in Egypt's Sinai peninsula. 
MILITARY AUTHORITIES 
said it might take a day or two to 
notify aUthe next-of-kin, and as 
long as a week to postiviely 
identify remains. 
CBC television showed debris 
smoldering in the snow beneath 
tall evergreens in the sparse, 
hilly woods where the plane 
went down about a half-mile 
from the runway near Gander 
Lake. 
Airport manager John Pitman 
said the aircraft carried 101,000 
pounds of fuel on takeoff. 
Roads to the airport were 
blocked and emergency vehicles 
with yellow lights flashing stood 
by as shivering rescue workers 
searched in vain for survivors. 
Smoke lingered in the air hours 
after the crash. 
"There was a flash, just like a 
sunburst," said Judy Parsons, a 
car rental agent who witnessed 
the crash from the Gander park- 
ing lot. "It lasted for just two 
seconds and then I heard an 
explosion. There was a lot of 
black smoke." 
Hedley Gill, another car agent 
who also was outside, said, "I 
saw this big mushroom cloud off 
the runway." 
CANADIAN TRANSPORT 
Minister Don Mazankowski said 
the plane climbed no higher than 
1,000 feet before crashing. 
Transport Canada spokesman 
Bruce Held, returning from a 
helicopter tour over the site, 
said there was no suggestion 
mat the plane exploded in flight. 
"Where it came down, it ob- 
viously exploded on Impact Ev- 
erything in the area is charred," 
he said. 
Children's clothing - appar- 
ently intended as gifts-and 
pieces of gray fuselage were 
strewn across the ground at the 
north end of Gander Lake. 
The Canadian government 
sent 15 Investigators to the 
scene, said Dave Owen, of Cana- 
da's Accident Safety Bureau. 
Charge dropped 
Fatal accident case to go to grand jury 
The charge of driving under the influence of alcohol against Mark 
Messner, junior marketing major, was dropped Wednesday morn- 
ing in Bowling Green Municipal Court, according to Michaelle 
Crowley, assistant city prosecutor. 
However, Alan Mayberry, assistant Wood County prosecutor, said 
yesterday the case will be heard before the next scheduled grand 
jury Jan. (. 
The original DUI charge was filed after Messner, driving his car, 
allegedly bit Danny Sipes, sophomore pre-law major, early Satur- 
day morning. The DUI charges were dropped the day after Sipes, a 
pedestrian, died at the Medical College of Ohio In Toledo. 
Mayberry said the grand jury has several options, including not 
handing down an indictment against Messner. or asking that the 
DUI charges be refiled in Bowling Green Municipal Court. Among 
the indictments the grand jury could hand down Include vehicular 
homicide or aggravated vehicular homicide, be said. 
A special grand jury would be called only if a heavy caseload 
woukf warrant one, Mayberry said. 
Friendly foes 
California Bowl quarterbacks. Brian McClure. from Bowling 
Green, and Jim Sweeney, from Fresno State, were all smiles as they 
shook hands after doing battle with the media at a pre-game press 
Photo/Phil Mosturzo 
conference. They may be friendly now, but on Saturday the pair 
will be battling It out at Bulldog Stadium. For more stories from the 
BO News sports team in Fresno. Calif see page 7. 
Prof: Racism taught, not inborn 
Editor's note: This is the second of a two- 
part series.  
by Carot I    Linger 
staff reports 
"Racism is a factor of anonymity - not 
knowing the other person. Once you know 
someone it is very hard to project a racist 
attitude on them,'' said Ross Hacker, grad- 
uate student in philosophy. 
He added that students who graduate 
from racially mixed high schools are more 
likely to be open with members of other 
races. 
Cassie Madden, president of the Black 
Student Union, said whites who come from 
predominantly white areas are sometimes 
not willing to adjust to living with blacks in 
residence halls, especially in the same 
room. 
Andrya Smith, sophomore distributive 
education major, said a white freshman 
found out from other people in the hall that 
her roommate was going to be black. She 
moved out before meeting the black stu- 
dent, a friend of Smith's. 
Ken Hale, editor of the Obsidian, said, 
"It's sickening that someone would treat 
you a different way just because of your 
color," but that is the reasoning behind 
racism. 
HACKER SAID, "There are whites in this 
society who are truly racist-who hate 
without any doubt anyone who is not like 
them." 
Rolando Andrade, associate professor of 
ethnic studies, said this hatred is taught by 
parents, peers, the media and the commu- 
nity and Is perpetuated by stereotypes. 
Denise Coleman, sophomore fashion buy- 
ing major, said. ''Children play with any- 
one. We are not born prejudiced - we are 
brought up prejudiced. 
Before leaving Mexico to travel in the 
United States, Andrade said he was told to 
watch out for blacks because they steal 
everything. 
"Every time I saw a black. I saw a thief," 
Andrade said. The "thieves'' turned out to 
be stewards, whose job it was to carry 
luggage. 
Maurice Sturdivant, president of Kappa 
Alpha Psi fraternity, said racist attitudes 
could be unlearned at college. 
Andrade said one step in reversing rac- 
ism is to question universals - statements 
such as "an blacks are..." or "all Mexi- 
cans are..." and other remarks that 
focus an stereotypes that cannot be proved 
or disproved. 
Steve McDonald, member of the Bowling 
Green Coalition to Eliminate Racism, said 
because whites commit the racist acts, it is 
their responsibility to challenge racist be- 
havior. 
MCDONALD SATO whites should inter- 
rupt racist statements among family and 
friends, where they have the most influ- 
ence, as well as the work force and the 
world. 
Andrade also suggested that students 
take courses in ethnic studies so that they 
will understand the backgrounds, traditions 
and cultures of different races. 
For students who believe they have been 
denied opportunities because of discrimina- 
tion, the University has developed a griev- 
ance procedure within its Affirmative 
Action Plan. 
The University's Human Relations Com- 
mission assists in remedying human rights 
violations in areas such as racism, sexism 
and teacher harassment. 
Ester Payton, sophomore radio-tele- 
vision-film major, said, "Racism could be 
eliminated if people would judge others on 
their skills instead of their color." 
Police chief to celebrate 25th year on force 
by Jim Nleman 
staff reporter 
Bowling Green Police Chief 
Galen Ash's mother didn't call 
the police when she found a 
hand-gun beneath his mattress 
when he was 18, "but it didn't 
take her long to call me," Ash 
said. 
"At that point she didn't know 
if I was going to be one of the 
good guys or one of the bad 
guys,'psaid the 48-year-old Ash, 
who on Jan. 1 will celebrate his 
25th year in the city's police 
BG fews/Akx Homth 
Police Chief Galen Ash 
l had bought the gun from a 
friend who was on the State 
Highway Patrol. "It was the 
first handgun I ever owned," be 
said. 
The State Highway Patrol was 
Ash's first choice for an em- 
ployer, but because It issues 
teats periodically, be took a job 
on the University's police force 
with an oral agreement that he 
would be offered a patrolman's 
position on the city force when 
one became available. 
Although the University's 
force want then the profes- 
sional agency It Is today, Ash 
said, "The nine months (on the 
University's force) was good 
eiperianr*, and I warned a lot 
about proper procedures." 
ASH SAID that while on the 
University's force, he knew 
some officers on the city's force 
"and tbey let me ride with them 
at night/' But, he added "They 
weren't supposed to do it and I 
wouldn't tolerate it now." 
Thomas Vale was the police 
chief that hired Ash as a patrol- 
man for the city. 
"On January 1,1 became Unit 
10," Ash said. At that time there 
were 10 officers on the force; 
now there are 31 sworn person- 
nel - including officers, law en- 
forcement technicians and an 
animal control officer. 
During his years on the force, 
Ash has moved up the ranks. In 
196t, he wax became a lieuten- 
ant; in 1976, he was promoted to 
captain; in 1978, he was pro- 
moted to chief. 
"It's hard to believe it's been 
25 years - things have gone by 
so rapidly," Ash said. "But I 
probably have a few years left of 
Ash might not have made It 25 
years had some of his close calls 
as a policeman been a tad 
closer. 
• In the late 1980s or early 
1970s, while Ash was patrolling 
behind the old Ford garage on 
North Main Street, a sniper shot 
at the cruiser he was driving and 
hit it a few inches below the 
1 
keyhole on the driver's side. 
Ash said be thinks the sniper 
was attempting to rob the ga- 
rage. 
• In about 1988, Ash was bitten 
on the right forearm by a man 
while trying to break up a bar 
fight 
^'There's nothing worse than a 
human bite," be said. "For 
about 10 years when I got a 
suntan you could see teeth 
marks." 
•In the early 1970s, Ash 
stopped a suspicious car on 
South College. 
"The guy started to run on me 
and I tackled him. While I 
tackled him he pulled my gun 
out of my bolster and had the 
gun cocked and pointed at me " 
Ash said. 
With a reflex motion, Ash 
grabbed the gun and got his 
hand between the hami^ ^ 
the gun wouldn't fire. "I finally 
got to where I could use a hold I 
knew. It did what I was always 
told it would do-it broke his 
arm in two or three puces." 
Ash said that during his seven 
years as chief he hashad many 
offers to become police chief at 
other cities, but never accented 
because be said he doesn't know 
if he could care for another 
community like he cares for 
•See As*, page 5. 
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Newsmakers 
receive gifts 
For the last editorial of the semester, the editorial board asked 
for the input of BG News staff members on what they thought 
were the best and worst happenings of the term. 
In keeping with the holiday spirit, we would like to give 
stocking stutters to the people connected with these events: 
A lump of coal should be awarded to those University 
Activities Organization executive members who quit their jobs 
for what we Believe were petty, unprofessional, even childish 
reasons. Then an extra lump for trying to masquerade the 
immaturity behind the excuse, "personalreasons. Ironically, 
a candy cane should go to UAO President Eric Rosenberg, who 
pulled from somewhere the wherewithal to salvage what was 
left and was more candid with the press. 
A candy cane should go to the director of Public Safety, 
William Bess, and the campus and city police officers for 
investigating the activities in the men's restrooms of Univer- 
sity and Hanna halls. 
A lump of coal to the Bowling Green Post Office for changing 
its routes so that the campus gets its mail delivered later in the 
day. 
A candy cane to the Bowling Green football team for its 
undefeated season, Cal Bowl berth and an Top 20 ranking in the 
Associated Press poll. A separate candy cane should go to 
auarterback Brian McClure tor his 10th place ranking among 
eisman Trophy candidates. However, a lump of coal to 
Falcon head football coach Denny Stolz for his ill-timed 
announcement that he was leaving the University to take a job 
at San Diego State University. 
A lump of coal to the Bowling Green football fans who 
stormed the field after the Toledo game to take down the goal 
post and ended up injuring three people in the process. Another 
lump should go to the Athletic Department for not hiring 
enough security personnel to deter such actions. 
A candy cane to the University for creating a new endow- 
ment fund by investing residence hall money that wasn't going 
anywhere anyway. The new fund is expected to grow to $35 
million by the year 2000, and, combined with an internal 
endowment created two years ago, will make about $45 million 
available for the University's use. 
A lump of coal to the person(s) responsible for cutting off the 
Sp of a pine tree last week at St. John's Episcopal, 1509 E. 
ooster St. Bah Humbug! 
A candy cane to the Center Township trustees for their 
unanimous vote to overturn the Center Township Zoning 
Board's earlier 3-2 vote against the Woodland Mall. This paved 
the way for the mall construction, which will begin in May or 
June. 
A lump of coal to Bowling Green citizens who petitioned 
against painting the new water tower brown and orange. 
A candy cane to Philip Mason, executive assistant to Univer- 
sity President Paul Olscamp, for compiling all of the Universi- 
ty's policy and procedure manuals. 
A lump of coal goes to Faculty Senate and Olscamp for 
getting lost in defining just what University policy is - so lost 
that one side doesn't know what the other is doing. 
A candy cane to Stuart Givens, University historian, for 
answering everyone's Bowling Green history questions for the 
75th anniversary. 
A lump of coal to whoever tried to burn down Howard's Club 
H, 210 N. Main St., on Oct. 6 by throwing a burning towel under 
the door. 
A candy cane to Sandra Scott Student Legal Services 
lawyer, for fighting for student rights despite administrative 
and political currents in the community. 
A lump of coal (again) to the University for not turning on 
the fountain in front of the Administration Building (again). 
A candy cane to the Graduate Student Senate for passing a 
resolution for increased lighting on campus. Hopefully, Uni- 
versity officials will act on this next semester. 
A lump of coal to some smokers in the University Union 
whose inconsideration Invades nostrils at non-smoking tables. 
A candy cane to the volunteers of the Escort Service for 
providing a much-needed University service. 
A lump of coal to the Undergraduate Student Government for 
not reworking its dead week resolution before this week. 
Another lump should go to them for the disorganization of the 
photo ID process. However, they should get a candy cane for 
finally getting the system into action four weeks before the end 
of the semester. 
A lump of coal to the person(s) whose negligence led to 
gassing the Windham Hill musicians right out of Bowling 
A lump, albeit benign, goes to President Reagan. 
And to the Bowling Green Review: For all you do, this lump's 
for you. 
Lastly, candy canes to sources that helped us during the 
semester. Reporters specifically mentioned Shirley McDole, 
secretary in the Office of Public Relations; the people affil- 
iated with the Health, Phyical Education and Recreation 
department's Saturday clinic; Soccer coach Gary Palmin- 
sono; Greg DeCrane, assistant vice president for University 
activities and orientation; Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of 
health services: Glen Frey, associate professor of geography; 
and to each of the countless of others we foolhardily neglected 
to mention. 
Happy holidays, everyone. 
-THE BG NEWS 
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Examining examinations 
Here is a retest while the columnist recuperates from proficiencies 
Editor's note: Craie Hergert, 
woo said In last week's column 
that reading 80 proficiency ex- 
ams probably wouldn t kin him, 
was quite possibly wrong- So 
while he tries to finish the exams 
and keep himself alive through 
various life-supporting devices, 
we will reprint a revised column 
on tests which originally was 
published last summer. Give 
him a break; Buchwald gets to 
doit! 
by Cralg H*xgtxt  
Ours is a culture obsessed 
with tests. 
We have our eyes tested be- 
fore getting a driver's license 
and our blood tested before get 
ting married. We test our mettle 
in games of sport, test drive cars 
before we buy one and endure 
tests of the Emergency Broad- 
cast System between TV shows. 
We even depend on taste tests 
before settling on something as 
trivial as a favorite cola. 
We are most aware of tests, of 
course, when we are in college 
preparing for them, taking them 
ana trying to forget them. After 
eight years of college, I've taken 
about 80 finals, 30 midterms, 
and enough pop quizzes to fuel a 
week-long game of trivial pur- 
suit 
The most significant tests are 
the final exams. After so many 
finals, I have difficulty remem- 
bering particular ones; they've 
all become muddled together 
like one monstrous portion of 
oatmeal. But I do remember 
bow an exam typically went for 
me. 
I would spend hours on end 
preparing for, say, a history 
test, cramming into my skull 
fact after fact about the assassi- 
nation attempts on Hitler, Pat- 
ton's push into Germany and the 
talks at Yalta. During the two 
hours of the exam I would write 
as quickly as Billy Martin's 
blood pressure rises during a 
Yankee loss, filling two blue 
books with what ITd force-fed 
myself. 
After all of that, If a friend 
asked me later that day to tell 
him something about World War 
n, the most I could tell him was 
that it occurred after World 
War I. 
The problem was that the test 
would measure knowledge, 
sure, but the only knowledge 
that I had with me during that 
two hours. I didn't always leave 
the room with the same informa- 
tion that I had pinned down on 
the paper. During a test, know- 
ledge is similar to one's virgin- 
ity: once revealed, It's usually 
lost And it's impossible to re- 
cover. 
Some students, braver ones 
than I. sense the absurdity of 
this situation and quietly rebel. 
Gertrude Stein, while attending 
one of William James'classes at 
Harvard, once wrote the follow- 
ing note in lieu of her final 
exam: "Dear Professor James, 
I am so sorry but really I do not 
feel a bit like an examination 
Eper in philosophy today." She 
m left. The next day she re- 
ceived a post card from James 
which read "I understand per- 
fectly how you feei; I often feel 
like that myself." Beneath these 
words was her mark for the 
course, the highest in the class. 
Some students rebel a little 
less politely than Stein did. One 
of my former professors back in 
Minnesota told me about a 
friend's final exam in a litera- 
ture class. The two-hour exam 
consisted solely of the instruc- 
tion, "Discuss the significance 
of the sea in "Moby Dick." 
While everyone else scribbled 
frantically, my prof's friend left 
after writing a single sentence: 
"Where the hell else was Mel- 
ville going to put a whale?" 
His instructor, remembering 
perhaps that brevity is the soul 
of wit gave the student an A. 
What the rest of the frazzled 
students gave the instructor af- 
ter learning about the result is 
subject to speculation. 
As a teaching fellow, I've had 
to design my own tests and I've 
become familiar with the three 
traditional formats. 
1) The true/false test Students 
always tell me that they love 
this type, or rather that they 
hate it the least The reason is, 
of course, that even if they 
haven't come within two miles 
of the classroom the entire se- 
mester, they have a 50/50 
chance to get each question 
i you get right down to it, 
though, this kind oftest is pretty 
darn artificial. In real life, 
you're hardly ever asked true/ 
false questions. The only time it 
would happen, outside of game 
shows, which are as far from 
real life as possible, would be 
when someone is trying for a 
dramatic effect as in ''You've 
been cheating on me, Harry: 
true of false? ' And who among 
us needs training to be able to 
answer that kind of question? 
My writing students some- 
times ask me why I never give 
this kind of test. The reason Is 
that it would have to look some- 
thing like this: 
1. True or False. Sentences 
are composed of words. 
1 True or False. Writing, 
when properly used, can be a 
good thing. 
3. True or False. Essays are 
usually   written   with   purple 
crayons on wax paper. 
And so on. 
2)The multiple choice test 
This is another student favorite, 
but it too is about as natural as 
Cyndi Laupcr's hair color. Con- 
sider the evaluation sheet that a 
freshman composition student 
fiDed out several years ago. In 
answer to the question ''What 
did you like least about the 
course?" the student wrote. 
"The essays. I express myself 
better through multiple choice." 
I'd like to hear lust one of the 
conversations his friends are 
forced to indulge him in. 
S) The essay test This is the 
toughie, my students tell me. 
Same students fear this form so 
much that they cant bring 
themselves to know what to call 
it 
A coUegue of mine at the Uni- 
versity told me an interesting 
tale. It seems two of her compo- 
sition students turned in papers 
that had the letters "SA"af the 
top. When my friend asked them 
what that meant, they said "You 
told us were writing SA's." My 
friend never found out what they 
thought the two letters stood for. 
.Sheer agony might be a fair 
guess. 
Hergert, a teaching fellow In 
English from Slayton, Minn., is 
(or was) a columnist for the 
News. 
BE1KLEHEM- Four vorld leaders met today ■fco discuss a proposal for lastirg Tworlti peace. 
Letters 
Prices were fair 
This letter is written In re- 
sponse to Teresa Dooley's letter 
on capitalists exploiting poor 
Ecuadorians. 
Now I don't know much about 
the "real" or "morally" correct 
price on imported Ecuadorian 
sweaters, but I do know some- 
thing about international eco- 
nomics after interning in a Third 
World multinational based in 
Korea. 
If Theresa was surprised to 
see prices two to three times the 
actual price she saw in Ecuador, 
she would really be surprised to 
find out textiles manufactured 
in many Asian countries are sold 
here for up to 10 times their cost 
in their home countries. 
I dare Theresa to look at the 
labels on her clothes and find out 
where most of them are made. 1 
wouldn't be surprised if most of 
them were made in what we 
would call "Asian sweat shops." 
The real point is that we know 
almost nothing about the eco- 
nomic realities of the Third 
World and sound rather stupid 
complaining about them, be- 
cause most of our steel, textile, 
and basic manufacturing jobs 
would leave this country to 
newiy developing countries like 
Brazil, Korea, Taiwan, and Yu- 
goslavia due to absurdly high 
wages here In America for low 
skffl, low tech jobs. 
Theresa If you are truly so 
pro-Third World why don't you 
give up your wages here in 
America and move South? Hey, 
I made a dollar an hour in Korea 
working 62 hours a week and had 
a good old time while I was 
mere. 
MarkSwBiart 
Ream IMA Preat Hall 
Melden lacks support 
I have been reluctantly read- 
ing the columns of BUI Melden 
since September, but I have not 
responded to Melden's unusual 
ideas, uncontrolled writing and 
convoluted logic until he struck 
the right nerve ... my femi- 
nism. 
His columns on this topic show 
that Melden has failed to grasp 
the role that feminism plays for 
millions of women and men. 
However, the most deplorable 
aspect of these columns is that 
they are unsupported with any 
specific facts or information. 
Melden must know intuitively 
what goes on at feminist conven- 
tions or inside the covers of 
feminist journals because he 
doesn't tell us which conventions 
he's attended or which journals 
he reads. 
If he had, be would know we 
are intellectually viable and can 
be credited with political re- 
forms that go well beyond the 
abortion and ERA 
Feminist lobbyists have seen 
child care, single parent sup- 
port,   support   for   battered 
BLOOM COUNTY 
women, and major changes in 
the manner in which victims of 
rape are treated In the judicial 
system. 
In this week of the proficiency 
exams, I must give a 'No Pass' 
to Melden's essays on the 
grounds that he falls to address 
his audience effectively and he 
does not support his major the- 
sis. 
BiU Melden, you will have to 
repeat your course in writing if 
yon plan to write with any credi- 
bility In the future. 
Pat Coward 
EagliahDept. 
Get the facts first 
This letter is directed to Bill 
Melden. You gave an Inaccurate 
description of the feminist 
movement 
Your portrayal of feminists as 
"gatekeepers of the asylum" 
where they "torment their sis- 
ters " "who say that aU men are 
would-be mpists," and who say 
that rape is "the single most 
important fact of any woman's 
existence," is a stereotype at 
best, and, at best, is based on a 
sumon um* 
NsmKcm Msroutpw* 
tutmcm 
Max 
minority of feminists. 
You assert that feminist ideas 
have decreased the number of 
well-adjusted women. In the 
past, women have been diag- 
nosed and treated for mental 
illness at a much higher rate 
than men, however recent stud- 
ies prove that theory wrong. 
Please look at the studies be- 
fore your next article.   * 
Although this finding may be 
related to other biases, it will be 
interesting to see whether or not 
the rate of mental illness in 
women increased, and if so, if it 
were due to feminism, as you 
implied. 
The feminist movement is not 
and most f emi- 
arenot full of "hatred." 
Also, your statement that femi- 
nists want to be "as promiscu- 
ous and exploitative as any 
male" Is not good for us males, 
let alone Inaccurate. The men's 
movement has lust begun in 
recent years-please get the' 
facts before forming an opinion: 
Tray VtoMalasU 
lziPrtat 
by Berke Breathed 
tmPOUt        HKKf 
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Please, Santa? 
Asking  for Transformers  and   01  Joe  tanks.   Kevin  Linden,  4, 
from Bowling Green, made his first visit this year with Santa and 
Photo/Jacqutc Pearson 
Mrs. Claus. The two were in from the North Pole to visit the 
University Union Saturday. 
Kids get kicks 
playing Santa 
by PatU Skinner 
and Jim Nieman 
staff reporters 
Walkout leaves people walking 
TOLEDO (AP) - City bus driv- 
ers stayed home yesterday in a 
wildcat walkout that stranded 
an estimated 70,000 passengers, 
including 18,000 students, who 
were left to search for last-min- 
ute rides to work and school. 
But Dale Williams, business 
agent for Local 697 of the Amal- 
rited Transit union, said the 
union members were ex- 
pected to return to work today. 
Williams said the union, which 
did not support the strike, was 
recommending that its mem- 
bers accept a federal mediator's 
solution to resolving disputes 
over seniority and vacations. 
Buses remained idle during 
the evening rush hour yester- 
day, but police reported no traf- 
fic or parking problems. 
The impact of the strike hit 
hardest at Toledo public schools, 
where absenteeism increased 
from its normal 9 percent to 
more than 20 percent, school 
officials said. About 12,000 pub- 
lic and 6,000 parochial school 
students ride TARTA buses to 
school. 
STUDENTS ARE to be ex- 
cused from class because of the 
strike if they bring notes from 
their parents, said Su Yager, 
district spokeswoman. 
The strike cost TART A an 
estimated $8,000 in daily fares. 
TARTA officials said the 
walkout was illegal under a no- 
strike clause in the one-year 
contract union members ap- 
proved Aug. 31. 
Santa Claus and several "Ka- 
rate Kids" will team up Sunday 
to collect toys that will be dis- 
tributed to Bowling Green chil- 
dren this Christmas. 
"Santa Claus Kicks for Kids" 
is the theme of the American 
Karate System's tournament on 
Sunday, Dec. 15, in Anderson 
Arena from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Between 100 and ISO compet- 
itors are expected, according to 
Randy Hamm. a black belt and 
co-director of the tournament. 
The karate club and Bowling 
Green police department are co- 
sponsoring the tournament and 
charging spectators an admis- 
sion of a toy for students and $1 
and a toy for non-students. Com- 
petitors are also donating toys 
as part of the entry fee. 
Hamm said money collected 
will be used to cover the cost of 
using Anderson Arena, but the 
toys collected will be contrib- 
uted to Santa's Toy box and dis- 
tributed by the Bowling Green 
police. 
THE BOWLING Green Police 
Department is the local organi- 
zation in charge of the Santa's 
Toybox program. The police de- 
partment collects new toys and 
used toys in good condition to be 
distributed to underprivileged 
children. 
Randy Hamm and Mary 
Basta, black belts In the karate 
club, organized and are co-di- 
recting the tournament as part 
of their requirement to move up 
in the karate ranks. 
"I thought it would be nice for 
the karate group as a whole to do 
something for the community," 
Hamm said. 
Hamm said when he attended 
a tournament before Thanksgiv- 
ing he thought asking for food 
donations would have been a 
good idea for that time of year, 
and he modified that idea to ask 
for toy donations for this Decem- 
ber tournament. 
Grant Tansel, crime preven- 
tion officer on the Bowling 
Green police department, said 
the department has been in- 
volved with Santa's Toybox for 
about eight years. In the begin- 
ning it distributed toys to chil- 
dren throughout Wood County, 
but the program became too 
large and last year toys were 
distributed only to Bowling 
Green children. 
"A LOT of smaller cities have 
taken over and helped out with 
programs of their own" in the 
rest of Wood County, Tansel 
said. "Hopefully there weren't a 
lot of families that were left 
without toys." 
Tansel said the goal of the 
program is to see that children 
who might not otherwise receive 
presents will be receiving tbem 
this year through Santa's Toy 
Box. Last year Santa's Toy Box 
gave toys to young kids and $20 
gift certificates to teenagers 
aged 13 to 17, Tansel said. 
Police will accept referrals of 
children who are in need of toys 
until Dec. 19. The parent's name 
and address and the child's 
name, age and sex are needed 
with each referral, Tansel said. 
The toys and gift certificates 
will be distributed on the morn- 
ing of Dec. 21, he said. Police 
and the Bowling Green Police 
Explorer Scouts will do the sort- 
ing, packaging and delivering. 
tXk^fr^Aeatt' 
EXPERIENCE the fun and 
adventure of... 
SCUBA DIVING 
•  Training Sponsored by the  National  Association of Underwater 
Instructors (NAUI) 
Fee Includes All Supplies, Equipment Usage, and Air Fills 
Optional Florida Trip For Certification 
sign up begins Jan. 13 
limited enrollment 
for Info call the 
REC CENTER 
372-2711 
WANTS TO HELP YOU WITH FINALS! 
EXTENDED Hours During Finals 
Open Monday, Dec. 16th - Thursday, Dec. 19th 
till |2:00 a.m. 
FREE COFFEE & ROLLS 
«7 '^^^^^^ — '—WW 
oward's club 
NO COVER 210 N. MAIN 
presents: 
THE WET SHAVERS 
This Weekend 
^^       December 13 & 14 
'The Final Party Before Exams" 
*>* 
w 
band begins 
at 9:30 p.m. 
DO THE |INGLE BELL ROCK 
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Petition decision 
expected Monday 
Prof wants judge excused from case 
by Term TuaoUno 
*aH reporter 
A decision is expected to be 
handed down Monda v by Wood 
County Common Pleas Court 
Judge Donald DeCessna on a 
petition to excuse Municipal 
Court Judge James Bacnman 
from bearing the case against 
University history professor Da- 
vid Roller. 
The petition, brought by Per- 
rysburg Prosecutor Martin Au- 
bry and lawyer Allen Baldwin, is 
for a case against Roller on 
charges of importuning and pub- 
lic indecency. 
Baldwin's petition requests 
Bachman betaken off the case 
because be has personal knowl- 
edge of it The petition states 
that Bacnman has referred to 
the set of cases, all related to the 
arrests made during an under- 
cover investigation of Univer- 
sity restrooms, as the "BGSU 
Cases." 
..„ to Baldwin's peti- 
tion, •'The Tudge has treated all 
the 'BGSU Cases' in an identical 
fashion as if all rested on the 
same facts and circumstances." 
In the petition filed by the 
case's prosecutor, Aubry, it was 
stated that Bacnman "has per- 
sonal knowledge of the disputed 
evidentiary facts." 
IN A petition disputing his 
removal from the case, Bach- 
man indicates the reason for the 
original petitions against his 
hearing the case as "disappoint- 
ment that this judge rejected 
their plea bargain." 
Bachman's petition states that 
as a judge he is exposed to 
personal knowledge of the case 
through pretrial bearings and 
conferences. The petition goes 
on to state that as a judge he is 
obligated to disregard any such 
information. 
Once a decision is reached by 
DeCessna, a trial date will be set 
pending a decision on a change 
of venue motion Bled by Bald- 
win. 
Trial dates have been set for 
two defendants arrested on 
charges of importuning in con- 
nection with the undercover in- 
vestigation. Daniel McGraw, of 
Perrysburg, and Jamie Riig- 
giero, a University graduate stu- 
dent, are scheduledto appear in 
separate trials in Bowling Green 
Municipal Court on Jan. 7. 
Gish Theater seeks 
national recognition 
1 gBBil        JIM ft^JI       1 
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Switching Stations                                                         on their resume 
Working the boards that control all the programming that Is         Tucker said WBOU covers 19 counties In Northwest Ohio and 
received and sent at WBGC1 TV 57, Dave Whittle, sophomore radio-     **[*** more ,han 250.000 residents. 
television-film major,  puts on  program  preview announcements         "We sign on at 6:30 Monday through Friday and end broadcasting 
between shows.                                                                                           at midnight," he said. "Students produce various specials including 
One   of  45   university-owned   and   operated   public   television     documentaries, special events and concerts. We even have a remote 
stations across the nation, WBGO provides a training program for     unit." 
communications majors at the University. "Presently we have 55         Tucker said WBGU used to broadcast horn* football games, 
students working on a salary basis at the studio. We also employ a         "It's very "kely that we will program sporting events again," he said, 
student   art   staff."   said   Duane   Tucker,   director   of  television     "We are hoping that Congress will restore federal funding that was 
services. "This Is a most desirable experience for a student to have     lost during the first two years of the Reagan administration." 
by Soaan McDonald 
reporter 
A "low-keyed" campaign is 
underway to give the universi- 
ty's Gish Film Theater national 
recognition for being the only 
theater in the country named for 
Lillian and Dorothy Gish, 
accordingto Ralph Wolfe, pro- 
fessor of English and film stud- 
ies and curator of the theater. 
"I would like to think of this as 
an historical landmark." he 
said. "Lillian Gish is considered 
the first lady of American Cin- 
ema." 
As part of the campaign, book- 
lets highlighting the careers of 
the Gish sisters as well as the 
theater will be distributed in 
January to members of the 
American Film Institute. 
"I would like the rest of the 
country to know," be said. 
Wolfe said the purpose of the 
campaign was not only to "help 
promote the cause of film as an 
art form," but also to let people 
about the theater so that they 
can make contributions to sup- 
port the film programs. 
THE GISH Theater, which 
will have its 10th anniversary in 
June, was named in 1976 by 
Wolfe to honor the sisters as 
pioneers in American film, as 
well as to commemorate the 
ee debut of Lillian Gish in 
Zamboni drivers smooth operators 
In addition to proposing the 
name of the theater, Wolfe was 
able to get photographs of the 
actresses from the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York which 
were dedicated in 1962. He was 
appointed curator one year ago 
by Paul Olscamp. 
Money contributed toward the 
theater will go for improved 
seating and projection, additio- 
nal memorabilia and the fibs 
studies program. 
Keeping cool 
on the job 
not easy 
by Jerry Yarnetaky 
reporter 
During hockey games they're 
applauded, but what most peo- 
ple don't realize is the difficulty 
Zamboni drivers have of doing a 
15-minute job in seven minutes. 
The large machine that 
cleans, washes and then resur- 
faces the ice is driven in the 
games by ice arena workers Bob 
McCool and Mike Sanders. 
The ice, an important element 
in any hockey game, is their sole 
responsibility. 
"It's not as easy to keep the ice 
in good condition as people 
think," said Tom Wallace, fa- 
cility maintenance supervisor, 
McCool and Sanders' superior. 
The driver's job takes at least 
three years of practice before 
they master it enough to do it in 
front of the crowd. McCool. 
equipment operator, explained 
that you have to know the ma- 
chine well enough to know its 
smallest noises to see if it's 
operating efficiently, "but when 
you set in front of the crowd it's 
a little more pressure." 
THE DRIVERS get a lot of 
Oak from the crowd at times. 
"We get comments all the time. 
•Get a real job' is one; they rub 
my bead and hand me candy," 
said Sanders, night foreman at 
the ice arena. "I get applauded 
also, though. It makes me feel 
that I'm a part of the game." 
McCool said of the crowd, 
"They bug you, but it's when 
they throw paper that can be a 
pain, for if the littlest thing gets 
into the conveyor belt of the 
Zamboni it can delay the game 
until we can unclog it. But I do 
like the applause." 
"You have to block it (the 
crowd) all out or you'll mess 
up," Wallace said. "You can 
easily lose traction and slide. 
It's a whole new ballgame being 
out in front of the crowd." 
The speed of the job is as 
important as the quality. 
"Couple years ago we didn't 
have the SWO draw, Freddy and 
Frieda Falcon and all the skat- 
ers-so the Job that usually 
takes 10-15 minutes we have to 
do in seven," McCool said. "You 
just have to push yourself to do a 
better and quicker job. We have 
to make the ice as best as we can 
and not damage the Zamboni." 
Sanders added,"The time I 
really get nervous is when Tom 
Wallace watches because he 
knows what ice should look 
like." 
"I started working here in 
1979," Sanders said, ''Just to get 
on campus. Ice is more than just 
water, though, and I got inter- 
ested in it. So six years later I'm 
still here." 
•>JO 
IT'S SNOW FUN BEING 
BROKE FOR CHRISTMAS 
BRING IN YOUR USED BOOKS 
University Bookstore 
Student Services Bldg. 
DECEMBER 9-20 
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.       M-Fri 
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.       Sat. 
CLOSED SUNDAY 
Special Spring Semester Hours 
Saturday, January 11,9 a.m.- 5 p.m. 
Sunday, January 12, noon- 6 p.m. 
I.D.'S REQUIRED 
Heart 
Healthy 
Recipe 
POOR MAN'S CAVIAR 
1 large eggplant 
2 tablespoons olive oil 
1    small onion, finely chopped 
1    clove garlic, minced 
cup raw green pepper, finely 
chopped 
1V4 tablespoons lemon juice 
coarsely ground pepper 
Slice eggplant in half and rub with 
1 tablespoon of the oil. Place halves 
cut side down on baking pan. 
Broil on middle rack of oven for 
[20 to 25 minutes, or until eggplant 
quite soft. Cool slightly. Scoop out] 
jpulp and mash well with fork. 
Saute onion and garlic in remain- 
ing oil until brown. Stir into eggplant 
julp with remaining ingredients. 
-hill for 2 or 3 hours. Sprinkle with 
chopped parsley and serve with 
wead round* or toast. 
rleW: about 2'A cups 
Approx. cal/serv.: Vi cup - 75 
1 Tablespoon - 10 
Haart Haalthy Raopas an Iron tha Tfwd 
(Edakxi of tha Anwlcan Haart Aaaociaaon 
:ooM>oo* Copyright C 1t73. 1975, 1»7» by 
ha Amaflcan Haart »aaooallon, Inc. 
—LOFTS" 
ST    AREN0WF0R 
$25-Rant-$55 
■.—) Mkf |.M 
175-Sato — $170 
CALL NOW 
352-3836 
For rtonnstai atxJ 
bar*, feu* 
AUOAVNUBiWW: 
WHTBI tCIOi STORAGE 
with pickup and delivery 
Until April 1st -t, $15 
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SLS attorney recommends 
new representation policy 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
Student Legal Services attor- 
ney Sandra Scott proposed a 
change to the SLS Articles of 
Incorporation yesterday, which 
would require students to seek 
representation in criminal cases 
from the Public Defender's Of- 
fice before coming to SLS for 
representation. 
Scott said she was duplicating 
a service offered by the public 
defender in representing stu- 
dents in criminal cases. The 
state is required to provide an 
attorney - the public defender - 
for anyone charged with a crim- 
inal offense and who cannot af- 
ford to hire an attorney. 
Host University students are 
eligible for representation by a 
public defender, Scott said. 
Scott's proposal would allow 
bar to represent a student 
charged with a criminal offense 
if representation by a public 
defender was denied, she said. 
As an alternative, she sug- 
gested hiring another attorney 
part-time to help take some of 
her case load. 
SCOTT SAID she made the 
proposal in order to cut down on 
her case load and give her more 
time to work on educational 
programs developed by SLS. 
Criminal  cases  currently  ac- 
count for more than half of the 
case load, she said. 
Of the 39 cases on Scott's 
docket, 21 involve criminal 
charges. 
The board took no action on 
the proposal. 
Scott outlined three educatio- 
nal programs scheduled by SLS 
for next semester: 
• A consumer law seminar on 
Jan. 22, featuring a speaker 
from the Consumer Protection 
Division of the state attorney 
general's office: 
• A landlord-tenant fair fea- 
turing the author of a book on 
landlord-tenant relations and 
speakers from the attorney gen- 
eral's office and the Public Util- 
ity Commission of Ohio, 
scheduled for Feb. 4, and; 
• A drunk-driving seminar 
still in the planning stages, 
scheduled for March. 
The SLS "party pamphlet," 
detailing the rights and respon- 
sibilities of students giving and 
attending parties in the city, was 
distributed in the form of a 
rough draft to city officials and 
has received favorable re- 
sponses, Scott said. 
SCOTT ALSO reported she 
was looking into taking out a 
personal liability insurance pol- 
icy for herself with Lloyd's of 
London, the international insur- 
ance group. 
The other company which she 
was considering asking to un- 
derwrite a policy for her would 
not provide coverage for her 
work with SLS, which falls un- 
der the company's category of 
non-profit organizations. Scott 
said that since she Is employed 
by the University's Board of 
Trustees and not by SLS, bar 
representation of University stu- 
dents should be covered under 
the policy. 
In other business, the board 
gave informal approval to seat- 
ing representatives from the 
Interfraternity Council and the 
PanheUenic Council, once new 
IFC and Panhel cabinet mem- 
bers are chosen next semester. 
The new representatives would 
not participate in meetings until 
the current SLS board terms 
expire at the end of next semes- 
ter. Jim Shaffer, SLS board 
chairman, represents IFC on the 
board and Linda Powell, trea- 
surer, represents Panhel. 
Shaffer reported that Marcy 
Woks, SLS secretary, resigned 
effective yesterday so she could 
attend paramedic school. 
Her replacement, Rebecca 
Pagean, resigned Tuesday after 
being hired Monday. Pagean 
resigned because she felt the 
SLS office was "too informal," 
Scott said. 
Peace and quiet offered 
Off-Campus Student Center hosts   'Exam Cram' 
by Meltau McGUHvr.y 
reporter 
Students desperate for a quiet 
place to do some last-minute 
cramming for finals should not 
despair-the Off-Campus Stu- 
dent Center is providing "Exam 
• Cram" for them. 
The "Exam Cram" program, 
which begins Sunday at 5 p.m. in 
the basement of Moseley Hall 
and lasts non-stop throughout 
exam week, will offer a quiet 
' atmosphere and a limited 
amount of reference material 
along with cookies, coffee and 
other refreshments to students, 
said Hazel Smith, director of the 
center. 
The Commuter Off Campus 
Organization (COCO) is spon- 
soring the program, which is 
open to both on- and off-campus 
students, Smith said. 
"We are open 24 hours a day 
during exams," she said."We 
feel that we owe it to the cam- 
pus." 
This is the fourth year for the 
program, which was started be- 
cause "there is limited space 
available on campus for over- 
night studying," she said. 
Smith said there will be mon- 
itors present to make sure the 
atmosphere remains quiet. 
''There are rules that go along 
with this-we don't play the 
radio and our officers areherelto 
make sure a studious atmo- 
sphere prevails," she said. 
Smith said she expects to have 
a "full bouse" at this year's 
"Exam Cram." 
"It is one of our more appre- 
ciated   programs,"   she said. 
"Every year we seem to have 
more (students)." 
Ash  
BG Newt/Ala Horv.tr. 
The new banners In Anderson Arena were purchased with money raised at the Harold Anderson Memorial 
Golf Outing. There are banners for every BO basketball team that participated In an NIT or NCAA 
tournament or won the MAC. 
Banners highlight past success 
by Jim Nteman 
staff reporter 
Anderson Arena has a new 
look, as 17 banners celebrat- 
ing the University's 
championship basketball 
teams have been hung at its 
north end - and there's one on 
the way. 
"One of the banners Is not 
up because they had the 
wrong date on it," said Phillip 
Ricketts, a three-year letter- 
man on the frsifffcfthfl1 team 
from 1939 to 1941 who cap- 
tained the team his final year. 
Ricketts was chairman of 
the committee that organized 
a golf tournament to raise 
money for the banners that 
represent all the BG teams 
that won MAC championships 
and participated in NTT and 
NCAA tournaments. 
The first Harold Anderson 
Memorial Golf Outing was 
held Aug. 22. It was sponsored 
by the Varsity BG Club, made 
up of former Falcon athletes. 
The outing and the dinner 
that followed it raised (7,700, 
Ricketts said. 
Anderson is the winningest 
basketball coach in Falcon 
history. He coached basket- 
ball for 21 seasons - ending 
with the 19S2-63 campaign - 
and finished with a 362-185 
won-lost record. Last sum- 
mer he was enshrined in the 
Basketball Hall of Fame in 
Springfield, Mass. 
ACCORDING TO Don Cun- 
ningham, the University's 
first sports information direc- 
tor and a golf committee 
member, "We wrote to all 
basketball lettermen and 
asked them to take part in the 
outing." 
Thirty former basketball 
players played In the tourna- 
ment, Ricketts said. Among 
them: John Payak, Boo 
"Peanuts" Long, Karl 
Turner, Gene Dudley, "Boo" 
Ellis and Bob Conroy. 
It was Rickett's idea to 
purchase the 6-by-o-feet ban- 
ners. The old banner was 
about the same size as the 
new banners, but it Included 
all of the championship 
teams. 
"It always bothered me to 
look at that banner," Ricketts 
said. "I just thought that 
those championship teams 
should be recognized better 
than that" 
Ricketts said that he would 
like to see the golf outing 
become a regular event and 
that many of the participants 
expressed the same senti- 
ments. 
If it Is held again next year, 
Ricketts said it will be on a 
smaller scale and probably 
won't be a fund-raiser, unless 
someone thinks of another 
worthy cause. 
He said the other commit- 
tee'members hoped to bring 
in a big-name speaker from 
the basketball community 
about every five years. 
George Ireland spoke at last 
summer's dinner. Ireland 
was the coach of Loyola of 
Chicago's team that won the 
national championship in 
1963. 
That year, Anderson's BG 
team defeated them 92-75 in 
Anderson Arena in what 
many people think was the 
greatest and most exciting 
game a University basketball 
team has ever played. 
Pi Beta Phi sorority 
joins greek community 
by Janet Pavasko 
staff reporter 
Patricia Neal, Faye Dunaway 
and former first ladies Grace 
Coolidge and Margaret Truman 
are all prestigious alumni of the 
Pi Beta Phi sorority, whose Ohio 
Theta chapter will be installed 
into the University's greek sys- 
tem in April. 
"We are delighted to be at 
Bowling Green and will be hold- 
ing a special colonizing rush 
Jan. a to Jan. 25," said Crista 
Landgraff, resident and travel- 
ing consultant "The rush par- 
ties will be hosted by Pi Beta 
Phi's from the University of 
Michigan, University of Toledo 
and Ohio State." 
Jean Scott, past grand presi- 
dent, said she expects 400400 
women to attend the coloniza- 
tion rush parties. 
"So far we have had Interest 
expressed by 300 women and we 
still have another information 
night" she said. "According to 
the University PanheUenic 
Council, we are limited to 95 
members, so 95 pledges is our 
goal." 
SCOTT SAID a 2.2 grade point 
average is necessary for all 
women interested in pledging 
the sorority. 
'We will not be pledging any 
seniors," she said. ''Otherwise, 
we want a balance of freshman, 
sophomores and iuniors who can 
give the most to the new organi- 
zation." 
Scott said Pi Beta Phi is on the 
waiting  list  for small 
housing, but will bold pie 
meetings   in   the   Un 
Union until a bouse is i 
• Continued from page 1. 
Bowling Green. 
"The most important thing for 
me is to care about the commu- 
nity, and by doing that you care 
about the services that you can 
provide for the community," 
Ash said. 
Ash practices what he pre- 
aches, as he has been a member 
or participant in more than 35 
committees, associations, clubs, 
organizations and commissions 
since 1978. 
He will also be the president of 
the Ohio Association of Chiefs of 
Police next year. 
''Sometimes I think I might 
get spread too thin committee- 
wiae7' he said. 
Ash has also received several 
awards for his police and com- 
mittee work, including Bowling 
Green Chamber of Commerce 
Community Service Awards, 
1976-78; Jefferson Award Win- 
ner from WTVG, TV-13, Toledo; 
and a citation from the 112th 
General Assembly of Ohio, 1978. 
Ash says he has two theories 
about police work: 
•"You can have all the Qual- 
ifications in the world, but if you 
don't have common sense you 
shouldn't become a police offi- 
cer." 
•And, "If it quits being fun, 
quit doing it" 
"My wife doesn't think that 
agrees with our financial sta- 
tus," Ash said of the second 
theory. But Ash said he doesn't 
plan on quitting for some time. 
"Even if I take a long weekend 
off, I get to the point where I 
can't wait to get back in here." 
PIZZA 
BROTHERS. Inc 
352-8408 
■ FREE DELIVERY 
■ EXPIRES 1/3/86 
DINNER FOR TWO: 
10" ONE ITEM PIZZA | 
1 GARLIC BREAD 
2 CANS OF PEPSI 
(Save $1.10) 
All for $5.50 reg. $6.60   \ 
In   Celebration 
of 
Dr. Martin Luthor King's Birthday 
The Black Student Union 
presents 
Dr. Marvin Haire, President 
Iswhors ■anarch, Information & Madia Consultant* 
Topic: D^10"'OWo 
"Contemporary Relevancy of Dr. King's 
influence on International Affairs" 
Wednesday. Jan. 15, 1986 
7:30 p.m., Ohio Suite, Union 
— Reception follows — 
Student Recreation Center 
Holiday 
Break Pass f^ 
Enjoy a month of 
raquetball, tennis, swimming, 
aerobics or the indoor 
track; a whirlpool and sauna 
» Oo, '*-.. 
> 
On Sale 
Dec. 13 
Dec. 13 
Dsc.30 
Valid 
Dec. M-Jon.12 
Dec. 14-Dtc.31 
Jon. 2-Jan. 12 
Cost 
$17.50 
$10.00 
$10.00 
Relief Pitcher 
a"d 
Doubles Night 
Large pitcher of beer 
For the 19 and Over Crowd 
TONIGHT ONLY 
Best Music of the 50s 
to the Cream of the 80's 
NO COVER CHARGE 
CHECK IT OUT 
SUNDAY        SUNDAY        SUNDAY 
1532 S. Byrne Rd. Ph. 382-1876 
■ m ■ ■ w ■ ■ ■  n     ii 
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'Must pass' bills await Congress 
Year-end budget spending legislation, tax overhaul considered 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congressional ne- 
gotiators reported substantial progress on 
r
'muat pass" year-end spending legislation 
yesterday, while administration officials 
cajoled Republican lawmakers to help re- 
vive President Reagan's proposal for ma- jor overhaul of the tax laws. 
House Speaker Thomas O'Neill Jr., D- 
Mass., said he hoped Congress could wrap 
up work for the year by the end of the week, 
even if that meant an unusual Saturday 
meeting. 
But Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole. 
R-Kan., said the session should be extended 
into next week to assure passage of both a 
long-term farm bill and a measure to res- 
cue the financially ailing Farm Credit 
System. 
Dole added it would be an "abdication of 
everything we've done all year" if ( 
left town without finishing work on 
lation to cut spending by up to $80 billion 
through IMS. 
Weary lawmakers looked forward to the 
end of the session as Reagan, acting with- 
out ceremony, signed landmark legislation 
designed to force a balanced budget by 
1991. That bill was cleared by Congress on 
Wednesday after months of wrangling. 
BUT THE controversy lingered as 
O'Neill blistered the plan as a "fake and a 
fraud" and Rep. Mike Synar, DOkla., 
announced plans to file suit in U.S. District 
Court challenging its constitutionality. 
The bill signed by the president also 
raised the debt limit above $2 trillion in 
time to avoid serious disruption of federal 
borrowing practices. 
Lawmakers faced yet another deadline 
on the spending bill, with funding for most 
federal programs set to expire at midnight. 
Officials reported an informal agreement 
to spend $15 billion during the current fiscal 
year on foreign aid - including $3 billion for 
Israel - nearly the level Reagan is request- 
ing. There was progress on defense spend- 
ing, as well, although no agreement 
But with literally docens of issues unre- 
solved, there was talk of passing a brief 
one- or two-day extension of an existing 
stopgap spending bill to give the two sides 
the time needed to work out a comprehen- 
sive agreement that Reagan would ap- 
prove. 
The president's men devoted their atten- 
tion to the tax bill, searching for ways to 
reverse Wednesday's 223-202 House vote 
that sidetracked the issue, a revolt led by 
Republicans. White House chief of staff 
Donald Regan and Treasury Secretary 
James Baker met privately with GOP law- 
makers, while O'Neill said the issue rests 
squarely with the president. 
"IF THE president can deliver 90-75 
Republican votes ... a guarantee on the 
bill, we'll bring it up," he said. 
Agent: St. Nick good insurance risk 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - 
He is overweight, he smokes 
and he is in what could be con- 
sidered a dangerous line of work 
since he lands on rooftops with just eight tiny reindeer and a 
sleigh. 
Could Santa Claus possibly get 
insurance? The Nashville Ban- 
ner asked an underwriter. 
"From everything I've read 
or seen, Santa has an excellent 
safety record," said Garrett E. 
Ball, local agent for Equitable 
Life Assurance Society of New 
York. "Have you ever seen any- 
one with more flying experi- 
ence?" 
Now comes Santa's weight. 
"He obviously needs to lose a 
few pounds," Ball said. "While 
this may endear Santa to young- 
sters, it would not help the over- 
all assessment of the old 
gentleman as an insurance 
risk." 
And then there's that pipe. 
"Since it's not cigarettes, I'd 
try to help him get the best 
possible rating," Ball said. 
"Everything considered," he 
added, 'Td go to bat to get him 
the best possible rate the com- 
. will approve. Apparently 
i has never filed a claim with 
anyone in his life - and his life 
expectancy is forever." 
ReX, 
Former Home State bank owner files suit 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Marvin 
Warner, former owner of the 
failed Home State Savings 
Bank, filed suit yesterday in an 
attempt to prevent any indict- 
ment by a state special grand 
jury investigating the thrift's 
In a 15-page complaint in U.S. 
District Court in Cincinnati, 
Warner accused Ohio Attorney 
General Anthony Celebrezze Jr. 
and special prosecutor Law- 
rence Kane of improperly in- 
fluencing the grand jury to 
obtain indictments against him. 
In   a   related   development, 
state Sen. Richard Fijian, R-Cin- 
cinnati, said he was advised by 
former Ambassador William 
Saxbe, one of Warner's attor- 
neys, that Warner has decided 
not to waive his immunity rights 
and testify before the Legis- 
lature's Joint Select Committee 
on Savings and Loans, which 
also is investigating Home 
State. 
In the suit, Warner says he 
suspects his indictmemt by the 
grand jury "is imminent" be- 
cause of what be alleges is im- 
proper and unethical conduct by 
Kane and Celebrezze, who ap- 
Get Your Commemorative 
Falcon Mug 
TODAY 
Contact 
Campus Girl Scouts 
only$5.00 
ORDER NOW 
call 372-3327 
Mug as pictured with 
season's schedule and 
scores on reverse side. 
pointed Kane as prosecutor. 
WARNER 18 asking U.S. Dis- 
trict Judge Charles Joiner of 
Michigan, to whom the lawsuit 
was referred, to order Kane and 
Celebrezze to make no more 
presentations to the grand jury. 
He also asks the judge to perma- 
nently forbid the grand jury 
from returning any indictments 
against Warner. 
In addition, Warner requests 
the right to obtain depositions 
from Celebrezze and Kane and 
for the federal judge to receive 
"relevant portions of the grand jury minutes." 
Warner, a banker with diver- 
sified holdings in other areas, 
said an indictment of him would 
ruin his business representa- 
tions and prevent him from hold- 
ing any position within the 
banking industry. 
The proceedings of federal 
and state grand juries, by law, 
are secret. 
Kane and Celebrezze both 
called Warner's lawsuit im- 
proper and an attempt to inter- 
fere with a legitimte 
investigation of the reason for 
Home State's collapse. 
This lawsuit "seeks to stop the 
grand jury from receiving evi- 
dence with respect to Mr. 
Warner ... the grand jury, un- 
der American law, is of par- 
amount significance in the 
criminal justice system," Kane 
said. 
SiflflfT. 
HALLEY: 
A COMET'S TALE 
News Briefs 
GE plans acquisition of RCA 
NEW YORK (AP) - Gen- 
eral Electric Co.'s proposed 
16.28 billion purchase of RCA 
Corp. representi "an excel- 
lent strategic fit," but it is too 
early to say whether GE will 
seD off any RCA assets, GE's 
chairman said yesterday. 
However, John Welch Jr. 
said be does not expect the 
merger to run afoul of federal 
antitrust rules that would 
force GE to sell assets in 
order to win government ap- 
proval of the deal 
"We have all the confidence 
in the world that this merger 
violates no guidelines and will 
in fact be approved in a 
speedy and effective man- 
ner," Welch said at a news 
conference. 
RCA Chairman Thornton 
Bradshaw, meanwhile, said 
he would step down once the 
merger was completed, prob- 
ably in late 1986, but that he 
would remain a GE consul- 
tant for three years. 
Meantime, the New York 
Stock Exchange said it has 
launched an investigation 
into the surge in the price and 
trading of RCA's stock prior 
to the merger announcement 
Wednesday night. 
Drunk driving deaths decline 
ATLANTA (AP) - The 
number of alcohol-related 
traffic deaths over the New 
Year's holiday has decreased 
steadily in the lMOs. appar- 
ently due to increased aware- 
ness of the drunken driving 
problem, federal health offi- 
cials said yesterday. 
Nevertheless, alcohol-re- 
lated traffic deaths occur 
more frequently over tile 
Christmas and New Year's 
holidays than during the rest 
of the year, the Centers for 
Disease Control said in its 
weekly Morbidity and Mortal- 
ity report. 
For the New Year's holi- 
day, there were 71 alcohol- 
related traffic deaths per 24 
hours in 1980, 67 in 1981, 60 in 
1982,56 in 1963 and 48 in 1964, 
the CDC said. 
At Christmas, alcohol-re- 
lated traffic deaths fluc- 
tuated, with 68 alcohol- 
related traffic deaths per 24 
hours in 1960, 62 in 1961, 63 in 
1982,45 in 1983, and 77 in 1984. 
Polish seaman granted asylum 
CLEVELAND (AP) - A 27- 
year-old Polish seaman who 
13 days ago walked off a 
freighter that had docked at 
this Lake Erie port was 
granted political asylum yes- 
Donald Russell, director of 
the U.S. Immigration and 
Naturalization Service office 
in Cleveland, refused to com- 
ment on why Leszek Kapsa 
was granted asylum. He said 
the case was handled quickly 
because that's routine with 
defecting crew members. 
The freighter, the Ziemia 
Lubelska, traveled west in 
the Great Lakes after leaving 
Cleveland and was expected 
to be on the lakes for several 
weeks, the INS had said ear- 
lier. 
Russell denied that any po- 
litical pressure was put on 
him to grant the one-year 
asylum."I'm very grateful to 
the United States and the 
many people that helped me 
with my case," Kapsa said. 
Retail sales rise moderately 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Re- 
tail sales rebounded slightly 
in November from their re- 
cord fall the month before, 
but the modest 1.1 percent 
increase still left doubts 
among many analysts about just bow good Christmas mer- 
chants can expect this year. 
The Commerce Depart- 
ment reported yesterday that 
sales climbed to $115.9 billion 
last month, an increase of $1.3 
billion over the depressed Oc- 
tober level. 
Sales had fallen 4.2 percent 
in October, the biggest 
monthly decline on record, as 
car safes plummeted by 17.2 
percent after dealers stopped 
most of the cut-rate financing 
incentives which had spurred 
a frenzy of car buying in 
August and September. 
With Americans holding a 
record amount of personal 
debt, many analysts have ex- 
pressed fears that consumer 
spending will show little 
strength in the months ahead. 
Since consumer spending ac- 
counts for almost two-thirds 
of overall economic activity, 
these analysts believe the 
economy as a whole will be 
lackluster in coming months. 
However, the Reagan ad- 
ministration said the Novem- 
ber sales gain was pointing to 
the stronger economic growth 
it believes is on the horizon. 
Urge 11tem Pizza 
$5." Delivered 
$4." In House 
352-3551 352-3551 
Wine Shop 
Going Home For The Holidays? 
Stop By Aspen Wine Shop and pick up some 
wine, cheese, or a Christmas Basket to take 
home to Mom & Dad. 
All of us at Aspen Wine would like to wish all Students and 
Faculty a Very Merry Christmas! 
EXTENDED 
Hours - For 
Finals week Mon.-Thur. open till 2:00 a.m. 
353-WINE 
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Cal Bowl to be fought in the air 
by Karl Smith 
sports editor 
FRESNO, Calif. - It's been 
Wiled as the biggest air battle 
since Snoopy andthe Red Baron. 
And when Bowling Green and 
Fresno State University meet 
tomorrow in Bulldog Stadium at 
*pm. Eastern Standard Time In 
the 1985 California Bowl, there 
weU undoubtedly be plenty of 
bullets and bombs. 
The bowl-season opener will 
not only feature the only two 
undefeated in a post-season con- 
test, but also two of the nation's 
top quarterbacks. 
BG's Brian McClure, the 18th- 
ranked quarterback in the na- 
tion, and FSU*s Kevin Sweeney, 
eighth-ranked, lead two of the 
nation's most high-powered of- 
fenses. 
"This is going to be a great 
game for the fans," Falcon 
coach Denny Stolz said. "No 
one's going to be able to turn this 
game off. It doesn't matter if 
someone's down 20 or 30 points 
because both teams have that 
comeback capability." 
THE BULLDOGS have the 
nation's most potent offense, 
scoring 39.1 points per game, 
whileBGislOmatSLT 
"It's a game that you're going 
to have to score at least three 
touchdowns and kick a few field 
goals if you even hope to win," 
FSU coach Jim Sweeney said. 
And Stolz isn't denying that 
the rematch of the 1982 Cal 
ORNIfl BOWL 
"This Is going to be a great game for 
the fans. No one's going to be able to turn 
this game off. It doesn't matter If 
someone's down 20 or 30 points because 
both teams have that comeback 
capability." 
— BG coach Denny Stolz 
Bowl, which the Bulldogs won 
29-28, wont be an offensive 
struggle. 
"There are some shells in the 
gun on both sides," he said. 
"There will be some big plays 
and some exciting plays. 
But Sweeney and McClure 
won't be the only ones popping 
big plays. FSlTs James WU- 
liams and Falcon Bernard White 
cornerstone their teams' rush- 
ing attack. 
Williams averaged 92.5 yards 
rushing per game this season 
while White, the nation's leading 
scorer (10.4 points per game), 
had 8S.3 yards per contest. 
Whether or not the quar- 
terback's decide the outcome of 
the game, both are eager for the 
opening Uckoff. 
"I'm looking forward to play- 
ing Bowling Green, we're two 
very similar teams," Sweeney, 
a Junior said. "It could come 
down to the last possession." 
WHILE SWEENEY has a 
year remaining, McClure will 
don a Falcon uniform for the 
final time. 
"It will be tough to hold back 
the tears," McClure said. 
The two quarterbacks have 
been terrorizing opponents at a 
record pace. McClure ended his 
career as the NCAA's second- 
most productive passer while 
Sweeney will start his senior 
year ninth on the career passing 
yardage list. 
Neither team is looking for 
ward to trying to stop the other's 
passing attack and neither 
seems to have a decided edge. 
The Bulldog defenders are 
more familiar with the aerial 
game, playing in the pass- 
crazed Pacific Coast Athletic 
Association, but gave up 214.4 
yards through the air per game. 
While the Falcons surrender a 
meager 175.1 yards passing per 
contest, the) also play in the 
run-oriented Mid-American 
Conference. 
"Our defense is better than 
most people think, they don't 
realize we had some great de- 
fensive efforts," Stolz said. "We 
don't have great defensive stats, 
but we're a tough, very physical 
team." 
Much like Stolz, Sweeney said 
he has confidence in his defense. 
But the Falcons were the first 
team the younger Sweeney 
faced and his father remembers 
the game well. 
"They (BG) Introduced him (Kevin) to Rydell helmets, he 
got a lot of helmet sandwiches," 
the elder Sweeney said. Getting 
up from the turf in that game 
was a real chore. He threw a 
touchdown pass and a line- 
backer planted a helmet in his 
chin." 
Everyone knows bow the Red 
Baron-Snoopy match turned 
out, but in this version, no one is 
sure which team is flying the 
infamous Sopwith Camel. 
BG's women cagers crush CSCJ 
by Tom Skemtvtti 
sports reporter 
The Cleveland Growth Asso- 
ciation wont be sending a 
Christmas card to Cleveland 
State's women's basketball 
team after bearing about last 
night's performance between 
the Vikings and Bowling Green. 
Using a constant full court 
press, the Falcons jumped to a 
28-4 lead midway into the first 
half, enabling BG to coast to an 
easy 76-55 victory in Anderson 
Arena. 
The Falcons record rose to 2-3 
in five non-conference games, 
while CSU's record dropped to a 
paltry 1-4. 
BG went into the game with 
the Mid-American Conference's 
most stubborn defense. Led by 
six-footers Jackie Motycka and 
Joelyn Shoup, the Falcons had 
allowed only 62.8 points per 
game. 
The Falcons' offense, on the 
other hand, had BG's coach 
Fran Voll worried because of 
their diminutive 63.8 average in 
the first four games. 
But the Falcons found out that 
the best offense can come from a 
good defense. 
BG PRESSED CSU into obliv- 
ion causing steals, bad passes or 
traveling calls. An early 4-4 tie 
disappeared into thin air for the 
Vikings. 
The Falcons held CSU 
scoreless for the next eight min- 
utes, turning the tie into a 284 
blowout with much of the first 
half remaining. Vikings' coach 
Alice Khol said her team never 
bad a chance after falling be- 
hind so far. 
"Bowling Green came out 
very hot from the opening jump 
and took control,'' Khol said. 
"Once mat happened, our play- 
ers couldn't catch up." 
Voll said the successful full 
court press was in the game plan 
from the beginning. 
"I wanted to do that," Voll 
said. "It gave us the momentum 
BG News/Alex Horvath 
Bowling Green freshman Jackie Motycka puU the coverage on Cleveland State's Sue Schmld 
stuffed the Vikings, 76-55, last night In Anderson Arena. 
The r-alcons 
and and we picked up on it. In 
order to be successful, you have 
to do well on both sides of the 
court." 
The Vikings regained con- 
sciousness, closing to within 13 
late in the first half, but the 
game seemed almost elemen- 
tary from the start. 
Toe Falcons cooled off In the 
second half, but still outscored 
the VDtings 35-31. 
Voll was particularly happy 
with his team's passing perfor- 
mance which produced 22 as- 
sists. 
"THE PASSING was the key 
to the whole game." Voll said. 
"We passed as well as we have 
all year and possibly since I've 
been here." 
Leading the Falcons in assists 
was Paulette Backstrom. The 
main beneficiaries were Stepha- 
nie Coe, Rhonda Moore and Mo- 
tycka who each scored 12 points 
to lead BG. Shoup led the team 
in rebounds with 10, steals and 
blocked shots. 
Leading all scorers was toe 
Vikings-Mary Petrecca with 16 
points. 
BOWLING GREEN V8. FRESNO STATE 
WHEN: Sat. Dec. 14, 4 p.m. EST 
WHERE: Bulldog Stadium (Grass) 
BOWLING GREEN: 
Nickname: Falcons 
19S4 record: 8-3, 7-2 In the MAC (second) 
1985 record: 11-0, 9-0 in the MAC (first) 
Head coach: Denny Stolz, eighth year (65-44-1) 
Returning starters: 16 (off.-7; def.-9) 
Players to watch: Brian McClure (OB), MAC's top passer 
threw  for   479   yards   in   final   game   against   Ohio 
University, Bernard White (RB), nation's leading scorer 
also rushed for 949 yards; Stan Hunter (SE), all-time 
MAC reception leader had 55 catches this year and seven 
touchdowns (tying a league record); Greg Meehan (FL), 
BG's second-leading receiver averaged 17.0 yards per 
catch; Troy Dawson (LB), led team in tackles; Chris 
Hartman (LB), led team In solo tackles with 61. Melvin 
Marshall (CB), had a team-high four interceptions. 
FRESNO STATE: 
Nickname: Bulldogs 
1984 record: 6-6. 3-4 in the PCAA (fourth) 
1985 record: 10-01, 8-0-1 In the PCAA (first) 
Head coach: Jim Sweeney, eighth year (57-32-1). 
Returning starters: 13 (off.-7; def.-6) 
Players to Watch: Kevin Sweeney (QB), PCAA's leading 
passer broke all-time PCAA career yardage mark this 
season; James Williams (RB), ran for 1,017 yards this 
season; Gene Taylor (FL), FSCJ's leading reciever with 30 
catches for 545 yards; Stephen Baker (SE), had 29 
catches for a team-high 844 yards and 29.1 yards per 
catch; Rod Webster (S), had six interceptions for 113 
yards and a TD; Barry Belli (PK). scored 100 points 
Series record: FSU 2-1 
Last meeting: BG won 35-27 in Bulldog Stadium 
Falcons recover 
from aftershock 
FRESNO, Calif. - In a state 
known for earthquakes, Fresno 
is still recovering from the af- 
tershock of Denny Stolz's an- 
nouncement Wednesday. 
Stolz said at a press confer- 
ence in San Diego he had ac- 
cepted the offer to become San 
Diego State University's new 
bead football coach. 
The fact Stolz would coach 
elsewhere next year is not earth- 
shattering news. However, the 
timing of the announcement sur- 
TonRNd 
prised many. 
"I was kind of shocked," BG 
linebacker Troy Dawson said. "I 
expected him to go, but not 
before the California Bowl 
game." 
Many fear the sudden news of 
Stolz's departure will adversely 
affect the Falcons'performance 
Saturday against Fresno State. 
But Stolz said his veteran 
squad will be mentally prepared 
by game time. 
"We're an experienced team 
and I'm confident my players 
can deal with this problem," 
Stolz said. 
Roundballers lose to Defiance in OT 
by Ron Fritz 
sports reporter 
Something along the line of David 
slewing Goliath just wouldn't be the 
proper way to describe Defiance's 8644 
overtime victory over Bowling Green last 
t in Anderson Arena. 
r because you wouldn't be able to 
ih who was supposed to be the j after viewing the game. 
"We have been struggling lately, but 
this win just gave us all the confidence we 
need," Yellow Jacket coach MarvHohen- 
berger said. "Any time we can beat a 
Division I school, it is an accomplish- 
ment. We have to use this as a stepping ■tone for the net of the season." 
The Falcons (0-3) may be Division I, 
. but after last night's performance, you 
would have nad a hard time proving they 
werentatmaDcoIleMtosm 
"This is the most ashamed I've been in 
my 24 years of coaching," BG coach John 
Weinert,sald. "I saw nothing good from 
our team in this game. I don't want to 
take anything away from Defiance be- 
cause they are a fine team, but we played 
poorly." 
The Yellow Jackets (44), a Division D 
member of the National Association of 
Intercollegiate Athletics, took advantage 
of a plethora of mistakes by the Falcons 
to force the overtime. 
With 1:16 left in the game and BG 
leading 62-68, Defiance's Kevin Seaman 
drove past the Falcons' defense for a 
baseline layup, but fouled James Tyler 
after the made bucket. 
Tyler promptly missed the front end of 
the one-*nd-one an with 37 seconds left in 
the game, Seaman anuck behind the BG 
defense for another layup to tie the game 
6242. 
"We have a four-point lead with a little 
over a minute left and we cant win the 
game," Weinert said. "We then gave up 
two layups. That waa a sorry demonstra- 
tion of basketball by us." 
However, the Falcons had the ball for 
the final shot and simply couldn't get a 
5ood shot against the feisty Yellow 
acket zone defense 
BG let the clock wind down and with 10 
seconds got the ball to Jim Smith, who 
scored 20 octets in the second half, but he 
was double-teamed and forced to shoot a 
faHaway 20-foot jumper that wasn't even 
close. 
Defiance almost let the opportunity for 
the win get away in the five-minute extra 
period, though. After Joe Gregory hit a 
lWooter to put BG up 64-62, Dennis 
Bostelman, who led all scorers with 28 
points, hit two baskets to give the Yellow 
Jackets a 86-64 advantage. 
Defiance's Ron Schomaeker missed a 
one-and-one charity toss with 31 seconds 
left, but the Falcons weren't able to 
canhaihw as Gregory missed a jumper 
and Robinson the follow-up with 14 sec- 
onds left. 
Schomaeker missed another free 
throw, but Robinson mined a short jumper with four seconds left to preserve 
the Yellow Jackets victory. 
Bostelman, a sophomore center, said 
he simply wanted to prove he could play 
with the "big boys" going into the game. 
"But after this, I think we could play 
against anybody," Bostelman said. "It 
shouM give the whole team a big boost." 
Smith led the Falcons with 22 points, 
but it was the play of guards Brian Miller 
and Joe Gregory off ate bench that kept 
BG in the contest in the first half. The two 
combined to score 16 points in the last 10 
minutes of the first half and erase Defi- 
ance's 20-8 lead. 
Gregory ended up with 14 points and 
nine assists and Mfller finished with 10 
points. Gregory earned BG's player-of- 
the-game. 
"If there was one bright spot in the 
game, it was Joe Gregory?' Weinert said. 
It doeant get any easier for the Fal- 
cons as they head for Kentucky for 
games against Morehead State on Satur- 
day and Murray State on Sunday. 
He added that Wednesday's 
Cctice   "lacked   concentra- 
," but this wasn't evident 
today. 
"THIS WAS was probably our 
best practice since coming out 
here,rStolz said. 
One reason for the renewed 
vigor was the sweltering 48-de- 
gree temperature. Yesterday 
was the first day of sunny skies 
since BG arrived. 
"It's been so damned cold out 
here that's it really hard to get 
enthused about practicing in 20- 
degree weather and fog/' Stolz 
said. "We haven't been able to 
I across the football field it is 
so foggy." 
Wednesday night, the Falcons 
shed their football headgear for 
crash helmets. The players went 
to the Malibu Raceway where 
they drove miniature Indy-type 
cars around the half-mile track. 
The car attendant needed a 
giant shoe horn to squeeze 6- 
foot-7 Brian McClure into the 
small car. 
"God was I uncomfortable," 
McClure said. "My knees were 
up against the steering wheel." 
Hopefully, for BG's sake, Mc- 
Clure will guide the offense bet- 
ter than be did his 
Wednesday night. 
THE QUARTERBACK twice 
spun his car off the track and 
into the infield. 
"If I was about to make the 
money that guy is," the car 
attendant said. "I wouldn't be 
driving these cars. He might 
break something.'' ^^ 
Meanwhile, Phil Walker 
couldn't have broke a sweat 
driving his car. 
The 6-2 243, defensive end took 
99 seconds to putter around the 
track. Walker was later given 
the "turtle" award for the sic- 
west driver. 
"You better stick to football ": 
linebacker Erik Johnson —id 
"Because you have no future in 
the racing business." 
On the other hand, Dawson 
may qualify for a pole position 
at tody after his performance 
Wednesday night 
The linebacker covered the 
course in a record 54 seconds. 
The FSU roster has only one 
player from Ohio, Julius Pitts i 
senior flanker from Columbus 
BG has two California natives 
the Junior center from Eric Hel^ 
•""JP55"M»> •*» Iwah- 
man red-shirt quarterback Pat 
fink sail 
car 
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leers face feisty Ferris State 
BG to host Bulldogs Friday and Saturday 
by Ton SkernMU 
sports reporter 
Forget looking for a replace- 
ment for Denny Stolz. Bowling 
Green's athletic department 
ihould start searching for an 
n*tVi«l dogcatcher 
While the Falcons' football 
team Is sweating It out against 
the Fresno State Bulldogs in the 
California Bowl this weekend, 
BG'i hockey team will battling 
the Bulldogs of Ferris State in 
the BG Ice Arena. 
The Dogs invade BG tonight 
and tomorrow night with a 7:30 
starting time both nights. 
The canine aspect is not the 
only similarity between the Fal- 
cons' two most popular sports. 
Both the football team and 
hockey team are fighting for 
continued national recognition. 
BG's gridders are fighting for 
a final spot in the Associated 
Press top 20, while the home 
leers are close to becoming the 
number one collegiate team in 
the nation. 
SINCE LOSING to Michigan 
State in overtime last month, the 
Falcons have reeled off five 
wins in a row, all in the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association. 
Last week's sweep of Illinois- 
Chicago gave BG a CCHA re- 
cord of 13-3 and overall record of 
14-4. 
The Falcons are now second in 
the nation according to the 
WMEB-Radio Media Poll. BG 
received 96 points and two first 
place votes in the voting, but 
still follow number-one Denver 
which owns a 13-4 record and 104 
points in the rankings. 
More importantly, the Fal- 
cons are now five points ahead 
of second-place Lake Superior in 
the CCHA. The last UineBG held 
a lead that large was February, 
1984, the year they won the 
NCAA championship in Lake 
Placid. 
FSC is currently fifth in the 
CCHA with a 8-7-1 record, nine 
points behind BG. The Bulldogs, 
who finished at the bottom of the 
CCHA last season, has improved 
with each week. 
The Big Rapids, Mich., based 
school swept Miami (Ohio) 8-5 
and 5-3, last week in Oxford. 
FSC has also swept Lake Supe- 
rior in a road series and tied 
MSU in overtime. 
ALTHOUGH THE Falcons 
possess a 154-1 series record 
against FSC and have beaten 
them 4-3 and W this year, BG 
coach Jerry York is not going to 
take the Bulldogs lightly, espe- 
cially after the close season- 
opening series between the two 
teams. 
"Ferris State played us so 
well earlier in the year that to 
beat them we will have to play 
with enthusiasm and excite- 
ment," York said. "Ferris is 
much improved since last year. 
We are going to have to play the 
game the correct way." 
BG goaltender Gary Kruzich 
had no faults last week against 
UIC. 
Krnzich's shutout in Chicago 
vaulted him Into the number 
three slot In CCHA netminders 
with a 3.57 goals allowed aver- 
age. Kruzich may have to work 
extra hard this weekend, 
though. 
Defenseman Tom Pratt is 
sidelined with a dislocated knee- 
cap causing York to make some 
roster changes. 
"We are going to dress both 
Thad Rusiecki and Doug Clag- 
St," York said. "Everyone on 
ense is going to move up a 
notch. The more they play, the 
more confidence they will gain." 
KRUZICH AND the defensive 
squad will try and contain Bull- 
dogs right wing Paul Lowden 
and twin brother, Pete. The dy- 
namic duo have combined for 27 
goals, 37 assists, good for 84 
points. 
FSC forwards Murray Win- 
nidd (8-19-27) and Dean Cowling 
(11-15-26), along with de- 
fenseman Gary Sweetnam (3-25- 
28) will also test BG on defense. 
Trying to stop the Falcons' 
potent offense will be put in the 
hands of either Dave Sharpe 
(4.18 gaa) or Glenn Raeburn 
(5.08 gaa), both freshman. 
The Falcons are paced by 
senior Jamie Wansbrough (18- 
20-36) and sophomore Paul Yse- 
baert (9-24-33). who are second 
and fourth in the CCHA, respec- 
tively. 
Players react to Stolz's move 
Here are some BG football 
players' reactions to the an- 
nouncement by coach Denny 
Stolz that be is accepting the 
same job at San Diego State: 
Brian McClure (QB) -"This 
won't serve as a detraction, but 
as an Incentive. He has turned 
our program around. 
Vince Villanucci (DL) - "I 
don't think it will affect the 
seniors. But it will affect toe 
younger players. I saw a lot of 
long faces from them after prac- 
tice." 
Bernard White (RB)- "For 
you reporters it would be like 
getting a job offer from the New 
York Times. So I dont blame 
him for taking it." 
Troy Dawson (LB) - "I 
thought be was going to leave. 
But I suppose they (SDSU) could 
have waited until after the game 
to announce it" 
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BG's 5-foot-8 point guard Joe Gregory skies (or a rebound In the Falcon's 66-64 overtime loss to 
Defiance last night. Gregory earned BG player of game honors with 14 points and nine assists. 
Cal Bowl outlets 
For those of you who won't be traveling to the 
California Bowl, you will be able to catch the Bowling 
Green — Fresno State matchup at 4 p.m. on these 
stations: 
TELEVISION 
WDHO Channel 24 
ESPN Channel 6 
RADIO 
WBGU 88.1 fm 
WFAL 680 am 
WFOB 96.7 fm 
Swimmers sweep Notre Dame 
Both the men's and women's 
swim teams found success in the 
depths of Cooper Pool against 
Notre Dame, last night. 
The women's team won its 
second meet of the year, beating 
the Fighting Irish 81-58, while 
the men notched their first vic- 
tory of the vear, 85-55. The wom- 
en's record rose to 2-1 and men's 
to 1-1 
Several participants im- 
pressed Falcons' coach Rich 
Draper. 
Chris Birnbrich won both the 
100 and 200 freestyle events. His 
winning times were 47.46 and 
1:45.95, respectively. 
Dan Ersley also won two 
events in the meet. His 1:01.94 
and 2:14.89 clockings in the 100 
and 200 breaststroke outdis- 
tanced the rest of the pack. 
Tim Wagner won the 100 and 
200 backstroke competitions 
with times of 55.94 and 1:59.71. 
Sue Hanson led the women 
swimmers against the Irish. 
Hanson won the 100 backstroke 
in a time of 1:02.39 
BG WAS not limited to only 
swimming events, though. 
Diver Jim McClain and Mary 
Pfeiffer swept both the one and 
three meter diving competions. 
Pfeiffer qualified for the March 
zone championships in the one 
meter event. 
Draper's happiness was mag- 
nified by the timing of the meet. 
"We trained very hard all 
week and responded well," 
Draper said. "It was good con- 
sidering that exams week is 
coming up. 
Tune It In!     ♦* 
Live California Bowl Coverage 
Hear BG Students cover 
the game! 
*« 
** 
(IF— 
on 
Simulcast Saturday, Dec. 14 
Pregame at 3 p.m. 
Kick-off at 4 p.m. 
KINKO'S 
PROFESSOR PUBLISHING 
SAVES MY STUDENTS 
TIME AND MONEY. 
Let Kinko'i htk> orgonbe and distribute your supple- 
mentary class materials this term. 
kinko-* 
U—t oopM Greet paopM 
325 E. Wooster 
(ACTOM from Taco Ball) 354-3977 
Meadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing openings foi Spring              lei 
Furnished •fflclency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas, heat 
shared electric 
Unfurnished efficiency 
$200.00 
Landlord pays gas, heat 
shared electric 
On* bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
includes utilities 
One) bdrm. unfurnished 
$250.00 
includes utilities 
Two bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All residents have the priviledge of using The 
Cherrywood Health Spa located at 8* and High St. 
352-1195     214 Napoleon Rd. 
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CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
Ce-tibeen Aaeocattion pnm 
"A R^joee SpeCI 
Sunday Dec. 16, 6-6 p.m., 
WBOU-FM 
CUM HOCKEY 
BOWLING OWEN CLUB HOCKEY 
V*. 
IJNIVERMTY OF CINCI 
FRL, DEC. 11, 2:00 KX ARENA. 
*• Student* Group. Shebbat SarvKM. 
Fridayevening. BOOpm.HM Faculty lounge 
ol the Student Union CM Braot Kottler lor 
Worn—on. 354-8420. Psychology DW 
MAKE IM AMD (AVE (U 
ON YOUR BUS—EII BOOKS. TODAY (FRJ- 
OAY 11) II YOUR LAST DAY TO TURN M THE 
E-CUBED ROOK SWAP SERVICE FORM. 
BUSINESS ADMBMTRATtON FIRST FLOOR 
• JO AM TO 1:00 P.M. THIS IS A SERVICE 
OF THE ENTREPfltNEURSMP UNLIMITED 
CUM 
To Remeber Memn Luther Klng't 
rmtidey. Or Marvin Hum 
wB apeak on "Tho Conksntporary 
FWevancy of Dr Klng't httrence on 
lean-u— Atfri" 
Wed.. Jin 16. 1888 
7:30 pm, Ohio Sum, Union 
sponsored By Back Student Union 
You better welcfi out. and you better not poul- 
- ouz rm gonna M you whet «* M about Aoa 
la having that annual HoUay Party on Tuaa.. 
Oacambar 17th. at 7 30 p m.. at 204 Mooekry 
' Remember to bang M riffle tickets hx tna 
Ftocyda thai Saturday 
Aluminum CanSS 15 cants a pound AJao gtaat. 
nawapapara and on Recyceng Cantar tocatad 
516 EaM Poa Road acroaa from CoSaga Pa* 8 
am to 2 p.m. CM362-6448  
LOST AND FOUND 
SIX STRJNG OOLO HEART NECKLACE MISS 
MQ. LOST ON CAMPUS PLEASE CALL 372- 
2768  Mesto. 3722788 
RIDES 
•Ride Needed- 
Rldo naadad to Tamaaaaa or Knorvee araa 
Anytime attar 12/18  MS tor gaa Cat Kip M 
372-5461 anytime. 
ROE AVAILABLE TO TAMPA FLORIDA AREA 
LEAVING DEC IS OB 20 
CALL TIM AT 354-8124 
Naad ride to conk* NY araa Dae  20 or 21 
Share aapanaia'drtung 352-6645 evenings 
RWa to Cambridge. ONo naadad Chrtetmes 
break — can laava anytime altar 1 00 p m. 
Tuaa. Dae  17 Cat Kachaia 352-1582 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Prolmlonal secretarial aarvtcaa 
Typing dona profeeaionaly 
888-6846 Bowing Oraan 
FOOTS TYPINQ 
SI .00 par page, doubleapeced 
ON CAMPUS PICKUP. 4 00 pm 869-2578 
TYPINQ 
PAPERS      THESIS      DISSERTATION. ETC 
 382-0838  
WB do typing 
CalUnda 
354-2218 
PERSONALS 
winter Hi Storage 
Optional Pickup S Delivery 
C— H, aVF, m-SSM, LC 4 SS 
LOFTS ARE AVAILABtEl 
To order raw ton tor aprlng .im.ota 
LC » SS HHW, K, M-F  
Panny Patch* Pizza 
10" Pizza 1 78 - Pk* up only 
J.T.'a Canyout - 352-6476 
Alpha Game. 
Many Chrtetmes' Good kick wtm Itnelal Se- 
only 149 more day' 
Dab 
ARE YOU READY 
SAMS IS 
GETnWOLVED 
AwHELYIHtOHS 
Good Luc* on Finala! 
I know you al Ml do graatl 
Levey*. Amyi 
— are—red to report to be ap Saturday, 
January 11. 1SSS at 10:10 a. ra. tor KM moM 
lasRMe, hinRtlid traMng program kl tho 
Amartee.t Your oiaa—raBnn, officer. awaH 
yaar arrhaa. Rimiratir, you ara lha Faar. tha 
Freed, eto RAa, end ye* took inarvotouol 
ATTENTION 
Buator. Mtonakt. Joara. Mkey. Scott. Jan. Don 
W. John Y. Dave S, Don b. Rich D. Mke. Andy. 
John C. Tine, aaan, Beta. Seat. Rhonda. Jan. 
Rton W. Ron. Mark. Brian. Kevin. Or Bob. Dave 
Mc. Dan. Shaun, S everyone doe who helped 
make Marching Band ao apede) to ma: Hop* 
you al have a Many X-Maa * a Happy New 
Year! Have a gnat aprlng iininm. but don't 
torgat mat HopakaV n gat to v—- but you al 
know a vtert to Rocheeter wouk] be more then 
■retootne anytime, not to mention nail Tnaru 
again tor making nla a great aamaaterIII mas 
you alt Love ya Una. Debbie 
ATTENTION LAST MaNUTE SHOPPERS 
Oat your BOSU TrUa game tor only 19 99 
tor 2 days only, thra Thuraday 1 Friday 
n ttie BA loyar tram 8 30-4 p.m. 
Bring Stuctent C lor dtocount 
Becky    Mann      You're    Southern! 
AHHHHHMHHHHtllll Oat pevched tor toraghrl 
Lova yet Amy (Pambo) 
BETH M. A LUCY R. 
Hay dudaal Marry Chnatmaa and Happy New 
Yaar. Ban-1 think ■ Mnka mat you're going on 
a cruM. JuM Mrjrjng—have lunl Lucy-Happy 
Blrthdey — gee maybe you can come to Clyde 
(ha ha) and wa can cetobreul 
      Jan 
BETH 
Tha hot water tank's empty 
and the praaaura'a towl 
We re both tawing drdned- 
|Tha anewer's right batore us. II wad oray] 
open our eyes 
I've got my pump ready i 
Marry Chrlatmaa Lova. Tan 
See n on our 7 It. screen TV 
■ etla.m. 
BRIAN McKEE 17 
HAPPY EIRTHOAY! YOU ARE AN UW8EUEVA 
BLE HOCKEY PLAYER AND A CLASS NOIVrO- 
UAJJ GOOD LUCK TONIGHT AND ALWAYS1" 
 LOVE, YOUR <l FANS  
BG Clubbers va u of Ond, Fit. Dae 13 
2:00. Free Adrraaaton. Old hme hockey" Cum 
aaa Ckrenoo. Tiger, Buahle. Pete. Chub #2. 
Fatty, Sap. A. Dipper. ManuttxH. turtle Papa 
smurt. Bg Boy. BBS. Sfcby. Gutty. Boots. 
Kernel   Head, and  the GREAT ONE.  ABO 
ooacnaa OBa'a and Franchl Ogonorp  
BOSU. Mom 8 Dad Swaallhm 
Jama N Things 631 Rktge 
 Open tonne 118:00 pm  
CeteBrelo your lootbal team's 
undefeated seeeon with a 
COMMEMORATIVE 13 01 glass mug 
ONLY $5.00! 
Contact Chrtaty or Karm at 2-3327 
Sponeored by Campua Gal Soouto 
Watch lha CaMornla Bowl on our 
7 FT. SCREEN 
Open at 1:00 P.M. 
NO COVER CHARGE 
Nappy Hour Draw. Price* 
"Let's cheer the Fatoone on to Victory 
MAM ST. 
awn 
CHRJSFRKNO. 
CAN'T BELIEVE YOU'RE LEAVING US. IT'S 
GONE MUCH TOO QUICKLY. WE'LL MISS 
YOU - GOOD LUCK M NEW YORK. KEEP 
SaSUHGI 
LOVE, MARYROSE. USA. HOOTER 
CHRIS. KARL. TOM AND JM 
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO GOOD FRIENDS 
 LOVE, TAM AND LOR)  
Chra) Parsons 
You're t» beet big brother a gat could have 
Thanks tor being mare tor mo. Have a vary 
Merry Chrletmea 
Lova, Nancy 
COLLEEN 
Thanks lor a wonderful eemeetei! 
|t started orl rocky, but the beat ia yet to coma| 
It we make up our minde 
Merry Ctlrlalmasi 
LOVE. TIM 
Came entoy a Falcon Victory wHh us at Tha 
Aspen CMS t Cala Bar. Watch Tha CaHanrl 
paawaramaaSatiiroayDec. 14  
Congrata Corvaa 
I van ao axcttod tor you! Can you beaava how I 
al started? Good luck keepmg It going and 
(xngratutattorie to Todd tor getting such a 
good thing' 
Leva. Ham  
C0NORATULAT1ONS C.T.C NEW ■amATES: 
DEBBIE. JACKIE, SUE, JAMA. ANO SUM. 
HERE'S LOOMNQ AT A PROSPOROUS ANO 
! ISM (A BKt-WMATT)  
ppaOeRasl 
Wh* your help the 2na- traders at South Main 
100 pujaa. Together they helped rales 120O0 
tor school computara. Thank you to sH KO'a 
who took ch*Wn to eeU their plus, and to 
all those who bought Yoa should be pnaadl 
CortoratuktttonsMI 
i your engigsmsi 
From the Guys 
Cr»igisluaa»-a Lea Ant Radtord on your Phi 
PaHdppa  laiaasrlig   to  Greg   CurawighamI 
We're proud ot our Mom and Oadt 
 Kappa lova and ours. Karon and Kety 
OAWNI 
Happy 19th' Be ready to party your aaa oil I m 
going to gat you drunk1 
Lova, Shawn 
■I 
Centtr 
Cooper Pool 
Andrews Pool 
LIFT 
Family 
Age 7-17 
Under 7 
i 
Student Rec Center 
Holiday Break Hours 
December 14, 1985 - January 12,1986*' 
Noon-9 p.m. 
Noon-2 p.m.; 5-8 p.m. 
1-8 p.m. 
$3 anytime 
Noon-9 p.m. 
1-8 p.m.(Andt«ws Pool Only) 
"Closed December 24,25 and January 1, 1966 tf 
3  M**l* *P 
DAWN STErfBUIIItrR 
Happy l(Mhi Evan Hough re not tl Monday. 
Thanks tor being ao special Coma on over 
whenever you want to learn to lha Eagtoa. 
ehout ubaoataaai rrom oar windows go to the 
eundrorn*. ptoy Trivial Puraul or mat tak 
Remeuajai- you've got a Mend. Happy 8Mh- 
day and good luck on anew. 
Lova. Jenny 
DEAR MOLLY a. 
ITS BEEN WONDERFUL WORKING WITH 
YOU AT BERRIES THIS SEMESTER. ALSO. I 
APPRECIATE THE HELP YOU GAVE ME M 
OOLOGY YOU ARE SUCH A SWEETHEART. 
HAVE A MERRY XMAS AND A HAPPY NEW 
YEAR IN WEST vnONA. GOOD LUCK ON 
YOUR ONALS YOUR FRENO, RICK  
DEB AMD JACKIE, 
ALWAYS REMEMBER AMD DON'T EVER 
FORGET: "1 WASN'T THAT DRUNK," 
BEARDED MEN, SHAFER LITE. PARTY LINES 
IBEAOULLSTL TEROS, ACTORS. SANTA. 
CRUSHES, A* HEADS, PIZZA. CHUB CLUB. 
•1 NEVER-". ANO C.T.C. OR avHTHM1. 
HAPPY HOUDAYM LOVE, lull 
Good  luck  to  al  ol  Theta  PI'a graduating 
aaraoral Wei mile you! Keep In touch! And to 
those of us who muel remain, entoy your break 
t gat payched tor '681 
Fratomaey, tie VPCO and The Corraapondarrl 
"EARNEST." 
THANKS   FOR   BEING   YOU.   TMS   PAST 
MONTH OF GETTING REACOUAINTED HAS 
MEANT THE WORLD TO ME   I'M LOOKMQ 
FORWARD TO BREAK   KNOCK'EM DEAD AT 
WTERVKW8. 
LOVE ALWAYS, "RENEE" 
P.S. BOY VERCES fYES- ITS ME)  
EXAM SPECIAL 
118 96 Per taght 
BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL 
(acroaa Irom I tarahrnan Dorm) 
Baa aapay Ad on Tuaa. torn 1 Wad. urn 
Cal tor ninriataim and Detaaa. 362-4671 
Penny Plncher Pizza 
14" Pbzs 2.78 - PK* up only 
J.T.'l Canyout - 362-6478 
Fork* Faa Rotund: Tha I too Mill tor picking up 
ton— refunds to,  Fal Intramural  Sporta k 
Friday. Dec 20 m 108 Rac Center 
Bring your receipt  
Unity Lange 
Good kick on exarm! And thanks lor being such 
a wonderful Mend and roommate! But one word 
of wemlig: Be careful ot tha ' Moueae-heed' 
and watch where you're waldngt 
Lova. "Loepy" 
GOLD tor your group from tha GOALDIGGERS 
(Ex: Sai or*/ 4 tickets earn S10) Great fund 
maar Cal 1-898-1569  
OOOD LUCK ON FINALS ANO HAPPY HOLI- 
DAYS   FROM   THE   SISTERS   OF   ALPHA 
GAMMA DELTA  
Greg. Jack, 1 Jeff, 
To three greet men who realty know how to 
party. Your real dinner Is DINNER le coming 
soon so prepare tor a kaaatt Marry Chrtekwaa 
end Good Luck wfth finale. 
Love. Dawn A Tammy 
Qrag Sprang. 
I aura am gonna rrvss ya! Coma back and v— I 
Good krek In the real work) md congratulations' 
Lova. Boo Hop Sue 
GROOVY RECORDS 
USE  Waatwigton. BG 
10 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon Sal 
New A uaad Lp'a. 46i, Magaflnea » Mora 
Guys Lee a Levl Cords 8 45-18.86 
Rag 20 00-24 86 Jeans N Tlangi 
 Open tonBe tl 6:00 p m.  
Hippy t year "Bunch"' 
I Lova You 
• HLL S KNOWLTON ■ 
Thai »»' Get reedy to Wow tha competition 
H t K love end mine, 
the art dvectori 
P S You guya ware great to work wkh 
HONEYS Ua, Jan. 01 and Mar. 
I MR 10 Sure1 Aerobics la H*H Go For It' 
Thighs? GUT Rugby? Ok. ok. ok 
Lova ya BC.'a. Have a greet CTn—naal 
Janet. Laura, aid Tereee. 
Hey Guys! (Where: where are the guys?) 
Tha  not  llrnnlsi  has   relay  boon greet! 
Janet    -Hey Bk) Mac queen, how about some 
"rear food, not lie—mil" 
Laura- ' Now when one ere you? What do you 
main, which Laura? What are my chotoeer 
Tareea     -And  )  you  beatve  that,   Lau- 
ra's  (never mmd) 
Oh wel. you M have been greel roomies! Hope 
you have a super break' 
Luv. Laura (which one?) 
JEFF DEMUTH (MR SUNSHINE) 
Thanks tor your gutoanca A knowledge 
Best of kick wall Waalwigton ( remember, 
the red door la always opanl 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSK.ON 
JEFF SLATER, 
COtvSRATULATONS AND GCOO LUCK ON 
GETTING YOUR eVTEMHe? IN MANSFtELO 
WEIL MISS YOU A LOT! 
LOVE, THE BROTHERS OF DELTA SIGMA PI 
P.S. YOU'D BETTER COME SEE US ONCE K 
A WWLE  
ra your bkthdey - you're 23 
in a weak you gtpluaM and Have ma. 
To deeees I wB wak and ottan I wB auk. 
So one weekend v— 8.0. , the other RUtmen 
(or Toledo?) I wB 0» 
But don't be sad and have no lews 
because I wB graduate m 2 v. (or 3) yaara. 
So tonight be at Mark's 
wtm me, Ban and Bsrkl 
Happy Bklriday and Happy Graduation 
^ Lova, Plane 
JOIN THE FUN 
AND EXCITEMENT 
SAMS B HERE 
\ 
H you're an sntfrwerlng 
major, you'll want to be part 
of today's Air Fores. W«'t« 
working on devclopciients that 
make science action obsolete. 
You'll have an opportunity for 
a challenging and rewarding 
i Bleat at the forefront of 
technology. Talk to: 
call collect: 
(419) 354-3133 
AIR 
i ^ 
FORCE 
A areai way of IH 
KERRY ANO MARsLEE 
COtaTAflATULATlONSIIII 
YOURROOaBt 
Kavki 
For auch ehort notice. I aura had a Mrrk—c 
Bma si Canada. Thanks tor helping make 
Saturday night me beat dale party ever. I hope 
we can do • again Beet ol luck on your mats 
end have s great Break II be looking forward to 
aeetng end working wSh you si Januaryl 
Lore  
KMI ESORO AND D€NklE ERWM 
Cinpsi.liik.iii arapaatnl We seek yea a 
Le~.Ye~K.pp.Meu>. 
Kfcnmy, 
Thafrtii lor beNng tocti ■ IwitMbc roomnraTia* md 
•van btttar Mtndl Thit %ememt*t has ba»m tha 
baal awar tor ma Good luc* and r»ve fun r»«xi 
■awaaair— n wiaa youl 
Low ya. Dab 
PS Spnng Braak - took out Daytonatl 
KJret: 
Have a greet braak and enfoy your Aapen trip' 
Thanks tor In "unbeeevabte semester' You're 
a GREAT Roommate1 
Luv, C 
Laura Oray. 
Congraaialoml Good luck In everything you 
do i You better get mat tab In St Louto ao I can 
move out mare wtm you' You m me greatest 
Meter and Mend Thanks tor ALWAYS being ao 
apodal I kwa and wfl naaa youl 
Much PI Kappa EpHon, 
• UV KRYSTAL FRETZ ■ 
* QMd to have you aa my ¥ akt * 
* SET PSYCHED tor tonight. * 
* SIgme Nu Lova A Male. * 
• Your BK3 StS ' 
Lha— 
Good kick al the tournament Sunday  Go gat 
em Karate Kid! 
Lova va, taW—a  
Penny Ptnchar Pbza 
18" Pizza 3.78 - Pick up only 
J.T.a Canyout - 382-8476 
* SM FALCON FIRE-UP ' 
FOR THE CALIFORNIA BOWL 
MARK'S PtZZA SATURDAY 2:00 P.M. 
Yea two 
kl 
t Anne Clamps 
PM Kappa Tea Imllirlng, 
the beet I Good luck kl the 
bothl 
 5!ftl 
Coraantta on your Phi Tau lavalirlng to 
Gianni 
R.A. kwe and ours, 
The Ashley Staff 
MISFTTS OF CRANK 
Thanks tor a greet and tun year. 
You guya are terrific' 
Lova ya- SteferUe 
MOM, 
HOW DC YOU KNOW THAT WAS EXACTLY 
WHAT IWANTE071 
 LOVE YA ALWAYS, TAM  
NEW PANHELLENtC EXEC. WISHES B.Q. A 
FANTASTIC BREAK ANO BEST OF LUCK ON 
FINALS  
Celebrate your toot— Mam's 
undefeated aeaaon with s 
COtwMEMORATTVE 13 oz glass mug 
ONLY $5 00' 
Contact Ctvtety or Karm M 2-3327 
Sponeored by Campua OH Soouta 
PAIGE, JACOUtE. LORI ANO USA 
HAVE A GREAT CHRISTMAS BREAK- ILL 
SEND YOU A POSTCARD 
 LOVE YAI TAM  
Party Monkey. 
The Mat 2 months have bean greet 
Luv bunches. Pol 
Paul. 
Thanks so much tor your   Taxi Service ' to the 
Heelth Center sul Friday 
 Your Broken Footed Friend, Suzy 
—PERRY QUICK - 
Thene-you tor making IN. semester so spe- 
ekw. Now you're Buffalo Bound to get those 
BMa OR the* taaal I went to wish you good 
luck and I'M behind you a* the way! Yea 
meen tha world to me! 
Leee Akaayal Klraten 
Open at 1:00 P.M. 
NO COVER CHARGE 
Hippy Hour Drink Prices 
■ cheer tha Falcons on to Victory 
MAM IT. 
WM70J 
SAAtSISCOMNQ 
SAMS IS COMING 
SCOTT LEONE 
Congratukmone on your Qraduaaon! 
May your dRganca take you 
as far as II dkt here. 
Good Luck rial you do 
THE BROTHERS OF MOMA PM EPSK.ON 
ShaaaySubkv 
Have a very Merry Chrlstmes and a Happy New 
Year. Wei get together after break. 
Lova. Nancy 
SlUrta Andes 
(soon to be KJanappM) your Deaa Sigma Ft 
roorwwataa cuiigiifcAatoyouandwtih youwal. 
And we must — you: wel mas your crazy 
enkcal See you h Fkytde? Keep m touch! Much 
ere* ft MM 
Skjittd ^ Brownie troop C-31  
MO EPS 
GOOD LUCK ON FB4ALS 
OOOD LUCK ON FINALS 
OOOD LUCK ON FINALS 
MGEPSAM 
SkjmaNu. 
Good kick on those tlnak  Thanks tor a greet 
■ imssisr end cheera to rant lemeiter 
Sigma Nu Whaa Roaea 
SMB. 
Here a -warm and cheertuT' X-Mas and n be 
waang tor you si the Great "Gam CSyt" 
nmaayoull 
 Lova. Your Southern Bale 
SHveendJee. 
Welcome to B.G.I Hope we can mow you aa 
greet a Sma aa you showed ua M O.S.U 
Get ready lo swoop! 
Love, Keren S Monica 
Sue. Amy S Stecey. 
m kat • tew hours HI alba over .You've been 
me beet agency atari members anyone could 
aver want! war* gonna do great end remem- 
ber MU 1 KkWWlTON - THE WfNNtNQ 
TTUDtTION 
Lova. Laura 
SUEWALDRON 
HAVE A HAPPY BtRTHOAV' 
 YOUR MEP BUDDY 
The Ftowar Baakat A oourery Bower and olt 
■hop that adda your pareonat touch The beet 
pteoe to pk* » thoee last mlnuta g*ts Down 
town mawn— anaenoa m beauty shop 
The UaBtFXIRAOUATE STUOBNT rXrVERN- 
MBsT wtahea everyone good kick on araaa arc 
a aafe and enpyabte break!  
tiank you tor hekwig • braeiar who hed teaai 
Your SYomerty Lav* ahtnea mraugh' 
SM aT BROTHER OF THE WEBK, DEC 
Tha Brother, of Sigma Phi Epelon 
TINA RAHE 
I hope you hove a Merry Chnstmea and s Happy 
New Yeari! Here* to al ot your dreame oomaig 
Iruel Thanks tor bettg auch a super roommele 
Jan  
Tata. 
Thra* toa'l awek mare I can eay that you 
oen't etraedy knew. t'B wa*a you and I love 
FA Many Ctwtakaael 
To my tevore* Pkea Mke and Ben 
II mtaa my paeudo roomies' Good kick 
Love. Pane 
To tat Hoaar4harHhou Arab. 
Skioa  whan   can  you   touch  n 
-meige-?i 
Stack ace one t paneea. HUH? Wel aaa 
From your liprmQ anpek. JEL 
(ttAYc I I 
Brad, Mtoheto. Steve. Kety. Maker. 
Den, Knean. Ed. Menu 
Thanka for as yooi herd work md supcon' Heve 
WENDEVOSHELL 
Many Cfirknmaal it'i too bad we can't go to 
Dad's thk year, I guaaa May wB have to do. 
Congrats on AXCH I love yo 
Dabbe 
CaMbrata your toot— team* 
COMMEMORATTVE 13oz gtaaamug 
ONLY S6.00! 
Conkct Cnnety or Karm at 2-3327 
Sponeored by Campua Oal SoouM 
Watch the Caatomle Bo— on our 
Open at 1:00 PM 
NO COVER CHAROE 
Happy Hoar Drtnk Prtoea 
"Let'.cheertheFelconsonlowctory 
MAM IT. 
MM701 
Xmaa Card* (boned > sing—) Xmea stickers 
Gar Wrap, Taga. Pine, unique Xmea ornaments. 
Xrnasoairs JesnaNThlnoa 531 Rktge 
Penny Plncher Pizza 
12" French Bread Pbza — Pick up oray 
 J.T.'a Canyout — 362-5476  
' ISO FALCON FIRE-UP ' 
FOR THE CALIFORNIA BOWL 
MARK'S PQ3A SATURDAY fcOS PJrL 
GC-VERNMENT HOMES from $1 
(U rep*) ruao defcxmerrl la* property eel 1 
eX)8-B87-8000 Ext OH-8849 lor Horn—on 
HOI HOi HOI LADIES 
Us thai tme ol year again, ao oh* a gift you 
know you won't And under the tree  A male 
dancer, ma a one gift you don't have to watt 
urnl Chrlatmaa morning to unwrap! For more 
taorniaaoii c— 372-1064  
BAKER'S MOTEL 
13627 S. Dixie Hwy (U.S. 28) 
WEEKEND GETAWAY SPECIAL 
SI 8.98 par room par night, up to 2 people 
December 13. 14. IB 
CM 353-7114 tor reeorvefJone 
WANTED 
FEMALE CHRISTIAN ROOMMATE NEEDED 
TO SUBLEASE APT. S110.MONTH PLUS 
EL£CTF»C CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
CALL 372-4888  
Mate luuiHaa* needed tor Spring flimaotor. 
81 lOmwnth. 0— 4 atocWc 372-4288 
ChrteBm mate need*  raommaM  tor  Spring 
Han actor. S137.S0 par month pka utnWee 
Located on Trwd St Cal attar 5 pa tor Faok 
384-7B28  
rmaa* rotjmmata needed for Spring rjamiMlr 
to subteese large apt. ctoae to campua. Please 
CH 364-7668  
ONE MALE NEEDED FOR LARGE 2 MAN 
APARTMENT LOCATED ON SCOTT HAMIL 
TON GET JANUARY RENT FREE 
CALL 384-6003 QUICK  
WOULD YOU UKE HALF OF YOUR RENT 
PAJD FOR YOU? 
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 
SPRING SEMESTER 2 BEDROOM APART- 
MENT VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS FOR MORE 
IwKlftMAnON, CALL 354-4902  
Roommate    needed    Spring    Semester, 
SlOO/mo 1 u**aee a gas. own room E Many 
near Men St Diana 354-3326 or OCMB 3438 
REMALE FOOMMATE NEEDED - 
SPFtrNG SEMESTER 
BeauMuly furraahad CUee to campus Laun- 
dry tocleae   S135.'morari - negotata*. Al 
uaksea paid 354-3039  
rnsAiF ROCiaaHTE. NEEDED TO SHARE 
HOUSE. OWN BEDROOM. CALL PAT AFTER 
s.-*0-SS4-HSB  
1 lirraM rooiwm*M needed for Spring Semee- 
tar. tISOVmonm IkiOudee tee heel, tree atac 
A own room) Ctoae to campua Acroaa the 
afreet tram Rocy Rocco CM Kelpy 354-2296 
Mate needed   rtoommata needed tor Spring 
Bk*gej>—peeaaaa; rk I. — .^ ■ ..—. ■ ■ ■ efc— ■ ,, I r*\^- a a> ^^. OeVlTaaTaaBBBH;.   at   UtpUiUUlll   URM lll—l'l     UBB   •   nSj>ai 
patd. CM 354-0182        
f—. m   iwiel. rleii. ■!■   HuuKee^eA — — — J— al   aakal   aaaa al  L"># rnewerTwrMM ftxxTkTaaWe naaoao *0> opnny 
Sameaasr CM 353-8405 for more IrHormaton 
3 WOMEN LOOKING FOR 4m ROOMMATE 
FOR SPRING SEMESTER APARTMENT ON 
EAST MERRY ST. PLEASE CALL 353-3700 
ANYTBaEI  
UFAaENT: Need female roommate the spring' 
S Sumnat - Itteraaw— S eteearfcely - own 
I eel Sa*440S Wendy  
Naad one person to ■ houee (maki) Spring 
SareaeMt. 1030 E Woootor. CM) 383-0325 
Need one peraon to M house (mete) Spring 
Slmllklr  1030 E Wooater Cal 353-0325 
Need one peraon to M houee I mewl Sprkig 
S.milMr  1030 E Wooetet CM 353-0325 
Femes, ftouniiato Needed tor Spring Semes 
Mr. Ck— to campua and only $120 month 
CM 362-9800  
I WU FAY I1SB.SS TO A MALE THAT WILL 
TAKE OVER MY LEASE FOR aVtMNQ SEM 
CALL SSS-rtSt AFTW S F JB. ABK FOR TM 
NEEDED: toraMa to tit   houee aprlng 
ismaalar. Ctoae to campua S125/month. CM 
toon-Dab 362-8144  
Ma* roornmota needed Spring lemelMr Fr* 
tee Apt.. 8112mio. CM 352-8881  
" 4»Tieai"> nonaWTaQfUnQ roonifnata rta 
nmimi  $495 00 pka electric 
I 362 6270 
Ided sprmg 
eaarttaanL C— kH-*S71. En — 
FemMe roommate needed 
Marry CM 362-1671 
HELP WANTED 
I Aooounlng Oark 
Hafcn'a   asadkig   MfcrocotrajiuMr   acootfiMng 
ic*h»-ara «m haa an opaning (or an MrvUual 
*m an aaaootalat oagraw m Acoourmno/Bu* 
nem Tha corripany » tapn grewtt> haa craatad 
9m nmta tar Ha naw poaRtan. Pra-raq'a. ara. 
Aocojnt* lliiDiiiatapfia. »VP rVr*aw. ctoalng 
paracspaiion a aaaiaanQ in praparaaon o* 
moneiy repone The na—nl appacant muat 
be at*, to work wkh mmmum auperirtaton. have 
« —at two yaara ot reaned experience A ekfla 
to operate baste office eujeurnent Peraona 
taerssasa mould send reeume m uuiSuenui 
to 
TLB Inc. 
Peraonnel Oept 
PO Bon 414 
'.OH 48839 
EOE 
Student Ernployment wB continue to poet lobe 
tor FM '86 and a Imned number ol toba tor 
Spring '86 Stop by 480 Student Servtcee to 
obken a reterra MoM Spring semaaler |ob 
porahgiwBbei aj—ll on Jan 13, 18 A 17 
GOVERNMENT JOBS $18,040 — 
$59.230ryr Now hiring CM 1-806-887 
8000 EM R 9849 for currant laden* tit 
CHSJ5 CARE/BOSTON AREA We have many 
lull I looking tor loving chad cere worker*. 
One year uumieai—I, euoaemf aaavy, bene- 
SM, round trip kaatksMBull Atone Flech 
Chldoere Pkcemenl Service, 148 Buckmineter 
Rd . Brookfcla. MA 0214B. 817-888-8294 
FOR SALE 
1977 Mercury Bobcat New aaa ufauat. 
brakes akaier. no ruM, AAA/FM 
Cal 372-6839  
2 pen of used Karhy Croea-Couney ski* for 
sate QoodoondMon OM 372-4114  
1978 Toyok pickup kuck Engine In e.ceesnt 
ccndatonl 5-apaed. AM FM mum atareo. 
bed-cap. mag rtma Good cendaton $1,200 
(nagooate*) or bade tor en— car 
CM 372-1468  
19" BLACK A WHITE  TV   $50  OR BEST 
OFFER CALL 354-7779  
1983 Setmer superset**. 80 aao aamphono 
eaceBsnt condaon 2 mouth pwces and venous 
other accaeaonei CM 384-7588 between 3 
p m and 12 p m ask tor ChrkJJne 
IB I Mueteng Tart* - mdy Race Car, vary 
away opatone la Set. ebeotutety moot eeU 
ly, 11*00 or beet offer. SS4-74S1. 
AAAAHl CHEAP" MUST SELL" 
1973 Plymouth Scamp — Rune good, not bed 
to took at! $300 OBO 364-4704 
Muat se* 1980 Buck Skylark 4 door. Fr W 
drive Ruetprooted. new tkes naw battery, 
aeame warranty muffler JVC AM FM Cseset 
te/Boae Music System and Auto Marm Very 
race cond Rune lantaaec 2500 353-9002 
For Seta: 1977 Chevy Monza laauHJeck. 4- 
apeed, good condMon, muat aal $1200 or 
b**t otler. CM 353-5702  
For So* Yamaha deckle guear 
SC300T wtm soft leather caaa Asking $200 or 
best offer CM 353-0236  
1971 VW Camper van Beat offer Rune good 
CM 362-8817  
SWING EQUIPMENT RCSSKJNOL SKJS 180 
cm GOOD AURCXIND SKI TYROUA 260 0 
W'SKl BREAK, VERY 0000 OUAUTYI 
BOOTS ARE ONE YEAR OLD SALOMON 
SX80 REAR ENTRY STYLE ANO VERY COM- 
FORTABLE POLES •KXUOED! I'M ASKING 
$200 FOR ENTStE LOT CALL DAN MCFAR 
LAND AT 3628244 or 353-0706  
Metchrig sots ($125)« love seal ($100) Pked 
earth tone cobra 2 dark ptna end tat***. 1 sq 
i oct at $36 Dark wood Door amp » 
magarkie rack aftached $35 CM 352-0711 
belore 2 p m or afler 6 p.m.  
FOR RENT 
FOR RENT New Two Bedroom Apartment, 
acroaa from campua. Spring Sameeter, 501 
Pka St. Phone 384-7308  
Looking lor a aa— town etmoephere? Apart- 
ment tor ant kl Toreogary. Spacioue kitchen 
Ivtngrooni, 1 bedroom, raaeonab* 823 7015 
■ you NEED HOUBwtO then I HAVE THE 
PLACEII tor • runnehed. apadoua. and ctoae to 
campua apanrnent. cal and ask tor PHYLLIS 
tor further o*—al 372-7388 
RENT » NEOXJT1ABUI  
Peraona needed to lublisn hvo-bedroom. 
one bMh apartineiil ewetAsBjg n January. Al 
utkeas paid eicapt ekw Free Cable TV For 
more mormonon cal 354 8047  
FOR  RENT   Efficiency.   426V,  S    Summit 
CM 354-7140 
Sublease   I   bedroom  Spring and  Summer 
$230 month pka uMoes   Ctoae to campua 
CM 354-6801  
ROOMMATE NEEDED- 
SPRWG SEMESTER 
BaauSkay fiireahed Ctoae to campua Laun- 
dry liLBkss $t35.'monm - negobable Al 
1MB— paid 354-3039  
1 F ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER FREE CABLE TV $118MO. 
HEAT ANO AH PtCLUDED VERY CLOSE TO 
CAAtPUS CALL NOW! CALL 354-2915 
SPRfNO SEMESTER APARTMENTS 
1 bedroom furnished - 72$ Third St 
2 Bedroom entklifcwiod - SS! Nepoleen Rd. 
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
 W4-HS0  
One male raommaM needed to sublease 1 
bedroom apartment  Very race and ctoae to 
campus! CM 353-8305 today'  
Ntoa 2 bedroom apartment, now stove, carpet 
S paint Room tor 4. Cray $265 month 
CM 353-4806  
Sbt leamtet laeaea OiaSMill   VRaoe Gram 
AparWiera* CM 354 3833  
HELPI Feme* needed 4 spring »utilises Cray 
$132'mo Free heat A gaa. much room S great 
loommatee CM Tom 353-3500  
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS 
(Good loc—on behind Dntar'a) 
Needs irale roommate lor Sprmg 
Cal 353-1409 
FURN ROOM IN HOUSE $133 50 A MONTH 
PLUS 1/3 l/nUTES DEC RENT PAD CAN 
MOVE M BwMEDIATELY. CALL JM OR USA 
AT 383-0118  
TO SUBLEASE One bedroom apartment ctoae 
to campua. uBBaa pad   Storaga apace aval 
ebls CM 352 8971  
1-2 matee needed to afoaaa. apartment tor 
Spring Semaaler 521 E Many 
Cal 352-7346  
NOW REMTa*a FOR >»**aTR AND FALL >e- 
M. TWO a«DROOM APARTMENTS - COM- 
PLETELY FTJRNISHED GAS AND WATER IS 
PAJD IV OWNER. ALSO HAS CABLE TV 
RENT M $100 FOR THE APARTMENT M THE 
lUMBBTR. FOR THE FALL SS7I '4 PEOPLE. 
CALL TIM AT BUFF AFAITT-PITS aS»71M. 
1   room  efltaency    IXaaes  pan)    Ctoae to 
OOwnlown CM 352 5622  
f bedroom parkaay lunaahed apertmenl   CM 
Itowtove Mgmt M 352-6820  
3-4 bedroom houee Near campua  At—at** 
now. Cal Nawtove Mgmt a 352-5820 
Non-amoatng  lamMe  roommate  needed  tor 
Spring     Haven   Houae   Apertmenta. 
$135/monei CM 352-4287 
tor Spring 
StbOMto 
3787 or (613) 690-3087 
CompMety 
362- 
■MR* • Needed Spring I 
$1$«M 
C— aSS-KSS 
FOR SUBLEASE (1) ONE KDROOM APART- 
MENT CAN ACCCaraVIOOATE (2) PERSONS 
CLEAN.  CLOSE TO CAMPUS OFF OF E 
REED 8T NEAR TOWERS 
CALL JB4 362-2882 
Need male HAT ill) tor Sprkig Sameeter 
Low rantAraV. tree heat.   May rent   pad.   no 
* 352 2582 
2  bedroom Ipamiwnl  tor   Sprkig 
(819  Fktoa St.) Very  ctoae to 
i. OM»681113  
AiaaSlll   Dec    16  (Dec    rant  paid)  EBtc.. 
fanaaa. $180rmonth u*a»aa ncsjdad 
Phone 362-1068  
Fewer* irkaii needed ImiiiiiaMn,   p^ 
nahad. 2 bad/2 bath. $108 25 S ease  FlefcJ 
Manor Apia CM Oreanbrtar, toe 382-0717 
Heueea and sperimonta ctoee to oatnpua lor 
Minii 1988 end 88^7 school year 
CM 1-287-3341  
CaBttmed on Pg. 10 
Classifieds BO Newt/Deeenber U, 1W5 1C 
Cwrtfamed from Pg. t 
l«MM YOU THE «*T BCST ON FMAL1 
AND A JOYOUS OMMnMM HOUMY. YOU 
AM MRY VKML TO Mi «M HAW MAM 
■I WHY HJ#TY THi UMT t MOHTM AMD 
1M1 DAYS. I KNOW IT « A MOO INN*. I 
TMMWM THi MHOMMIW HMO WITH 
TO* AMI tOOR MMVAMO TO MANY. 
"AMY HOME M THE FVTUAE. * 
YOU AM FOX ME. 
LOVt.JTI 
ANN (OORTHY HAMMED 
I WON ON THE CE YOU WON WITH THE 
BEE*   IT WAS FUN ON THE HOOF WITH 
CUDDIES HEX AND KMOEER 
SIGNED BIO 
AxahePM'e. 
•MkMiliC 
GAETCHEN.  Mm ■»'■ Many CMMM 
and Happy BUldeyl Your Sol frtond. JY 
TO \T__«y »  »■ Mm Baa* the M Mai HOT • (raM 
BooHooSue 
AtoeMtotaipaxMatoMaaaTiaiieryapecU 
Mend. May (■> Cubase Expree or ATT hoop. 
On Frajndehip AIM. Your Leaving Frtond, 
THoCWNMMlTW T s A 
laMrieMyeetaMeyMyear 
i'i«r»M 
Uaxe, li TMreM 
MM everyone toe MM at ink on FhM 
_  **w    am ^^*    ^™•     ^BW    ^^^    ^*^ 
THANKS FOB MAKING THeS SEMESTER FUN! 
HAVE A SUPER MOUDA Y! 
eto.      LOVE, JEN 
BFaENOA BOOS. . aaMasM 
HSEALmFUL WELL ANOTHER SEMESTER 
HAS OOME TO AN END AND YOU MADE IT I 
HOPE YOUR XMAS S EXCmNQ AND FULL 
OFHAPPtCSS A 
P S WHO KNOWS WHAT SANTA WLL BflaNG 
THB YEAH.  
BKOTHEM OF HJUWA 
The MM ol keek on Fkak, MM herd MO 
I Mpm am ad leMng my l 
d JMkMKM IM 
preeenl 7 raorane ear* h MQMT 3M 
rm BONng torward to X-Ma> braak oahg 
eider toe niMlilm Mr. youl 
AlMy love. 
Your Faaortto BO Setoe Hap 
r. you Wre atrli' we. MT 
S» her., a "Marry CMatoaa- 
Wtoiina baal ol Nevi Yaar'i Wtohaal 
Hava a graai braak. From your oftoera 
Tow, Pete, Dana. TJoe", Karen ana Ju> 
MEIWY CHPJSTMAS 
BG NEWS STAFFERS!!! 
ST. MCK 
« <M0 mUMK.^IIi* 
*      M't AND HAU OMBCTOM   ♦ 
Wa Wtoh You a Bright and Oaaghrk. Hobday 
Saaaon Mh Many Good Washes tor ma Coning 
Liar, Saorat SMI        * 
Parly Thomas. Liz WamU • Menait Storlneky: 
Tranka tor alma ton and auona aae eomeolorl 
■ Mb greet bang your roommala! 
MEHAl CIBWTMAS KAT 
SEE YOU TONsOHTII 
LOVE.COUN # ifej Lova. Qton. WWW 
MM.* 
AMYMCLEAN- . aM. aMAaa. Man CMMM aM Ma a        happy to. _ tore. Have . 
Your, iha araaiiiil Haw a torrHc Cratotoax. »= m, —I Haapy rtoakhey Meek. Oa» MsMir MJIMWUMIM. 
and on your BBTHDAY-Danca ■ Dawn!! MMt A»»»«M») TMraj iMbiMlaMrl, 
year AOOO LaaaBanaaj. I'm ee AM to MM yaa ■ Marry I-MM I Tke paal 
Marry Cratotoase to toa oraty WMxtonas ol 81 
Thames More Apto. #17-10 
KELLY "Scobk." LAMERS 
UNDA "Wacko" UcCONAUGHY 
CAROL "Ptokraa" PAKULSKI 
You quya ara IIKM Muua. Laurie 
RATMWMERflY   CHRISTMAS AND MUO 
LOVE FROM THE U.S. TO SALZBURG. 
I MBS YOU! USA 
LITS. Your ■Ba.Shaary 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
EMU* by TneaV MkM Jaff r 
1 BaankM 
5 Anarror 
10 NaM 
kMrumanl 
n Mishmash 
is Fun 
16 Sue* or phone 
•una. 
17 Boxer'abane 
20 Concurrad 
21 SMaya-lo-aya 
22 Undaratand 
23 Poal Taaadala 
25 Mimicked 
29 Separated. 
onthalarm 
S3 Tana 
34 Pweteaend 
Buccanaara 
36 YaUa 
36 Raking m Ina 
money 
40 Diamonds. 10 
alanca 
41 Library taboo 
42 Culling tool 
43 Taka altar 
45 Hungarian 
47 -The Seventh 
J Mason Mm 
48 Conlalnar 
49 Author diarist 
Nm 
62 SpW 
57 Waabooad 
60 Altar Mann 
or Man 
61 Kind oI 
pietense 
62 Hoadknar 
63 Baring and 
Baltic 
64 Scottish export 
66 Etna, lor one 
DOWN 
i Caaaar'a 
pannar 
on TV 
2 Ob dear' 
3 Papal nama 
4 Exclusive 
5 HM a fly ball 
6 Shoelace 
feature 
7 Trudge 
8 Darn 
9 Prior, m 
to Greek letters 
11 Chicago 
competitor 
12 Mythical giant 
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CantjrMa an M el your near omca.ll >'■ 
taMf M he e M ol raa aiarttog togetherl I 
Maya yaa aM here a Merry ChilMnea and a 
■nu 
» haa been ton gaatng k> know you two m daaa 
Ma aaranli 1 Good luck on Itnara and next jav 
Marry cnnatmaa 
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Loaa, Y» 
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2 FREE Soft Drinks with 
any large 2 or more item Pizza 
^■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■1 
1 FREE order of Nachos & 
Cheese with any Burrito 
tm exp. 1/20/86 we deliver j 
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IMa.rmsslsr Baal ol luck on UnM and have a 
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^ THE FLEA 
Your Marxdarap maane a graM deal to me— 
thank you tor afwaya being mare  Rarnarnber 
how much run you 11 and a borea ol wtMa wine 
ahvaya hava. Have a vary Marry Chrtetmee and 
a irunkan new yeer 
^ Lova, One 
Paa, Ltoa, Lynda 
Merry   Cfatetmee   to   Iha   MM' 
aroundi II rnssa you over ChrMrnaa braak but I 
know wal  hava  more  ton  next semeeter 
Trrarats tor raecrang ma to uee OMaM whan I 
kak Wa dont hava to Mat to our phone (the 
acrearMng baby) ring tor a whole month Good 
kx* on sheas! 
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WITH A CLEAR 
PtRSPeCTIVE ON 
THIN&6... 
TO ALL AMA MEMBERS 
THANKS FOR MAKING THIS 
BEST EVER FOR THE BQAMA! GOOD LUCK 
AND   HAPPY   HOLIDAYS   TO   EVERYONE 
KEEP THE AMA AND BGSU TRIVIA SPIRIT 
AND LETS MAKE NEXT SEMESTER EVEN 
BETTER! THaNK AMAI THE EXEC BOARD 
TO MY LITTLES, 
LUCY. ED, CHRIS. AND DOUG. I WBH FOR 
YOU THE HAPPEST AND MOST JOYFUL 
HOLIDAY SEASON ILL MISS YOU ALL- 
LOVE, KEN  
Ntto pledge aokM xa and extra 
loee yaw adrarebto Mttee, Jaato and Chrta 
To toe 860 6tn Street Gang 
Thanka lor making our eemeeler I 
TTta ftoaantoarn OroupMa Fsah and Sprang 
4*1 LOWS BATCH   BEACH BUMS! 
Here'a your vary own paraonal Hava a Happy 
HoUay Sssaonll Sea ya'l next yaaail 
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STUDENT 
BOOK 
EXCHANGE 
OUR BOOK BUY BACK IN 
FULL SWING 
We pay top prices for used texts. 
We also pay top wholesale prices 
for current editions of books no 
longer being used on campus. The 
simple law of supply & demand 
indicates that now is the best 
time   to   sell   your   used   texts. 
Please do not wait until '86. 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
The staff at SBX would like to thank the faculty & students of B.G.S.U. 
for your continued patronage and hope your holidays are enjoyable. 
MON-FRI 9-5:30 
SAT 9-5 
HURRY, DONT MISS OUT! 
530 E. WOOSTER 
VISA 
MASTERCARD 
m 
Tots flaunt trendy toys 
ffafifflc^ 
by Shelly Trusty 
Asst. Friday editor 
Buying your favorite child a 
Christmas present U a tricky 
tiling these days. Nephew 
Jimmy or baby sister Jane 
would be the social outcasts of 
the block if all they got for 
Christmas was crayons, baby- 
dolls and toy trucks. They ex- 
pect a commercially savvy 
Santa; one who knows what's 
hot and what's not in the world 
of toys. 
As a college student it is easy 
to become out-of-touch with the 
latest trends in toys. Most popu- 
lar toys are advertised during 
Saturday morning cartoons - a 
time many college students 
catch up on much needed sleep - 
and many of these toys are 
based on popular cartoon shows. 
The most popular toys for 
boys are based on the cartoon 
show "Transformers." These 
toys are shaped like cars, trucks 
and airplanes, but unfold to be- 
come toy robots. There are 
Transformer car/robots. Trans- 
former glow-in-the-dark race 
tracks, and even Transformer 
pajamas. 
The most popular Trans- 
former toy is "Optomus Pri- 
mus," according to Chris 
• See What's hot, page 14. 
Friday/Dave Kidmeycr 
Amid Wutzles and Transformers. Legos are still a popular holiday standby as Rosella Aufdenkamp and her 
daughter Karen do some last-minute Christmas shopping at K-mart, 1111 S. Main St. 
Avoiding the mall 
by Call Buergter 
Friday reporter 
Have you finished your 
Christmas shopping for this 
year yet? If not, you're proba- 
bly too late to do your shop- 
ping by mail, but it might be 
worth thinking about it for 
next year. 
There are any number of 
specialty mail-order catalogs 
available today. But unlike 
their tacky, flimsy newsprint 
ancestors filled with ''bar- 
gain hysteria," the shop-at- 
home catalog of today is 
wearing a slick, well-pro- 
duced look, and caters to a 
more upscale audience than 
did its predecessors. 
Americans have been using 
mail-order catalogs since 
Benjamin Franklin published 
a seed book in 1744, but the 
trend has only recently en- 
joyed a rise in popularity and 
social status. 
The main reason for this 
surge in popularity, accord- 
ing to a recent article in VS. 
News and World Report, is 
the changing role of women, 
the principle shoppers in the 
borne. 
More women are working 
today than ever before, which 
means they have less time to 
spend browsing at the mall. 
The mail-order catalog gives 
the busy shopper the opportu- 
nity to r'browse" at his or her 
own leisure, with no worries 
about time conflicts. And if 
something important comes 
up, the shopper can take a 
break and resume "shop- 
ping" later. 
But convenience is not the 
sole virtue of shopping at 
home. Another of the prin- 
ciple advantages of mail-or- 
der is economic. Catalog 
items are often sold directly, 
or at reduced prices. Best of 
all, most shop-at-home items 
are exempt from sales taxes. 
This not only saves you the 
annoyance of having to calcu- 
late how much five-and-a-half 
percent of something is, but 
also gives you the satisfaction 
of knowing that you "got one 
by" on the government of 
some state or another. 
Unfortunately, every rose 
has its thorns, lliere are sev- 
eral disadvantages to shop- 
ping by mail. 
First of all, it usually takes 
several weeks for an Item to 
arrive, which automatically 
rules out last-minute gift 
shopping. Secondly, there is 
often a shipping charge, 
which can eliminate the sav- 
ings incurred by 
through the mail (L.L. 
• See Catalog gifts, page 17. 
'Yes, Virginia, there is 
a Santa Claus' in 1985 
(AP)- This famous editorial, 
"If There a Santa Claus?" first 
appeared in"The New York 
Sun," Sept. 21,1897. It was writ- 
ten by Francis Pharcellus 
Church, an assistant to the edi- 
tor oTThe Sun." 
'"Dear Editor:' 
'I am 8 years old. 
Some of my little friends say 
there is no Santa Claus. 
Papa says 'If you see it in The 
Sunft'sso.' 
Please tell me the truth, is 
there a Santa Claus?' " 
Virginia O'Hanlon 
115 West 95th Street 
"Virginia, your little friends 
are wrong. They have been af- 
fected by the skepticism of a 
skeptical age. They do not be- 
lieve except they see. They think 
that nothing can be which is not 
comprehensible by their little 
minds. All minds, Virginia, 
whether they be men's or chil- 
dren's, axe little. In this great 
universe of ours man is a mere 
insect, an ant. in his intellect as 
compared with the boundless 
world about him, as measured 
by the intelligence capable of 
grasping the whole of truth and 
knowledge. 
Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa 
Claus. He exists as certainly as 
love and generosity and devo- 
tion exist and you know that they 
abound and give to your life its' 
highest beauty and Joy- Alas! 
haw dreary would be the world if 
there were no Santa Claus! It 
would be as dreary as if there 
were no Virginias. There would 
be no childlike faith then, no 
poetry, no romance to make 
tolerable this existence. We 
should have no enjoyment, ex- 
cept in sense and sight. The 
eternal light with which child- 
hood fills the world would be 
BG St. Nick plays Claus for a kick 
Local Kris Krlngle finds a Job with a jingle in newspaper classifieds 
by Kim Gillette 
Friday reporter 
Not believe in Santa Claus! 
You might as well not believe in 
fairies! You might get your 
papa to hire men to watch all the 
Chimneys on Christmas eve to 
catch Santa Claus, but even if 
they did not see him coming 
down, what would that prove? 
Nobody sees Santa Claus, but 
that is no sign that there is none. 
The most real things in the 
world are those that neither 
children nor men can see. Did 
Cever see fairies dancing on 
lawn? Of course not, but 
that's no proof that they are not 
there. Nobody can conceive or 
imagine all the wonders there 
are unseen and unseeable in the 
world. 
You tear apart the baby's rat- 
tle and see what makes the noise 
inside, but there is a veil cover- 
ing the unseen world which not 
the strongest man, not even tile 
united strength of all the strong- 
est men that ever lived, could 
tear apart Only faith, fancy, 
poetry, love, romance, can push 
aside that curtain and view the 
supernal beauty and glory be- 
yond. Is it all real? Ah, Virginia, 
in all this world there is nothing 
else real and abiding. 
No Santa Claus! Thank God he 
lives, and he lives forever. A 
thousand years from now, Vir- 
ginia, nay, ten times ten thou- 
sand years from now, he will 
continue to make glad the heart 
of childhood." 
Mark Nidzgorski was glancing 
through the classifieds in late 
November. Amid headings such 
as "Restaurant Manager 
Needed" and "Full Time Car- 
penter Wanted." he spotted an 
ad that looked something like 
this: 
"WANTED mature male, pre- ferably overweight, jolly, red- 
nosed and must enjoy children. 
Needed part time through holi- 
day season." 
Nidzgoraki quickly picked up 
the phone and dialed the number 
given with the ad. He had a 
fairly good idea about what to 
expect of the job and set up an 
appointment for an interview. 
The interview went well and 
Nidzgorski got the job. He was 
going to be Santa Claus, spon- 
sored by Bowling Green mer- 
chants and the Chamber of 
Commerce. 
His house would be in front of 
the Huntington Bank on South 
Main Street. 
"Things did not start off too 
well on my first day as Santa," 
Nidzgorski recalled. "When I 
went to slip my suit on, I discov- 
ered that it was not the right 
size." 
When asked if he had any 
other problems, Nidzgorski 
could only think of the first day 
when he stepped into his petite, 
colorful bouse. "I found the 
heater in it had broken," be 
said. 
Photo illustration/Dave Ktelmeyer and Kevin Hopkins 
But he was soon warmed with 
the glowing smiles of the chil- 
dren who came to visit him. 
Children varying in age visit 
him to try to sway his decision 
about whether or not to put their 
name on his list of good girls and 
boys. Some children wul go as 
far as bribing him by  offe- 
ring "... 
cookies." 
lots of pictures and 
Nidzgorski said the best 
bribes are hugs and kisses. 
Even better than the bribes 
are the responses that some of 
the children give him when he 
talks to them 
"I will ask them a basic ques- 
tion and some of the answers are 
very funny," Nidzgorski said. 
He said that children will even 
go as far as to inquire about how 
to get a hold of him if the wrong 
presents are delivered. 
"I also like the honesty of the 
children," be said. "They know 
that they can trust Santa with all 
of their little secrets. 
"Sunday is the busiest day for 
me." Nidzgorski said. Children 
pull their parents to his door and 
wait in line just to talk to him. 
Nidzgorski claims that the 
parents are just as excited to see 
him and may even try to get in a 
few good words for themselves. 
"It makes me feel as though I 
really am Santa," Nidzgorski 
Nidzgorski has noticed that 
there are a few items that are 
moe popular than others. It 
seems as though this year's 
most popular items are dolls. 
Nidzgorski also gets 
students stopping by, in., 
of course, to ask nun to 
them the things they would like 
for Christmas. 
Nidzgorski said that his job as 
Santa has proved to be a satisfy- 
ing and interesting experience. 
He hopes to be able to perform 
his merry duty next Christmas 
and considers his job "a great 
privilege." 
Santa will be in town on Fri- 
day, Dec. 13 through Monday, 
Dec. 16. His hours are 6-8 p.m. 
on Friday and Monday, and 1-4 
p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. 
If you could have anything for Christmas, what would it be? 
Interview* by/Barb SynboUk 
JIM BICKER, Junior RTVF 
major, Rising Sun: "I'd like an 
IROC Z-»,and to have my Mom 
and Dad's house paid off/' 
JAN SLABY, junior fashion 
nwrrtMnrhamg major, Cleve- 
land: "I'd like a Volvo station 
wagon, an unlimited airline pass 
to anywhere in the world, and a 
sero balance on my Visa bill." 
UNO QUANT, senior account- 
ing major, Aruba: "Oothee, a 
Daytona car, and my diploma." 
DEMISE SABELLA, Junior el- 
ementary/special education 
major, Fairview Park: "I'dlike 
to have a nice relaxing vacation 
with time to spend with my 
family and friends." 
STEVE SHUNCK, senior 
sports management major, 
Whitebouae: "An aU-expenaea- 
pald trip to the Honoltuu Mar- 
athon, so I can bask in the sun 
and watch the women." 
Friday/Dave Klaknayar 
LAURA NEUMANN, junior 
education major, Fairview 
Park: "A white Christinas, so I 
can go cross country skiing with 
my family in the metro parka." 
Friday /December 13, IMS 12 
Mr. Jingeling has X-mas key 
by Teresa Tarantino 
staff reporter 
It isn't often that a kid - at 
least a kid at heart - gets to talk 
to an elf with a direct line to 
Santa Claus. So you can bet I 
was excited when it was con- 
firmed last week that the 
"Keeper of the Keys" to Santa's 
North Pole headquarters bad 
agreed to call me for an inter- 
view. 
For those of you who aren't 
from the Cleveland area, Mr. 
Jingeling (prounounced Mis-ter 
Jing-uh-Iing) has been holding 
that important post for 21 years 
in downtown department stores 
and in periodic television spe- 
cials. 
However, according to Mr. 
Jingeling, he has held the posi- 
tion for a tad longer. 
"In my heart Fve been doing 
this for 180 years." 
Before becoming "Keeper of 
the Keys," Mr. Jingeling (Earl 
Keys, age 68, during the non- 
holiday season) was the pro- 
ducer of the "Captain Penny 
Show," where the original Mr. 
Jingeling got his start. 
When the original Mr. Jingel- 
ing died, Keys took over the 
position and continued as a pro- 
ducer at a local Cleveland tele- 
vision station. 
Keys said it's hard not to com- 
mercialize Christmas, espe- 
cially when his Cleveland base is 
in the downtown Higbee's de- 
partment store. 
However, he said the tele- 
vision appearances are proba- 
bly what has kept him so 
popular. 
"Without them (the people 
who have watched on television) 
I don't think people would be 
interested and there would be no 
way for the legend to keep 
going," he said. 
Around our house we still sing 
the familiar jingle which accom- 
panied his daily television spots. 
I remembered most of it, with 
a little help from my sister, and 
it went like this: Mr. Jingeling 
bow you ting-a-ling with your 
many keys/ On Halle's seventh 
Boor well be looking for you to 
turn the key/Keeping track of 
Santa's pack and treasure house 
of toys/ Wind up things that 
Santa brings to all good girls and 
hoys. 
Of course, once on the phone 
with him I could only reflect on 
past Christmases, winters when 
my sisters and I would dress in 
our best outfits and go downtown 
to visit Santa and the Lrrepressi- 
today are pretty much the same. 
"I think the differences are on 
the surface," he said. "They ask 
for more sophisticated things 
because that's what popular 
now. They still play imaginati- 
vely with them.'' 
Mr. Jingeling said on a busy 
day he will see at least 2,000 
kids. He tells them stories and 
listens to their Christmas 
wishes. He still continues to give 
the kids red and white card- 
board keys. 
Mr. Jingeling talked of some 
of bis important responsibilities 
as the "Keeper of the Keys." 
Mr. Jingeling said be became 
the keeper of the keys when 
Santa's keys kept showing up in 
peculiar places, "such as the 
cookie jar and the refrigerator." 
"He's got a complex office 
system and there is a special 
key for every room and when 
Santa's key kept turning up 
missing, we decided we'd better 
assign one person to be in 
charge," he said. 
The keys have since become 
his trademark. A huge silver 
key ring holds several large 
skeleton keys and a couple of 
large bells that Mr. Jingeling 
has in his care at all times. 
"Each of the kids I talk with 
gets a key - not one of Santa's of 
course." 
He said he tells the children 
they are receiving a key to open 
their hearts. The keys can be 
used to release love, caring, and 
sharing and spread it through- 
out the world. 
"I try not to make the keys too 
much of a hype so the kids don't 
become too cynical," he said. "I 
let them know that it's their job 
to show other people the mean- 
ing of Christmas all year long." 
The interview lasted a little 
less than half an hour and I 
didn't even have the chance to 
send Santa a special message of 
my own, but t had to give the 
guy a break. After all, in bis own 
words, "We're up to our necks in 
Christmas up here." 
Clowning for cheer 
by Jerry YameUky 
Friday reporter 
Ryan Fischer and Wayne 
Schaeffer are the master- 
minds behind a plan to make 
someone's day - the some- 
ones being children in Cleve- 
land's childrens hospitals and 
children wards. 
Fischer, a freshman educa- 
tion major, and Schaeffer, a 
freshman at Case Western 
Reserve University, plan is to 
go to these hospitals and treat 
the kids to candy canes, color- 
ing books and some laughs. 
"I'm going to dress as 
Santa Claus. Wayne is going 
to be my 6'4" elf," be sail 
"and well be joined by an 
assortment of downs." 
Both Santa Claus and his 
giant elf are going to be clown 
renditions of the famous 
North Polers. 
"The Santa Claus will be 
sort of like that of Emmet 
Kelly's," Fischer said. Em- 
met Kelly is the most famous 
hobo clown and worked for 
Ringling Brothers and the 
Barmum Bailey Circus. "In 
high school Wayne, some 
other friends, and I got ahold 
of some clown paints and 
made ourselves up as clowns. 
We've kept these kits and 
these are the ones we're going 
to use when we visit these 
kids." 
The jolly crew plans to go to 
their area hospitals over the 
holiday break every year as 
long as the friends are in 
touch Fischer said. 
"We were planning to do 
this last Christmas, dressing 
up as clown Santa and elfs 
and visiting the kids," 
Fischer said. "But the hospi- 
tal we were going to visit 
called us back and said we 
couldn't do it due to con- 
flicts." 
To help make the visits 
reality, all the participants 
are going to each pitch in a 
couple dollars along with a 
little cheer. 
"Wayne and I have just 
been raised to give and ex- 
pect nothing in return," 
Fischer saidT "This is our 
way of viewing Christinas." 
LP sales booming 
by John Cummlngs 
Friday reporter 
Illustration/Don Lee 
ble Mr. Jingeling. 
The stores were always 
packed with kids. The usual 
scene had some kids crying in 
fear while others tried to decide 
what 25 toys they really wanted. 
Things haven't changed mu- 
ch over the years. 
Keys even confirmed that kids 
jm'<*+*'y*nm*mn*,»»nmr^%*%0,%Mnm*»''»+m+mnmnm'<m»m'<m%m*a»m»m*m»m»m»m»0»m*m*m»m1>m*m*m%*»M»mnm»}»+M»m+m*m* 
"Music soothes the savage 
breast," so the old saying goes. 
What better way to sooth your 
roommate during finals week or 
your parents when they get the 
bursar bill than with a gift of 
music? 
Albums are selling extremely 
well this Christmas season, 
according to Guy Wilcox, a man- 
ager at Finder's Records and 
Tapes. 
Christmas albums are sell- 
ing very well. The biggest three 
this year are The Carpenters: A 
Christmas Portrait, Manbeim 
Steamroller, and Anne Murray: 
Christmas, he said. Several oth- 
ers are doing very well because 
of the Christmas season. 
"The   biggest  sellers   have 
been the Miami Vice Sound- 
track, as well as tracks from St. 
Elmo's Fire, White Knights, and 
Rocky IV. Bob Dylan's Bioerapb 
has done rather well, too, wil- 
cox said. 
Many of the albums selling 
well this year are not hard-rock 
oriented, but are softer, Wilcox 
added. According to a recent 
USA Today article, Barbra 
Streisand's Broadway Album, 
among others, is a surprise hit 
this Christmas season. 
"This is the big season for 
record sales in general," Wilcox 
said. "There won't be too much 
between now and mid-January. 
Most of the releases have come 
out There wont be too much 
more until well into January," 
he added. 
The sisters of 
| KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA $ 
r want to wish 
everyone 
Best of Luck on Finals 
and 
HAPPY HOLIDA YS! 
gSo-o0o#^.%o^o0oq. 
§s     Christmas Gift Ideas 
°o 
#o    Start your Christmas shopping now   °0» 
TRAVEL 
AGENCY 
We make travel easier. For everybody. 
Select a gift certificate of any denomination 
to fit your gift giving budget 
414 E. Wooster 
354-2511 
3&e >?Jl\anoement 
181 (B) S. Main v 352-4101 
Bowling Green 332-4143 
20% OFF 
one of the following 
• haircuts • perms • cellophanes 
•manicure • facials • make-up demo 
•luminizing • frostings • hair coloring 
•straightening • pedicures 
•eyebrow & eyelash tinting & waxing 
•sculptured nails 
20% OFF ALL STOCKING STUFFERS 
gift certificates available 
for all services 
Judy, Annette, Cindy 
Shelley, Diana, Chris 
pleas* present this ad = 
expires 12-21-85 
BGSU Gifts 
Apparel 8 Novelties 
Many Stocking Stutters 
BGSU 
School Jackets 
Quilt-lined 
Brown S White 
Sweatsuits 
Hooded Tops 12.95 
Pants 9.9S 
Kids sizes alto availoble 
All Weather 
Running Apparel 
Nylon suits 
Underwear 
ond Accessories 
Shop The Fekon House for Christmas Gifts 
For The Active People On Tour List 1 
HOWS Open: Mon.-Frl. 10-9   Sot. 9:30-5:30 Son. 12-5 
FALCON HOUSE 
Gift cortlficaft ovoilablu lay-awayt ocempltd 
140 E. Wooster Ph. 352-3610 
9 
*-'3£?®#%® <&3®ff%® teasa 
Colonial Reflections 
ll6Vi W. Wooster 353-8577 
Christmas gifts 
for everyone   % 
Binkley Bears 
Folkmanis Puppets 
Lots of 
Stocking Stuffers 
and so much more &&i ^m^^^^^s^ 
CARDS 
MORE 
STOCKING   STUFFERS 
NEXT TO STATE DISCOUNT 
STATE COUPON 
NYOUIL 
NIGHTTIME   RELIEF 
MEDICINE 
6   oz.S 2.99 
Limit  1  Expires 12 19 85 
STATE COUPON 
25 sq.ft. 
1.99 
Limit 1 Expires 12 19 85 
STATE COUPON 
ACTIFED 
12 ct. TABS 
1.69 
Limit 1 Expires 12 19 85 
STATE COUPON 
25ct. 
Limit 1 Expires 12 19 85 
ST ATI COUPON 
B.G.S.U 
GLASSES 
s1.99 
Limit 1 Expires 12 19 85 
THIS DELUXE 
5-RECORD 
BIOGRAPHY or 
BOB DYLANj 
IS NOW 
ON 
SALE 
(U>ONW) 
MM 19.99 
SAVE 
$5.00 
2 
4 
9 
9 
ffolc DISC 
OPEN. MON THRU WEDS 9 to 9    THURS 4 FRI 9 to 10    SAT 10 to 8    SUN 11 to 6 
902 E. Woostcr    Noxt to T.O.'s - Phono: 352 3951 
GIVE 'EM RECORDS 
ASSETTES 
THE MST or ams MaMatiKnos ALL TITLES BY THESE ARTISTS 
ARE 
ON 
SALE 
Regular 3.99 EACH 4.99 
DIRE STRAITS 
Bro1«ra«Ann»  
EACHLP/CASS 
STAMRSIHMIP 
knit deep in the hoopla 
k^wnwitMaan 
THOMPSON TWINS 
HERE'S 70 FUTURE DAYS 
.1 ^tA 
■IN IQUIrWtt ON M* 
LOVERBOY 
UJVUT EVHHMINUTB OP IT 
UW IWI MM. Of ■ 
T>» CoJ. •. IWilJp «• 
^■        /       J 
WHITNEY HOUSTON 
• iiMMfi «nut nx 
• s*MW «i in KM t(jR IOU 
• TOU CM GOOD UM I 
HURRY! SALE PRICES END DECEMBER 19, 1985 
CRUZADOS 
1* 
,'M 
UKWGMG OUT n CMfotw* I ■ UOIMCYCltOK 
KASHIF 
CONDITION OF THE HEART 
^ 
■ CONDITION Of 1* *MI 
¥ 
COLD 
BEER 
STATE COUPON 
ASSORTE 
STUFFED 
ANIMALS 
s4.99 
Limit 1 Expires 12 19 85 
STATE COUPON 
KODAK 
FILM 
•110-24 EXP 
•135-24 EXP 
2.99 
Limit 1 Expires 12 1985 
STATE COUPON 
CANDY 
CANES 
12ct. BOX 
STATE COUPON 
GREEK LETTER 
STATIONARY 
BUY ONE GET 
MATCHING 
ENVELOPES   FREE 
s3.79 
Limit 1 Expires 121985 
STATE COUPON 
CHRISTMA 
LIGHTS 
25ct. 
2.49 
Limit 1 Expires 12 19 85 
Give the gift of music- 
ALL TITLES BY THESE ARTISTS 
BARBRA STREISAND 
Til WMD1W ALUM      *£ 
■ "AIM MMM MM) 
1H*Ui«i*TMR«i 
ARE 
NOW 
n00UwWf fll'rw 
7.99 loch 
LP/CASS 
ON SALE 
5.99 
lACH LP/CASS 
■—nwci 
OK/J*3> MM Nil     ——■ SEVtTM THEHARD MW C0HE0lT/M>|u\y( 
ana* 
MR. MISTER 
"WELCOME TO THE 
REAL WORLD" 
IS NOW 
ON 
SALE 
UVCASS 
4 
f 
4 
9 
Mnitf 
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Needling out the perfect pine 
NEW YORK (AP) -In the 
briefcase that Carl Miller 
carriei to his Rockefeller 
Center office are boots, a 
Polaroid camera, a book on 
trees, sunglasses, spray 
paint, road maps and a range 
Miller, vice president of 
Rockefeller Center Manage- 
ment Corp., is a tree hunter. 
He finds the Rockefeller Cen- 
ter Christmas tree each year. 
"It's a preoccupation you 
live with all year around," 
says Miller. "This year will 
be the eighth tree that I've 
foand." 
Tree hunters travel nation- 
wide with specific require- 
ments for the Rockefeller 
tree, ranging from a mini- 
mum height of 85 feet to the 
width anddensity of the tree. 
This year's tree, found in 
Hunlock Creek, Pa., is a 75- 
foot Norway spruce. It was 
put up on Nov. 22. 
The Rockefeller Group re- 
ceives calls from all over the 
country from people who 
want to donate trees. Others 
call to find out bow big the 
Rockefeller tree is - so they 
can buy a bigger one. 
"It's as though they are 
competing with our tree," 
says Miller. 
He says he has been chased 
by dogs, bulls, snakes and 
police while trying to find the 
Rockefeller Center tree. 
"Amazingly," he says, 
"moat trees are found in 
backyards and pastures in 
the tri-state area. However, 
we've even had trees from as 
far away as Maine and Can- 
ada. 
"I pursued one tree for five 
years.   We   have   received 
trees from seminaries, homes 
where the family has grown 
up with the tree, trees that 
are entangled in wires and 
trees that are on a disputed 
niece of land. Sometimes the 
developer will insist that the 
tree remains on the land. 
"However, each tree has a 
peak period. We know when 
the tree is at its peak. Some of 
the trees that we have on file 
have long since passed their 
peak ana their branches be- 
gin to droop and fall off." 
When a tree is finally found, 
it takes about four days of 
cutting, corsetting and load- 
ing on to a truck. Then the 
Rockefeller Group seeks per- 
mits from the fire depart- 
ment, police, the city and 
highway administrators to 
bring the tree to midtown 
Manhattan. 
"I remember one tree that 
didn't quite make it down the 
highway. You can imagine 
the traffic Jam we created, 
trying to repair the truck,'1 
Miller says. 
'We always have a backup 
tree - in case lightning 
strikes." 
The first formal tree was 
put up in 19S3 in its now-famil- 
iar site in front of the RCA 
building in Rockefeller Plaza. 
Deadline for finding the 
tree is July 4. Electricians 
preparing   the   tree 
in August. Tree-trim- 
is the  week  before 
And when the tree is finally 
installed and the thousands of 
lights are put on, more than 2 
million people will enjoy the 
spectacle. 
Christmas movie has 
special Disney touch 
(AP)- Gideon is a sorry- 
looking Christmas angel. He 
wears a battered, wide-brim- 
med fedora and a tent-like over- 
coat and he hangs out in trees, 
blowing mournful cowboy tunes 
on his harmonica. His sad, 
weathered face belles the happi- 
ness he is capable of bestowing. 
Harry Dean Stanton as the 
misfit Gideon is one of the many 
Joys of''One Magic Christmas,'' 
a new but traditional approach 
to the yuletide story. Another 
major asset is Mary Steenbur- 
S. What a marvelous presence 
conveys, emotions welling 
from deep within, with never a 
hint of affectation. 
And what apleasure to have a 
brand-new Christmas tale in- 
stead of the endless rehashes of 
Scrooge, Tiny Tim and com- 
pany. Thanks are due to Walt 
Disney Pictures and to Philip 
Bonos, the man who turned 
"The Grey Fox" into a gem. 
"One Magic Christmas" 
bean more than a slight resem- 
blance to "It's a Wonderful 
life." Like Jimmy Stewart in 
file Prank Capra classic, Mary 
Steenburgen has lost hope in 
Christmas or anything else. Ev- 
erything has gone wrong: Her 
husband has Tost his Job; the 
family is being evicted from the 
company-owned house; she 
loses her own miserable Job as a 
grocery checker. 
The script, based on a story 
written by Thomas Meehan, 
Barry Heasley and Bonos, 
might well have proven saccha- 
rine. But while never overlook- 
ing the sentiment, director 
Bonos and his able cast keep 
things In hand. Even Santa 
Claus himself (Jan Rubes) 
comes alive as a real character, 
and the journey to his headquar- 
ters is truly magical. 
What's hoi 
(Continued from page 11) 
Pickard, a clerk at Children's 
Palace in Toledo. She said Opto- 
mus Primus is a toy based on 
one of the characters in the 
cartoon. 
'We get calls every day for 
Optcmus, and my son says 
that's all he wants for 
Christmas," Pickard said. She 
said the toy sells for about $21. 
Another popular toy based on 
a cartoon series is the GI Joe 
doll, Pickard said. These dolls 
can be purchased separately or 
along with a play set 
Ann Yoder, a sales clerk at K- 
Mart in Bowling Green, says she 
gets a lot of calls for "Masters of 
the Universe" dolls and sets. 
Masters of the Universe is also a 
popular cartoon series. 
the "Cabbage Patch" dolls 
that were so popular last year 
have not been selling well 
according to both Pickard and 
Yoder. However, accessories for 
the dolls are selling very well. 
Pickard said Cabbage Patch 
play pens were a very hot item. 
A toy that has replaced the 
Cabbage Patch in popularity is 
"Pound  Puppy."  The  Pound 
Puppy is a toy dog that comes 
with a leash and dog pound 
adoption papers. The stuffed 
puppies have not caused the 
same sort of buyere frenzy that 
accompanied the Cabbage 
Patch doll, but they are difficult 
to find in the toy stores, accord- 
ing to Pickard. 
For the girls on your list, one 
of the biggest sellers is the "Get 
In Shaped exercise kit, accord- 
ing to Ruth Hood, manager of 
the Hobby Center Toy Store at 
Westgate Mall in Toledo. 
"There are several different 
sets that include an exercise 
tape, exercise book and dumb- 
OUR LUXURY WiAGER IS A PERFECT 
Thl« brwnful .fl-f n ...1 Mini IW-.    II   IW. wklk yffln IM- 
GIFT FOR ANYONE. ESPECIALLY YOU. 
any S9.50 purchase of Merle A $59 value for just $15 with 
Norman cosmetics. 
The Luxury Voyager contains virtually everything a woman needs for 
makeup on the go. 
Three shades of eye shadow, waterproof mascara, eye pencil and eye 
cream complex.Two shades of lipstick, brush and trlmline lip pencil And 
two sheer powder blushers and brush. Ail in a tidy travel bag. 
The Luxury Vovager makes a perfect gift for anyone. 
Especially.**,    r^r; nORTTWI 
188 S. Main St., Mini Mall 
352-7060 
■»^ % 
BtSfl 
| $ffBterer'H-flMaoieux  1 
•» i i —•• 
OVERBOUGHT - OVERSTOCKED 
Weekend Slock Reduction 
2£ 9/laLaC 
m Save at Least 20% 
3t Save as much as 50% 
SPECIAL SALE PRICES 
FRI. AND SAT. 10:00-5:00 
* JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS GIFT GIVING 
|   BIB £ai)g'B uJiueeuB 1 
4* DOWNTOWN ON THE FOUR CORNERS 
bells. I think everyone is sold out 
-they are very popular with the 
girls this year* Hood said. 
One of the most expensive and 
rare toys on the shelf is the 
"Talking Teddy Ruxtln" doll. 
The stuffed bear is not only 
aesthetically pleasing to look at, 
but also possesses an uncommon 
command of the English lan- 
guage. The stuffed talking bear 
goes for the price of about |70-if 
you can find one. "I have lots of 
people calling to see if we have 
Teddy Rurtin In stock," Hood 
said. 
The current popularity of 
wrestling has not escaped the 
enterprising attention of the toy 
companies. Hood and Pickard 
both mentioned the popularity of 
a line of toys based on wrestlers 
such as Hulk Hogan. The figures 
are made of stretchable rubber 
and a wrestling ring can also be 
purchased. According to Pick- 
ard, the "Wrestling Ring" goes 
for about 116. 
If your favorite boy is not the 
type who prefers to knot wres- 
tiers together "My Buddy" 
may be the doll you are looking 
for. My Buddy is a broad-eyed, 
freckled-faced doll made espe- 
cially for boys and is "very hard 
to get," according to Pickard. 
Yonder said she answers many 
calls for people who want to 
purchase the My Buddy doll for 
their child. If you are lucky 
enough to find one, expect to pay 
If these brand-name toys are 
sold out by the time you finish 
your last final, take heart. 
According to Elaine Smith at 
(>ntralDistributors a whole- 
sale toy store to Toledo, the good 
ol' Teddy Bear is a sure-fire 
pleaser. "Any kind of Teddy 
Bear that is washable and drya- 
ble is a big seller this year. They 
have really Increased in popu- 
larity," Smith said. 
WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESSWE-NESSI 
"WE-NESS" AWARDS 
WE-NESS — CONCERN FOR OTHERS, 
FRIENDLINESS, 
HELPFULNESS AND KINDNESS 
These people have been selected as recipients of the prestigious "We-Ness" Awards. Their 
kindness and helpfulness toward students has been noticed and is appreciated. Many thanks 
to them. Their efforts single them out, and they are to be highly commended. 
• Ian Sunder 
Instructor - Accounting and MIS 
• Candy Ducat 
Clerical Specialist - School of Art 
• Janet Baker 
Admissions Officer — Office of Admissions 
• Robert Conibear 
Coordinator - PEG Division/Club Sports 
• Kevin Work 
Lab Coordinator/ Assistant Professor 
Instructional Media Center 
• Teresa Burket 
Instructor — Accounting and MIS 
• Shlela Bieszczad 
Instructor — Finance 
• Russell McKnight 
Visiting Lecturer — School of Art 
• Vlcki Sherman 
Administrative Assistant — 
Student Activities and Organizations 
CONGRATULATIONS — KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!!! 
The "We-Ness" Committee 
It^Sft^li^;i*i\*}-Wh^[*imi*:\*}-Ki*ll*i- 
% 
WE-NE55 WE-NESSW^ 
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. Holiday quality from Scritti, 
'but Nena, Arcadia disappoint 
******** 
Scritti LP 
sits pretty 
by Tracay Batdorf 
Friday reporter 
If ever there was a way to 
incorporate political termino- 
logy and ideologies Into love 
songs, Scritti Politti has done it. 
Scritti Politti, which means "po- 
litical writing" In Italian, has 
released a strong new LP enti- 
tled, Cupid and Psyche '85. 
Most of the songs on the LP 
display crafty, artful lyrics de- 
. livered in a delicate, almost 
ethereal voice by Green (his 
.  only name, alaSting), the leader 
.; of the group. 
As its name implies, Scritti 
.   Politti is about politics; politics 
in love, politics at work, and 
;. politics in politics. The album 
wastes no time getting its mes- 
:-, aage across. 
■; "Small Talk." which incorpo- ■ rates strong guitar solos by Fred 
. Maber with a vaporous musical 
". backdrop, is a direct assault on 
political rhetoric, "all talk and 
no action," according to Scritti. 
Green sings, We're tired of 
prophecying/   We   beard   the 
'■-  ward was good, but it's stupefy- 
.  Ing small talk/ Get up and do 
something death defying. 
Following "Small Talk" is 
:  "Absolute^ which was released 
-  as a single last fall in the U.S. 
Like most of the songs on the ■-.'• album,   "Absolute"   compli- 
.  ments Green's anxious, breathy 
:- voice with intense, sometimes 
desperate, lyrics: Holy girl your 
lips of clay/ Will whisper words 
of yesterday/Holy girl my par- 
amour/1 know too much to be so 
sure. 
The last song on side one, 
"Dont Work That Hard," dis- 
plays the idea that modern love 
has lost meaning and is a me- 
chanical motion and marriage is 
nothing more than a piece of 
paper. Qtve me the word I'll 
honor and obey/ I submit for 
approval got the upper hand. 
The first song on side two. 
"Perfect Way,,r has received 
the most American attention 
and is quickly climbing the 
charts. 
In "Perfect Way" a clever 
. on words is accompanied 
a soulful, danceable beat: I 
took a day job amendment/ I 
took a Wang to you/1 took a 
page out of my rule book tor 
you/ I've got a perfect way to 
make a new proposition/1 got a 
perfect way to make a justifica- 
tion. The lyrics are a bit harder 
to follow than in most other 
songs on the album, but com- 
bined with the music make a 
powerful package. 
The last cut on Cupid and 
Psyche '85 is fascinating In its 
name alone. "Wood Beez," 
("Pray Like Aretha Franklin") 
was also released last fall in the 
U.S., and hints at a Jazzy feel 
with a strong devotion to con- 
cise, melodic lyrics. How could 
Smr nothings be so sweet T, 
reen asks, You left your love 
letters in-complete. 
By the end of the album. 
Green's voice does become irri- 
tating, but this irritation is over- 
shadowed by the album's 
overall excellence. 
Cupid and Psyche 85' is an 
album of pleasant contradic- 
tions, conveying shrewdness 
with an unearthly, eerie style. 
Scritti Politti continues to make 
some of the most powerful mu- 
sic around today. It is definitely 
a good album to Include on your 
Christmas shopping list 
♦iHHHHHHr********* * 
Nena can't 
break 99 
by John P. GHebe 
Friday reporter 
West German rockers Nena, 
whose haunting anti-war melody 
"99 Luftballoons" made big 
splashes on both sides of the 
Atlantic almost two years ago, 
returns to the American music 
scene with their latest LP, Its 
All In The Game. 
Like many new groups, Nena 
resorts to a potpourri of sound 
gimmicks to support its synthe- 
sizer-driven beat. The result is a 
compilation of technopop dance 
tunes - none of which are com- 
parable to the captivating "99 
Luftballoons.'' 
While lead singer Nena Kern- 
er's high-pitched, hoarse voice 
adds a certain seductive allure 
to "99 Luftballoons," it loses 
that quality on Its All In The 
Game. 
As Kerner races through the 
lyrics to the album's first song, 
''Utopia," percussionist Frank 
Ricotti punches out a synthe- 
sized beat so fast that one might 
wonder if this album isn't being 
played at the wrong speed. The 
lyrics take a limp stand against 
the industrialization of society: 
Inhabit a world/ Where "we'ris 
better Wan "I"/If "yes"means 
"we", then we say no! 
Perhaps the only redeeming 
quality on "Utopia" is the plain- 
tive saxophone sounds of Ameri- 
can David Sanborn. 
No song on the album stands 
out. The title track, however, 
seems to be the most appealing. 
"It's All In The Game'Teatures 
some decent guitar licks and the 
punchy technopop beat that bo- 
unces behind all the songs on the 
album. 
However, the musical ar- 
rangement of "It's All In The 
Game," along with the vapid 
lyrics, sounds like it was 
plucked out of an episode of 
''Miami Vice." Live to the limit, 
and/ Listen to your heart/ Don't 
life leave you/ Standing in the 
dark/ Luck fades away, but/ 
The spirit never dies/It's all in 
the game/ Keep the fire in your 
eyes. Occasional string accom- 
paniments add a cerebral air to 
this song. 
Nena Kemer's voice retains 
its characteristic sex appeal In 
"Are You Awake?" However, 
most of album. Kemer's voice 
resembles a shrieking adoles- 
cent. 
Lisa Dalbello wrote the En- 
glish lyrics for this album, 
which contains mostly love 
songs. Dalbello's translation of 
'•99 Luftballons" retained much 
of the song's lyrical urgency, but 
many of the cuts on It's All In 
The Game fall considerably 
abort. 
"Woman On Fire" contains 
rather lame lyrics compared to 
"99 Luftballoons": Like the tall 
of a meteor/ Glowing in the 
dark/1 smoke you like a dga- 
rette/ Hang on to every spark/ 
The rhythm and the danger/ 
Pulse beneath my skin/ And I 
can feel your heartbeat, heart- 
beat/ Poundin' within. 
"Let's Humanize" has a more 
meaningful message; the break- 
ing down of emotional barriers 
resulting from sexual stereo- 
types. Sweat and muscle /bound 
in leather/ Men are free but/ 
Chained together/ Lock and 
key/ With their emotions/Ham- 
mer down that barricade/ Let's 
humanize. 
This song also features wispy 
choral vocals reminiscent of Ba- 
nnnarama    or    the    Tom-Tom 
as 
In general, the songs on It's 
All In The Game all start to 
sound the same if you listen to it 
long enough. I wouldn't recom- 
mend this album for gift giving. 
It's a rather inauspicious effort 
for a band that began with so 
much promise. 
'So Red9 is 
bad Duran 
by P.F. WUaon 
Friday reporter 
Once upon a time in Birming- 
ham, England, a bunch of tal- 
ented lads got together to form a 
band. They decided to call them- 
selves Duran Duran, a unique- 
enough moniker to start with. 
"Well play dance music," they 
said. ''Dance music that will 
sound good, even when you're 
not dancing." 
They got a record contract, 
and recorded their first album, 
cleverly titled Duran Duran. A 
fine effort it was. too: Synthesiz- 
ers married with fine guitar 
work, good vocals, and interest- 
ing lyrics. The album was well- 
received in their homeland, but 
it didn't do nearly as well here in 
America. 
Back to the studio they went to 
record the phenomenal Rio. Un- 
like Duran Duran, Rio showed 
more diversity in styles. Nick 
Rhodes' keyboard wizardy, 
Andy Taylors plucky guitar, 
John Taylor's thumping bass 
and Simon Le Bon's vocals and 
lyrics made a lot of people sit up 
and take notice (at this pointl 
bore you with the old "none of 
the Taylors are related" stuff.) 
From Rio came the top five hit 
"Hungry Like the Wolf,'' a song 
bfipnad on my high school radio 
station -all the more reason to 
like it With the help of some 
well-made videos, the Durans 
had made a name for them- 
selves. 
The next stop was Australia, 
to record their third album. 
Seven and the Ragged Tiger, 
which gave us such hideous cre- 
ations as "Union of the Snake " 
or still worse, " The Reflex." 
Longtime fans walked away in 
disgust muttering about sell- 
outs and commercialism. But 
the die had already been cast- 
teeny-boppers began to devour 
the glossy quintet. 
Seeing that the band hadn't 
quite turned out the way they'd 
hoped, guitarist Andy and Bas- 
sist John (did I mention they're 
not related?), went off to do a 
solo project. Teaming up with 
the higbin-acclaim, low-in-sales 
Robert Palmer, they produced a 
respectable rock V funk album 
under the name Power Station. 
Which brings us (finally!) to 
the other three fifths of the 
group. Having some time to kill, 
and Le Bon needing some cash 
to repair his yacht, they have 
Sven us So Red the Rose, under 
e name Arcadia. Is this a 
Joke? At least Power Station 
sounded different. 
So Red The ROM is, at best, 
bad Duran Duran. By now 
you've heard the album's miser- 
able single, "Election Day." Le 
Bon whines Maximum big sur- 
prise your smile is something 
new/ I pull my shirt off and 
pray, we're scared and bound to 
suffer the heatwave/ Pull my 
shirt off and pray we're coming 
up on re-election day. "Maxi- 
mum big surprise?!?" Is this 
the same guy who wrote the 
lyrics to "Save a Prayer?" But 
then what do you expect from a 
guy who dyed his hair Jet black 
to get more respect 
Not even Herbie Hancock or 
Sting could save this disaster. 
"El Diablo" and "Lady Ice" are 
the mediocre stand-outs. The 
rest of the album is horrendous, 
with Le Bon's once-fine tenor 
whining over Nick Rhodes dull 
keyboards and Roger Taylor's 
(again, no relation to Queen's 
Roger Taylor) average drum- 
ming. Somehow, things Just 
didn't happen with this album. 
Maybe the two Durans In Power 
Station should consider an ex- 
tended leave of absence. 
Sour grapes? Maybe. But I'm 
sticking to my review. Listen to 
So Red The Rose and I think 
you'll know what I mean. 
Albums for review courtesy of 
State Discount, 903 E. Wooster. 
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NEED EXTRA MONEY 
FOR CHRISTMAS? 
SANTA SAYS: "SELL YOUR BOOKS BACK TO THE 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE!'9 
WE PAY TOP PRICES FOR USED 
TEXTS AND TOP WHOLESALE 
PRICES FOR DISCONTINUED BOOKS! 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE 
4* 
4 
4 
1424 E. Wooster 
Across from Harshman 
9-5:30 M-F      9-5 Sat. 
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Ingenuity and creativity become handy 
when faced with yuletide, fiscal woes 
by Angela Hackathom 
Friday reporter 
I hate to be the bearer of 
bad news, but Christmas is ■n—Hng up on us. You know, 
Christmas - the time to share 
with family and friends and 
exchange gifts. 
Have you even thought 
about shopping for gifts? If 
yon haven't started your 
shopping by now, you could 
be in trouble. With final ex- 
ams ending December 20, 
that leaves only four days to 
find all the right presents - a 
difficult task, even if you 
have the money. 
But if you don't have any 
time to shop, you don't have 
to cast a "Ban Humbug" on 
Christmas. 
Even if your coffers look 
like Bob Cratchit's, you can 
still give gifts to bring a tear 
to a parent's eye or a smile to 
the face of a sibling or friend. 
And you can do it inexpensi- 
vely. 
All you need to accomplish 
this task is a little creativity 
and a lot of tboughtfulness. 
Try giving your parents a 
certificate for an intimate 
dinner for two - a home- 
cooked meal prepared by 
Sou. Cook the meal and serve 
on the best china. Be sure to 
include the proper atmo- 
sphere; soft music, candle- 
light and roses. 
If your cooking skills are 
more suited to popcorn and 
toast than an intimate dinner 
for two, offer your folks an- 
other invaluable commodity - 
housework. This may not be 
quite as appealing as cooking 
an intimate dinner, but think 
of the joy and relaxation you 
could offer your parents. 
Christmas break is a perfect 
time to perform your services 
anyway, and housework la 
one way to cure the inevitable 
boredom that the long break 
will bring. 
Among the possibilities in 
this category are doing laun- 
dry, washing dishes and shov- 
eling snow (maybe you'll luck 
out and it won't snow at all). 
Coupon booklets are a va- 
riation on the gift certificate 
idea. Coupons are a creative 
and inexpensive way to say 
Merry Christmas to girlf- 
riends and boyfriends, or just 
plain friends. 
Try giving your boyfriend 
or girlfriend a book of cou- 
pons for hugs, kisses and 
back rubs redeemable at any 
time. Such coupon books were 
a big holiday fad in card 
stores a few years ago - you 
can make your own for a 
fraction of the cost. 
Another idea might be to 
give a coupon book redeema- 
ble for walks in the park, or 
ret evenings for two. See 
"intimate dinner" sug- 
gestion for tips on creating 
the proper atmosphere. 
Other more intricate ideas 
for inexpensive gifts include 
creating personalized 
Christmas ornaments or bak- 
ing cookies or other holiday 
treats. 
OK, OK - so maybe this 
takes you back to the days of 
grade school art classes. But 
remember how touched your 
parents and grandparents 
were with those margarine 
lllu»ratlon/Don Lee 
tub Santas and styrofoam 
snowmen? College has taken 
you one step beyond - you've 
now mastered glue, glitter 
and string. 
Those hand-made gifts 
haven't lost their charm, and 
anyone with true Christmas 
spirit is sure to recognize the 
care and effort involved. 
Yea, Virginia, exam pres- 
sure and a shortage of funds 
doesn't mean that this 
Christmas has to be a disas- 
ter. Maybe you'll even thank 
Scrooge for one of the best 
holidays ever. 
S I   III    I 
New Holiday Releases 
• View to a Kill 
• John Wayne and 
the Cowboys 
• Pale Rider 
• North to Alaska 
__The world is waiting. 
Be an exchange student 
TAKE A BREAK 
from Studying 
3500 IN STORE TITLES 
THE VIDEO SPECTRUM 
.IKLWiskaiitoaliuwawitrwiOtM 
352-4171 
1 full order of Garlic 
Bread & Cheese FREE 
with any 21" sub 
1/2 order of Garlic Bread & 
|   Cheese with any specialty salad 
% we deliver exp. 1/20/86 Jf 
XJXXZ^ 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
Second Semester Leases 
2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfurn. 
We pay Heat, Water, Cable, Trash 
Pick Up, and All of Gas. 
For a good place to live — See Us. 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 
»»»: 55>>: Call 352-9135 <<<<<<<< 
Unique    gifts    cater 
to eclectic eccentrics 
(AP)-Colorful "smell and 
scratch" stickers may take a 
place alongside the traditional 
peppermint candy canes for kids 
who hang up their stockings at 
Christmas. 
As explained by a spokesman 
for thekello Smello Factory In 
Minneapolis, the stickers coated 
with millions of tiny smell cells 
will last at least six months and 
come In such scents as orange, 
strawberry and grape as well as 
, tacos, popcorn and peanut 
Some young collectors keep 
their stickers in albums or 
"swapper" books as well as on 
lunch boxes, bedroom walls, 
Jackets, bats and bumpers of the 
family car. 
For the practical-minded, a 
smoke alarm ornament to mini- 
mise the hazard of Christmas 
tree fires is offered in the gift 
catalog of Hammacber Schlem- 
mer It Co. for $34.95. The duel- 
ionization chamber ornament 
sounds an OS-decibel alarm upon 
detecting as little as .5 percent 
smoke In the air. 
Suggestions in the "Girl-Who- 
Has-Everything" department 
include L'air DTor perfume with 
flakes of 23 karat gold sus- 
pended In the bottle, which re- 
tails at 1275 an ounce. 
For someone looking for an 
unusual gift - and has a cool $2 
million to spend - there is a pair 
of rfiamnqA offered as a his- 
and-her gift in this year's Nie- 
man-Marcus catalog. 
According to the Texas-based 
store's description, "no known 
collection other than the Crown 
Jewels of England Includes two 
flnUrmH rHarrunw^ of this magni- 
tude, cut from a single rough 
One is a rectangular, star- 
burst-cut 56-carat gem, while its 
mate is a 21-carat pear shape 
Jewel. 
With videocasaette recorders 
now in nearly one out of every 
three American homes, blank 
and prerecorded tapes are 
stockms-atuffers that f01 a wide 
range of tastes. 
"You can please a home- 
bound grandmother, a finicky 
'videopfiile' or a Madonna-mad 
teen-ager In one trip to the 
store,,T says Bob Burnett of Min- 
nesota Mining and Manufactur- 
ing Co., who cautions that the 
first thing the gift-giver needs to 
know is whether the recipient 
has a VMS or Beta VCR. The two 
formats are not compatible. 
Some videotapes are specially 
designed for high quality music 
recording, for home movie-mak- 
ing and for building a personal 
film library, while standard 
grade cassettes are most com- 
monly used for recording a pro- 
gram off television for one-time 
viewing, Burnett says. 
Last minute gifts 
(AP) - Some inexpensive gifts 
for the last-minute shopper to 
fill a Christmas stocking: 
For the woman: a certificate 
for a professional manicure... 
'mad money" in the form of a 
traveler's check ... a pedome- 
ter for the jogger or walker . . .a 
shower radio ... a no-spill auto 
mug ... a bubble bath. 
For the man: an all-in-one 
brush and shave cream concen- 
trate system called Brush Plus 
... a pocket wine guide ... a 
deluxe Ice scraper ... a credit 
card-sized radio ... and, of 
course, cashmere socks. 
"With more men helping 
around the kitchen, appliances 
that make cooking and baking 
easier have become extremely 
popular as Christmas gifts/' 
says Ken Homa, vice president 
of marketing for Black & Deck- 
er's household products group. 
They include cordless rechar- 
geable appliances, such as mix- 
ers and electric knives, be says. 
"New headset radios promise 
to be among the hottest electro- 
nic stocking stuff era of the 
year," says William Smith, gen- 
eral manager of General Elec- 
tric's consumer electronics 
product department. 
Twining's of London holiday 
ornament tea samplers contain 
four brightly-colored foil boxes 
imprinted with turn-of-the-cen- 
tury Christmas scenes. Each 
sampler holds 40 teabags , 10 
each of Earl Grey, Prince of 
Wales, English Breakfast and 
Darjeeling and come with hooks 
so the ornaments can be sus- 
from a Christmas tree 
The Royal Canadian Mint is 
offering another interesting 
item. Commemorative sterling 
silver coins are available now 
for the 1988 Winter Olympic 
Games which will take place in 
Calgary, Canada. Each coin in 
the 10-piece set depicts a differ- 
ent event 
A trio of women, one year Into 
their own mail-order business, 
offer antique reproductions. 
Carrington Classics' offers a 
solid brass collection including 
desk lamp, apothecary scale, 
and picture frame. 
«•#&**** *•» w+**HHr*Mr*&*'tttir&& 
Heel & Sole Shoe Repair 
504 Pearl St. 
Bowling Green, Oh 43402 
FRANK &BEVMAGRUM      Tucs-Fri 9-5:30 p.m. 
Saturday 9-noon 
Happy Holidays 
»+*+9#0 ir*+0***%*r»*++*-9V*r#<0**Hfo 
Celebrate 
New Year's Eve 
at Howard's 
with the 
Organics 
party favors, 
champagne, 
noise and 
fun! 
Happy Holidays 
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Catalog gifts 
(Continued from page 11) 
is one of the few remaining mail- 
order houses which ships free- 
of-cbarge.) Also, some people 
may not like buying something 
based solely on the information 
provided in a catalog. Finally, it 
is sometimes difficult to get 
service for items purchased by 
mail. 
If you decide to try 
by mail, there are a n 
things to be aware of: 
• Don't assume a catalog of- 
fers the lowest prices just be- 
cause the seller says it does. 
• Find out about customer 
service and return policies BE- 
FORE you order. 
• Leave enough time for the 
item to be shipped if you intend 
to give it as a gift. 
• Be aware of the fact that 
once you order, your name will 
be placed on the mailing lists of 
other such companies. 
. If you are unsure of the relia- 
bility of a catalog company, it 
migr. be a good idea to check it 
out with the Better Business 
Bureau. 
Now you're ready to go out 
into the world of catalog shop- 
ping - which of course doesn't 
involve much going out at all. 
Ready? CHARGE!!!! (Visa and 
Mastercard usually accepted)! 
Premise is 'Spies9demise 
by Liu Bwcanl 
Friday reporter 
Aa I trudged through an icy 
Bowling Green rain to see 
Spies Like Us, I tried to look 
on the bright side. I figured 
anything would be better than 
reading ten chapters on the 
theory of Japanese manage- 
ment. 
I was wrooB.Spies Like Us, 
the latest cinematic effort 
from "Saturday Night Live" 
alumni Chevy Chase and Dan 
Ackroyd, made me wish I had 
stayed at home and cracked 
the books. 
The movie follows Ackroyd 
and Chase as they bumble 
around behind the Iron Cur- 
tain. Just two zany, madcap 
guys in a zany, madcap espio- 
nage escapade with lots of 
zany, madcap laughs. 
Chevy Chase is, well, Chevy 
Chase. He's the same Chevy 
Chase be was in Foul Play 
and Vacation. But at least 
Chase's characters were like- 
able in those movies. In Spies, 
an obnoxious Chase smiles, 
smirks and cops cheap feels 
from the movie^s love interest 
(blonde, beautiful and utterly 
untalented Donna Dizon.) I 
would have liked the film 
better bad Dizon belted 
Chase in the chops once or 
twice. 
Dan Ackroyd was also unli- 
keable and unbelievable as 
Chase's zany, madcap (yeah, 
right)partner. He and Second 
City TV's Dave Thomas were 
responsible for the screen- 
play. I would hesitate to take 
any credit if I were them. The 
story is slow and only mildly 
funny. Thomas should go to 
back to swilling Labatrs as 
one of SCTVs McKenzie 
brothers. 
The movie tries to insert a 
quick moral message on the 
futility of nuclear war. But by 
the time that happened, I was 
too disappointed in the rest of 
the movie to care. 
If you're looking for a final 
study break, this is NOT it. 
Stick to the books and skip 
Spies Like Us. Your grades 
and wallet will thank you. 
Schlock 'Holmes' 
Spielberg's  latest   flick  flunks 
Fourth 'Rocky' lacks punch 
(AP)-What a mismatch! 
Here's Rocky Balboa, now in 
his 30s, weighing maybe 180 and 
standing 5 feet 10, pitted against 
Soviet superman Ivan Drago, a 
hard-packed 250 pounds at 6 
feet, 6 inches. 
What's more, Drago has been 
trained to biochemical perfec- 
tion by the scientific establish- 
ment of the Soviet Union, while 
Rocky has to chop trees and run 
through the snowy countryside 
all by himself. 
Can Rocky possibly win? 
What's your guess? 
"Rocky IV" is another exer- 
cise in improbability from the 
prolific Sylvester Stallone. This 
time the writer-director-star 
pushes credulity to the limit, but 
there are undoubtedly millions 
of "Rocky" fans ready to cheer 
their hero to victory. 
The plot of "Rocky IV" is 
simple. Rocky enjoys his af- 
fluent life until the Soviet giant 
is paraded before the American 
public. Rocky's onetime oppo- 
nent and later pal, Apollo Creed, 
challenges Drago and fails. 
Then it is Rocky's turn, and he 
agrees to fight Drago in the 
Soviet Union. 
Perhaps you get the message 
that "Rocky IVM is not intended 
for sophisticates. Heavily anti- 
Russian and pro-Rocky, it is the 
most manipulative film in re- 
cent memory. 
(AP)- Among the games 
some people like to play is 
"What If?1" For example, what 
if ■President Lincoln had escaped 
me assassin's bullet? What if 
Adolf Hitler had won World War 
n? What if Ronald Reagan had 
gotten a bit TV series? 
Now Steven Spielberg and 
company offer a new conjec- 
ture: What if Sherlock Holmes 
and Doctor Watson had met as 
schoolboys and engaged in a 
thrilling adventuref A wonder- 
ful notion. Too bad the movie- 
makers lacked the courage of 
their conviction. 
"Young Sherlock Holmes" be- 
gins with the arrival of young 
John Watson at a London boys1 
school, circa 1870. He immedi- 
ately encounters a tall, hawk- 
nosed boy who is punishing a 
violin. They become friends, and 
John is an unwilling partner in 
Sherlock's pursuit of the mys- 
tery of three presumed suicides. 
As it turns out, all of the victims 
were elderly, and all were for- 
mer schoolmates. 
The two boys intrepidly pur- 
sue the case, at the risk of their 
own lives and of Sherlock's 
sweetheart, Elizabeth. 
For the first third of the 
movie, director Barry Levinson 
creates an evocative picture of 
Victorian London. Enter the real 
If Elizabeth Barrett 
and Robert Browning had 
AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, 
it would have been a terrible 
loss for English literature. 
And of course, she wouldn't have had to 
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnets 
length, either. 
After all, you can always think of one 
more way to tell someone you love them 
when you're on the phone.      \ 
Let us count the ways you can save. 
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or 
from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Friday, 
and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate 
on your state-to-state calls. 
Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday 
through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your 
state-to-state calls. 
So when you're asked to choose a long 
distance company, choose AT&T. Because 
with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you 
can satisfy your heart's desire without 
exhausting your means. 
Reach out and touch someone." 
© 1985 AW CommunKMiom 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
villain of the movie: Industrial 
Light and Magic. 
You cant really fault George 
Lucas's wizards of Mann 
County. They were hired to do a job, and as usual they perform 
with total competence. But the 
abundance of special effects, no 
matter how clever, overba- 
lances the charming premise of 
"Young Sherlock Holmes." 
So does the ritual scene of 
Egyptian fanatics in a huge, 
hidden pyramid near the 
Thames. It is the Temple of 
Doom revisited, complete with 
human sacrifice. There is also a 
flying sequence that can't help 
but evoke memories of "E.T. the 
Eztra-TerrestriaL " 
No doubt the filmmakers wor- 
ried that today's youth audience 
wouldn't buy the adventure of 
two English schoolboys in an 
oUJ-fashfoned setting and felt the 
story needed hype. Hence the 
loss of a promising "What If?" 
game. 
Holmes and Watson are su- 
perbly cast. The lanky Nicholas 
Howe has the ideal acerbity and 
haughty intellect of the future 
detective, and round-faced Alan 
Cox plays his patient partner 
with warmth ana dignity. Sophie 
Ward is fetching as Sherlock's 
ill-fated love, and the cast is 
peopled with colorful English 
eccentrics. 
Watch for 
cartoonist 
Don Lee in 
the BG News 
twice weekly 
The world 
is waiting. 
Bean 
exchange 
student 
International \buth 
Exchange, a Presidential 
Initiative for peace, sends 
teenagers like you to live 
abroad with host families. 
Go to new schools. Make 
new friends. 
If you're between 15 
and 19 and want to help 
bring our world together, 
send for information. 
WHte: YOUTH EXCHANGE 
P-eNcColonMi^lOoe 
Hi!. hMHKMioMl *Wh I 
cnnuiFORD 
LOCK & KCV 
umnna ■OWOJNO ami N 
tVKWmM 
WITH ruu MOMU MltVKf 
DCAOBOLTS 
APARTMENT MASTERKE YING | 
SAFES CHANGED 
ON PREMISE KEY CUTTING 
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES! 
•SCHOOL SUPPlltS 
•BIER & WINt 
•HIAITH & BIAU1Y AIDS 
•BICORDS and CASSfTTIS 
COMMERCIAL  WSIWNTIAl   AUTOMOBIU "V°5* 
JtMvc CUWfOKO JR    OWM* 
(HOP NOUNS  S AM lo 5 PM Men-Frt 
OR CALL FOR CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT 
••» Send Rkfo« Road— Boating OnMHl 
w 
DISCOUNT 
9OT E.WOOSTER - Neil to T.O. $ -PHONE 352 3951 
, SERVING COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR 25  YEARS 
onKWWi)«jn«jn<ii}<     m. iiAitio      SUNOAYIOIO6 
353-7772 
Campus Manor Apartments 
505 Clough Street Bldg. B 
352-9302 
On* of the finest apartment complexes in B.G. 
Available for Spring Semester: 
• one apartment 
• roommates needed 
A big plus in location- 
across the street from campus, 
near shops - 5 min. from Downtown 
NO LONG SNOW WALKS 
QlAIC GALLERY) 
A ♦ 
* presents a *#• 
"Christmas Special * 
Haircuts $7.00   # 
with this coupon 
—nftom 12/24/S5— 
.  Regular $9.50        * 
* * 
Nicole-Laurie-Sue-Kathy 
143 E. Wooster ---  u AID (Behind BJ's) ODZ-MAIK 
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IMON) 
OJ     MY      HEART.      YOUR 
HEART (TUE) 
I NOVA (WEO) 
BISHOP  LUERS  SWING 
CHOIR      INVITATIONAL 
(THU) 
BSPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL IR) (FRI) 
BSPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (A) (THU) 
1 SO 
OJ    OJ    AS    THE    WORLD 
TURNS (MON-THU) 
■     PAINTING    CERAMICS 
(MON. WED) 
OJ   SCHOOL   BUS   SAFETY 
ouLzmjf) 
OJ   MAOIC  OF  OK   PAINT 
ING (THU; 
ZOO  
ANOTHER WORLD 
ONE LlPETOLrVf 
MOV* (MON-THU) 
CVfWNG     AT     POPS 
(MON) 
OJ  BEYOND WAR   SPACE 
BRICK* (TUE) 
OJ   BTING     THE   CONTRO 
VERSY OF FBI UNOERCOV 
ER OPERATIONS (WEOl 
OJ SURVIVAL (THU) 
KM COLLEGE  raOTBALL 
(MON) 
rnao MOV* rwco. FRI) 
2 OB 
(TMC) MOVIE IMON) 
2 30 
■ OJ CAPITOL (MON-THU) 
M MOV* IFRI) 
M FLINTSTONES 
OJ RtVER TOWN IFRI) 
KSPN)   TOP  RANK   BOXING 
IFRI) 
KSPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (THU) 
fTMCI MOV* (TUI. THU) 
30O 
OJ     OJ     GUIDING      LIGHT 
(MON  THU I 
OJ CORONATION STREET 
M SANTA BARBARA 
■ QENERAL HOSPTTAL 
• WOODY WOODPECKER 
OJ NATIONAL FOLK FESTI- 
VAL (FRI) 
OJ     COOKING      MEKICAN 
(MON) 
OJ    SOUARE    FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (TUE) 
» ALOHA CHINA (WEO) 
COMPUTER     CHRONI 
OLES (THU) 
KSPN)  HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
INO (WED) 
330 
OJ  OJ  U S    OPEN   TENNIS 
CONTINUES (FRO 
■IF 
r. 
I DO IT FOR YOURS 
FOCUS FILM  FESTIVAL 
(TUE   WEDI 
OJ      PORKY      PIG      AND 
FRIENDS 
• SECRET CITY 
4 0© 
• WKRP   IN   CINCINNATI 
(MON-THU) 
• CANADIAN      REFLEC- 
TIONS 
LOVE BOAT (MON-THU) 
MART TO HART 
FANTASTIC FUN  FESTI- 
VAL 
• • SESAME STREET IR) 
• VOL IRON      DEFENOER 
OF THE UNIVERSE 
(ESPN)     JULIUS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS (TUE) 
(ESPN) HORSE SHOW JUMP 
ING (WIOI 
(TMC)  MOVIE   (MON.   WED- 
FRII 
4 30 
• DIVORCE COURT (MON 
THU) 
(TRANZOR (FRI) 
THUNDERCAT8     Q 
(MON-THUI 
KSPNI WORLD CUP SKIING 
(TUf) 
fTMCI MOV* (TUE) 
SCO 
■ •8ENSON 
fi VIDEO HITS 
• PEOPLE S COURT 
• HE-MAN    ANO    MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
«■ MISTER ROGERS IR) 
WHAT S HAPRENINGM 
KSPN) SPEEOWEEK (FRII 
6 30 
JEFFERSONS 
• NEWS 
THREE S COMPANY 
M'A-S'H 
READING RAINBOW 
OOOO TIMES 
ON THE MONEY IFRI) 
ITS.      BYTES      AND 
BUZZWOROS IMON) 
§ON THE LINE (TUf) 
ART MAT (WEDI 
TIME OUT (THU) 
IISPN)     OUTDOOR 
(MON. FRI) 
RSPNI FISHING ITUf) 
(ESPN)      MARK      SOSIN S 
SALT     WATER      JOURNAL 
(THU) 
(TMCI MOV* IMON) 
FROAY 
OfCIMSEa 13. 1666 
•M motonvc— >«c«i 
OJ WB.O. WBJD WORI D OF 
ANIMALS 
{BENNY HEX 
THREE S COMPANY 
KBPNI    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL IIM"   •« BtMtot   'i iv« ■
(Sublet to bur* Dull 
MM 
Im TVrtKJHT ZONE 
TOMMY HUNTER GUM is 
LVT> G*1Vi 4 IN* GditVi IHMYJII 
Mu-t»y McLaueftum ttw *<a—*m 
Srassis W»*nB Thompson in* 
GMpnsu* 6>ortM*s 
• KNIGHT RIDER AfvghlchJb 
ownar iShs4» Btrnstoi -tvd a 
band muMoan (Ton* SuRMnl 
launcn a plan w saoa INM n»gS> 
boirvaod *o«- data* I Postponed 
bom an ••■«■ data i 
• WEBSTER Nairvs>.nas 
anna   ha  lakaa   Wabsiar   -  and 
■ atltaxna      r?> supriaa  ;» 
■ • WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW CJ 
• MOV* * ■ M.,*■'.. 
•aph A Stor. 01 FartH Ilf7«i 
•idntita Hat*. Ja« Cau A cNon 
<»o«ir» mw», davs o> Man, mo 
Jnaapf s (naroaga batia* Ch/ati a 
P-rn  fj 
• MOV* * • ': K<ng Kong 
MBIBi Jr*« tv-dg-a Jaas«a 
Langs A monaxoua apa t 
biougrvi io N»* 'on Or* »<«" a 
nopKai island n. a giaadv OH p-o 
mo)* •agai io aipMBi rna uaa 
im« lo> piolii 
Richard Moa  ION Sromhasa  i"1 
KSPNI WRESTLING 
12:30 
■ FRIOAY NIGHT VOEOB 
Hoats A«w>a •ataman and 
Moon Zappa Vriaoa b* Satosa 
Wondar I Go Homa ) lion JOA* 
i Wrap Hm Op I Stawvoi 
i BJ—j Htat I Whan' I I * 
Your Man I Kool 6 tna Gang 
I 
EATUROAY 
OECf MBEB 14. IB 
IS 12 OO NFL TOOAY WHAT'S NEW? IR) 
MOVif 
LIFE 
(TMCI 
Ssducion Of Joa I-nan H9I9I 
Aim AMSa 6arDa>a M*"* An 
honaal >nnuant<al U S tanata* s 
poH<a) amoiion and h* ata* 
—th a baau(i*u< laboi aitornav put 
"■« larmtv unda> a stiax R 
S30 
• CABBAGE PATCH KIDS' 
FIRST CHRISTMAS AfMnatad 
Iht soft sct«naa du«s s-i out - 
MMtifi ol Iha Chfisimaa span  IRI 
• •WALL STREET WEEK 
Wanat W Madar lorinai adv«vo> 
io Pta«-dants Kannae, and John 
son istnaguaal 
BOO 
• • DALLAS Sua f ban con 
tanajlata* itimvng to SoutMorti 
Janna •van's to stop hat i«*at«n 
sn« anth Jacb Clayton bagais to 
saa ins buaawss aaaass Q 
0 CRIBB An m capias rH tha 
atAeol ■% lound hangmg b* »s OKI 
MkMtM 
• MISFITS OF SCIENCE 
Tha Mis'-u m, io hnd a misaatg 
C«and Flu motouvda 'itei 
• D*FF RENT STROKES 
D>unvnond S plana lot a local TV 
pataorvaMT* io partoim at San> s 
bathtlav P«'> bacbN* r; 
• GREAT PERFORM 
ANCES »-.n" SaGaoigSol 
i' (Ondutts tha Vaawa Phahai 
«O«II O.chama .« tn.s 
pattormanca ol Vato» s cot-K op 
ma sian>ng Gab — ■» q— at Hta 
b«t taN 
• DOCTOR WHO 
B30 
• BENSON Sanaon bacomas 
■nsoh-ad    at    ona    o>    Csavton a 
-*•• waaamant achantM p 
KSPN) WRESTLING 
MM 
• BURNS ANO ALLEN 
1OO0 
• • FALCON CREST An^. 
•a attampn to teea Wayna lo 
laava Invtsa Chaaa • wnavarda 
ma* fta OAHVantatad by a drahon 
asimapacsa  Q 
• NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
• MIAMI WOE A ah/ con an 
■si s (s»ga> PM Coa-vtl lasaai 
•cam mvoNaa aoma maa» laagua 
BOO 
I NEWS 
I CATCH PHRASE 
MACNtl      /     LEHRER 
NEWSMOUR 
| WONDER WOMAN 
ICMFF RENT STROKES 
MECHANICAL      UNI- 
{••- 
 
C* 
 
° 
i 
KSPN) SPORTSLOOK 
0MB 
• CSS NEWS 
M NBC NEWS 
M ABC NEWBp 
• HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• BUSfNf M RE PORT 
KSPN)   AfROSFCB     BOOMS 
IN MOTION 
fTMCI MOV* * • *» OM 
EneugA tIS64l Sarah Iota 
Ram**- Harvaai Daapna owtat 
ancaa at tha. ftaOgrounds two 
i Joan rants da.atop a brandahaj 
•hat haws so aaaa maa gjowtg 
pam PC 
7rOO 
! CBS NEWS 
VX7EO HTPS 
WHEFl OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NtOHT maarvtai —sh Lan> Hag- 
| NEWLYWfO GAME 
| BUSINESS REPORT 
Of    SATURDAY 
NBONTUVf 
| M-A-S'H 
MACNEK     /     LEHRER 
I 
V ■a 
NTER 
■ Chai ■ 
YJa Log cafca Wraal consaai 
JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
R.M.  MAGAZINE   "Fakon 
Oaai      M*   Ana-Aboa;   a   Ngh 
! 
• OUR FAMAY HONOR 
McKay dabvara a nxadaraf saho 
aid) Mi«t ltd nit tha Dannga 
and a patty cop vowdas an •■ 
plowa ancounta.  g 
fTMO MOV* • Tad F* 
Thiaa    11960) 
1VOO 
(••••■NEWS 
COMEDY TONIGHT Com 
K lOut-iM    O    Oamanm   TafStf 
Nag-on   Uncta Floyd   Banny Bad 
K-OlAvdM 
KSPN) NFL GAME OP THE 
WEEK 
11:30 
• ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT mtwvarra s>Mn Larry Hpg- 
IBEB 
• OOOO ROCK IN TONTTE 
tomrmmt «Mf> ban ttajdant 
Bruoa Ovaataon jam Srvarry •"« 
Body EMcsnc -daoa b. Ph. Col 
kn« Wtasm' Paul McCarirsty 
Shaana (aaton a-lta Pal Banptar 
INKS 
• MOV* illim MoudaV 
IIS63I Tony CUaM Jar*. L*«h 
Tha Ma ol rha world a a-aaaaat aa- 
capa arbal * fcrtmnaMU 
• TONIGHT Moat Johnny 
Canon ScraKMad savgar LiAtrar 
Vandroaa actor Mrdtaal Dougtas 
(   Jawal of tha Naa   ) 
• TV 2000 Vidaoa by Pharv 
tom Rookat and Saot Swap. Oa- 
-d Lap Rosfi Jan. VVtioar Ptai 
Cokma and Mardpn Marbn. Gamn 
Fray, avaannar. wa» Oawd Laa 
Roth mi 
• • LATENN2HT  AMERI 
(THE SAINT 
BSNNVHBX 
BjSPNt BEOWTSCfNTER 
(TMCI    MOV*    **->       Loaa 
Chad      I16B2I    Amy    Madjgan. 
•aavi Brragaa   A pragnant atrnabi 
•a  to  Map NbT eMM, «*arp .aa 
larhwadfty a rrvarrad guard     R 
1200 
I WEEKEND SPECIAL Thp 
idvajntutas ol a Two-Maxna 
WarawoM Basad on Gana 
DaWaaaa s ttc, pi . young her 
'or movw Ian iKnowi jphnaonl 
who paiodxaa* hnda hanaasl 
lurrvmg aito a natamaW IPart 1 ol 
31 iRig 
t MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
MOV*    *     FWCP  6oaar 
119'AI laa Chan Run 
• MOV* *>* Tartan And 
Tha Jungs* Spy H66SI MAa 
Mamy  RaFar Johnson 
• ROCKSCHOOl Tha hpiory 
and a-ohwig laclwvjgua of Jam* 
m. Can and Bob Maria* Guam 
SUM Unuru SN Ounbar Robbaf 
Shataapaare 
KSPN) SPORTBCENTER 
13:30 
• • NFi FOOTBALL 
SchadubM. Chstagp Baar* at Naw 
Vort JataKwal 
I FABULOUS FESTIVAL 
SPIDER-MAN   ANO   HIS 
AMAZING FRKNDS 
• AMERICAN BAND 
STAND Guatis Orchatlral 
ManoauwM at tha Da* ( So at 
lova Saciai I Phantom Rort 
m     4     ',.-..     i   Man     Without 
Sham.    I 
INEWSFRONT 
CROCKETT S   VKTTORY 
GAROEN    Hobday Plants    IRI 
KSPNI AUTO RACING Saoh s 
Funny Car Showdown bom Oat 
-vgton  SC   ("I 
(TMCI    MOV*     *•        ■   You 
CouM Saa Whai  I Naa.     116621 
Mart S*>ga>  R M  Thomson 
l:CO 
tCELEBRITY TENNIS 
A CHRISTMAB STORY 
MouaahoSd pats Goobgr tha dog 
and Qumdiop tha mouaa vy so 
dtwwa a lasi r-vmnta btttar to San 
ia at lana So Chraitmaa 
• • FRUGAL GOURMET 
Jail Small praparas a Pakatg 
duos ahianp •> gm and diunk 
■ '-   t-    IRI 
KSPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
NCAA P mam H Crkanxhrvraha* 
Gama bwj bom  McABan    I aaat 
ISubPCI to buMoutl 
1 30 
S DATELINE ONTARIO 
HIGH     SCHOOL     QUIZ 
McAuatyVs Wr-tmar 
S AMERICA S TOP TEN 
•  A  HOUSE   FOR   ALL 
SEASONS   Co-maM   wat* saa 
avp tacbnajjaa    low marntananca 
homa landacapaa (Rl 
• MOV* A a Hauntad Pav 
aca H663I VatoanlPrrca Oaota 
Pagat 
ZOO 
WRESTLrNO 
WALTON8 
AMERICA S    TOP    TEN 
CHRISTMAS    SPECIAL    Top 
rnuaac SIPS fun to SAhrta aoma ol 
tha gtaataat Cbrsstrnps his o> pi 
tana     -xkabng      WT-sa    Chrpt 
mas      and     Rudolph   Tbp   Had 
• MOV* **■• Anything 
CanHappan HBB2I Jom Farrpr 
KanHuMw 
• RIVER JOURNEYS V-h- 
ry boat and saaury owraar psay 
wrajht and npaabat 6npn Thornp- 
aon navass tha Naa Rrvar bom tha 
Sudan IO IB MadMarranaan dab* 
KSPN) CALsFORNIA BOWL 
Bowbng Graan  «•   Fraana Statat 
ka.bomF.aano CaH 
(TMC) MOV*  *44 ■)     Cam 
ahM       I16S7I    R*hard    Mama 
Vanaaaa Radgrava 
4:30 
• MAGIC OF OB. PAINT- 
ING 
MM 
• NATURE How wanoua SpP- 
cwa pl plan* Ma baa maactt and 
anrmaKi m aMaci tha poaasanon 
procaas (Rig 
• STAR SEARCH Guaai   M» 
< hast Wan an 
• PEOPLE. PETS AND OR 
MARC 
B:30 
• SNEAK PREVCWS Jal 
bay Lyons and MaAaal Madwad 
ravww Ihp Jawal ol tha Naa 
and   fool for Lova 
tha gala apand Christmas at rha 
hoapnai arhan Bkw'l pragnant 
nvorhar goaa a-» braor  Q 
BOO 
•    •    MOV*    a      SbPkar 
Aca    IIB63) Butt Ra.rnlai. ion. 
Andarson      A    stoc* car    racar 
ISM 
• WRf STUNG 
KSPN)   AUTO  RACINO RaSA 
GT Sarws bom Oaytona. Fa)  IRI 
1:30 
tNEWS 
I 
ant) bacomas romanwaty av 
vafvao wash a pratty puMK raa> 
aona woman 
• OOLOf N GIRLS bt a oraam 
aatjranca Roaa imagataa that 
aha a rrujn-rad to tha OVtwvjt-ra 
man ana a baan sacrafy dabng 
• LADY BLUE A band of Ta« 
as outlaws ravoNaa McNrchoss 
nraea wlsan thpy pasn to rnata a 
fonuna by naabng a ahajrmant o> 
ftuHsampn   g 
• MOV* AA6 Raggarf, 
Man (I6B1I Sway Spaca* fr«t 
Robarn  m 1644  a lasaphonaop 
K 
BOO 
CSC NEWS 
MASTERPIFCF THE 
ATRf Bwa* Hrjyaa Tha a*ar 
suil of Jarndyca as Jarndyca 
drags on through ganwabona and 
•a iha focal pom of drat Cnsrssa 
Ototans   wort     In   apasoda  ona 
mty arhan aba IsM a abort afaa 
with a corrrpat-bound sartor 
• GREAT PERFORM 
ANCEB Br-Jaahaad Ra.arsad 
ft m AtcadHtEgo Babad on f w> 
lyn Waugns npaaf Captam 
Ovartaa Ry*Nr ralurna so Bndaa- 
baad Caarta at 1644 abas ha '» 
cabs bra haa-JsAsp with Lard 
Spbaaaan Ftrta naarty 20 raws 
aarbai (Part Id nip 
KSPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Kantucay at Kanaaa Knrp) 
I Sob par I io btartoutt 
(TMC) MOV* A a v» Proto- 
col (16641 GofaM Haam Chna 
Swandon   A WaatMrvpton cooktad 
MOV*   •+■•>      Tha Pnda 
And Tha Passaon     'IB67I Frank 
Sasaara Cary Grant 
200 
• NEWS 
(TMO MOV* ■••it ■ Cam 
•lot (1667) Rrcnard Harm 
VararaMRada/aaa 
2:30 
• MOV***'. FoRDwThat 
Oraam HB62I Ihas Praatoy At 
thur OCo-naB 
KSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
3:30 
KSPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL FVtsburgrt at Wast Vagavp 
M 
MM 
• MOV* at*« HI*. 
Swaaan       i<9«Si     Sob    Hop. 
aril Carstona and Ada Ctaaa w. 
pratcaMSs of tha laaa Duma Ragg . 
and OarsVam [aoi, t1m    (Part  I 
otaig 
(•STAR TREK 
17TH    ANNUAL    OLDE 
ENGLISH     YULETIOE     DIN- 
NER 
6:30 
»• CBS NEWS 
THSB WEEK  IN  PARLIA- 
MENT 
7:00 
(•MUPRETS 
REAL FISHING 
HE E HAW Guoata  Jarry Laa 
laaa-s     Sawyw   Brown     Jrm   Slal 
lord 
• • SOLFD GOLD Guaata 
Mac Daws Tha Porrrtar Sraaara. 
Ho... Hart Tha Jirdda Kan 
Camaa Ktyrnau 
• MASTERPIECE THE 
ATM Blaab Hour- EaMara 
otrarRart aaas bar to run Bwar 
Mouaa lady Dadk-A lasas an a> 
taraat at tbp daath ol a myshwajua 
law writ*  lPart2ol6ig 
• FTV Guaata U640 TataoMs 
of 6arry ManaOw s Copacaba- 
na. lao Sayar ■ You Mai Ma 
Faaf LAa Oancmg and Tw-stad 
Sratar s ran Ma Gomg to 
Tata It 
• THE STORE Occvrnaniary 
famrtsakai Fradprrdi Wwaman b> 
cuaas on rha ccrpoaia BasBSBB 
has of Naarvan Marcua at Di 
aha mwarts an i 
sarnpt on a <■ 
MM 
• 227  Whaa bamg nrpwtd to 
arvathar   locasron    Mary's   church 
! 
■ ■   THIS   OLD   HOUK 
Contpsanon or iha rancrt houaa s 
>0Of  Umppr rndtod 
• MOV*    A*      My   Fratnd 
bma H949I Daan Martin Jarry 
lawn 
2:30 
• • VVOOOWRKaHT S 
SHOP A ftaw botna rrtuoa: boa 
opwatad by a waiar wtvaal 
(TMCI MOV* •* W Aff 
drord IIM2) Klaus Karaki Don 
Oppw 
MM 
• SPORTSWE EKE ND 
Schadwssd WorM Cup Skang 
man t dowrshsl bom Vp Gardana 
Italy  and woman s dowwhdl bom 
Laysm V.llais Swilrarlaod 
1
 (lagad) 
pattwna   and   tha 
laclwuguat Of martatatg 8 anda 
-anoaattonsunvr. gt«ds   g 
KSPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Prttstoogh at VWaat Vagrnw 
U.-a) ISubract to bsaoknut) 
(TMC) MOV* * * * v* Nor- 
maRaa (1679) Saftr fsstd Baau 
6rajgaa A young woman facaa a) 
wnatipn bom bar larnpy and 
bwnda aa aha attampta to urwm 
■ra bar NBow Ncsory workara at 
tha Southarn mat town KG 
7:30 
• SMALL WONOEH Adasar 
mavad sng-naat svyprrta a cnais 
swad r*or/arrrmabss 'obo namad 
Vtoti mat —• tha approval of bra 
wdaandaon 
• DON CHERRVS CsRAPE- 
VINEGuaai   PaulCoRay 
• SMALL WONOER Vtck. s 
computariaad haart sbg» a law 
boats  arhan  aha maats  Harrwt s 
PO g 
PUTTIN' ON THE KaDS 
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL Chnai 
mas songs partormad by Sranda 
Laa. OoBy Parson Bruoa Sprmga 
taan Tha Baath Soya and oshar 
popular artrata «a bp ayncad By 
cMd-an who vas for S600 and a 
«« io Oranay World Heal Chrai- 
tophw Aikait m awvad by saiga* 
Aiatava Bat-man JaR 6 Cohan 
and Mraay Gord 
lOOO 
• HUNTER Fbck s h wrui Char 
•y (Ramon Brail m arajrkcatad at 
tha murdar of a pokewman a arda 
• PERRY COMO'S 
CHRISTMAS IN HAWAII Tha 
popular amgar at rornad by Burl 
RsinptdR and Marat Oamond at 
ibra .bbditaiiB" of rha bp*day saa 
son bom tha BOsh atabs 
OJ MOV* *** Carryon 
Pasaaga (1946) Dana Andiaws 
Susan Hpyward  Whan hsa pal W 
•  ETHIOPIA    THE   NIGHT- 
MARE CONTINUES 
11 OO 
i NEWS 
NATIONAL CJ 
AND FRIENDS 
WHAT'S     HAPPENING 
NOWH    Sparks   By   whan   Rai 
backs  out  of a dasnar daks rarth 
1030 
•    NORTHCOAST   Faaturas 
Pubbc srpaaa Chrtatmaa sghimg 
Raady    Wraatks      pre-pram    by 
coach Am Daan- bra oat g Canw 
land -lta-aa daatgnar Barbara 
•»us* Wars AW Taantana tha 
aoon b> ba school board pras. 
dant   and praaraw of ami  IBM 
I ! ONE ON ONE 13 REPORTS THE      GLO     FRSENDS 
SAVE CHRfSTMAB Awmatad 
I 
INS 
X 
.,., ••••n 
to MNATIO
g^,. •ROCKY  
lmim •    
block  Iha plans of an ca-hastad       Saahaw* 
Santa bom dak. p—g hrs Chraii 
mas goodraa Votcaa Saby 
Strutfyars Carrol 0 Connor 
• PREBENTE 
11O0 
I THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
OMAtMENT 
WORSHIP   FOR   SHUT- 
I KlOB aNCORRORATEO 
I A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WITH BsU. 
MOVERS 
■ GREATEST AMERICAN 
HERO 
t WRf STL ING 
TONY BROWNS JOUR 
NAL 
11:30 
Im PACE THE NATION 
SKETCHSS     OP     OUR 
TOWN 
f SUNDAY MASS 
THaS  WEEK   WITH   DA 
VIO BRINKLEY 
• MARKET TO MARKET 
KBPNI SPORTSCENTER 
fTMCI   MOV*    **1l      North 
OaBaa Forty    II979I FbrA  Nofta 
MacOawa 
• EUROPE AN TELE VHkfON 
BfflVKX 
KSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMO   MOV*   BBV,      Aa-ga 
to.      (I94K)) Robart loraht.    RoOan 
Fakar A baby bUganor that baa 
baan Ruohad avse a crty sowar 
systam grows lo monaPoua sura 
■aata for humans 
KSPNI AUTO RACING lorn 
bard RAC "aa, bom tondon 
rTapadJ 
1:30 
• HYMN SING Saiacbona av 
caaeh Tbabngp. VRvAt Shap 
harda Watt had Thas Ftocks    and 
0 Coma AJ Ya FartfsU 
OJ MOV* •*•*    Scrooga 
119701 ABMrt Fatnay   AbK Gua. 
(TMO MOV* *** Thga**- 
atgOaat (19711 Patar 0 Tooss 
AlastaaSan 
200 
• SPORTSWEEKEND 
SchadtAsd Tha draw for paaatga 
and aaaa lor tha VVond Cup 
Soccar Charrajtav-athrp Fast 'Ound 
from MsuOoCdy 
• MOV*     ••*        Tha   Pras. 
darns   Analyst      11667)    Jamas 
Cdburn Godbay CamC-Ha 
KSPNI  MRal   SOCCER   Dakas 
Sajakicsi   at   St    lows Staanvars 
(Tapadl 
MM 
• MOV* * * * 't MaatSa 
On 34th Sirrn 116471 Mbvtaan 
0 Kara  John Payna 
330 
• TUKKI   AnarujbM    A   sm«a 
f akano boy and itw North WmO 
ira-w tha world saarchrng ro> tha 
rrvaanatg of a marry Chrraimaa  i" • 
• THE STATLERS 
CHRISTMAS PMMNT Tha 
Statssrs tabrorata tha hobday saa 
son with gwaais Gana Autry 
CysiP GayW Maria "aggard 
Carat lawranca and Rogar MdMr 
Faaturad  songs      Wnrta   Christ 
4 00 
• MOV* •• Sha s Oraaaad 
To HP U979I Ikrana Partar 
Jaaaica Wabar 
O HOLbDAV CARTOONS 
Graat Toy Roppary     |    Story of 
ChriSimas The  Swaatw 
Oacambar lights 
• NFL    FOOTBALL   Saattkt 
Anpaw. 'a*. 
B-sMa 
• MOV* • • Tha Ona And 
Oray (19761 Hanry V*Ar*lai Kan 
MM 
• CAPITOL JOURNAL 
KSPNI    COLLS OS      SOCCER 
NCAA   Dwaaon   I   Champaansfwp 
bom Eoattbi  i Tapadl 
TMC) MOV* • a kj Pobca 
A.adam,     H664I Ssava Guttan 
bag   Kan Cairral 
4:30 
• LITTLE 0AUMA4ER BOY 
Ananasad Laa* Gar son narrataa 
■ha tssr ol tha youngasar whoaa 
stotan donkay brads hjm to Bath 
Wham whara ha graaa a vary apa 
CMTJ g/h to tha Chnai Chad iRi 
OJ STAR GAME 8 Sports com 
pabraan saaturrng caal mambara 
bom    Fama        Ganma a 6raa> 
Ganarel   Hoapatai      and     Papw 
Chaaa    aamaVvp -ound 
• OWL / TV A loa ArtgaAta 
saraat gang ess ana up iha rvargh 
borhood makatg a hot aa bat 
loon Bonapart aspiams how wa 
hoar  a atataoow cprtsaat g 
• MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
600 
O    KIDS    OF    MORASS* 
STREET loradfty labra of burwd 
faaaura   6anabnai  >s  bappad at 
an aacatatam at a dangaroua con 
7:O0 
I • BO MINUTE 6 
FRAGGLE   ROCK Goto a 
parsuadad by Cottprpat Oooiw to 
ion bar owast tar tha orawval ca*a 
of ihaDoojars g 
• PUNKY BREWSTER 
Pur*y s barnd ancoursgai ha to 
trap a Ovptmas praaam rw Han- 
ry MO 
• RIPLEY S BEL-EVE IT OR 
NOT! Sagmpnts aicluda a vapt to 
a larantuia ranch and a <apart on a 
soaat mat goat »>owhani  g 
• • WONDERWORKS 
Bratga   To   Twabatkaa     A-n.it. 
0 TOPM sips as a laathar at thw 
sspry about tha aytagatary world 
shsrad by two llyoar-Old 
bwndi tRtg 
• AT THE MOWS Srhad 
ufcrd -avwws A Chorus Lma 
IbAchapi Ooutaasi Jawai of sha 
H*a iMchpal Douglas Kashlaart 
lumari Runaway Trpn IJon 
Vo*ght Era: Robartai 
• FAME   Whpn   Mortoch  an- 
lorcas sir at ruhht duratg Sha hob 
day saaaon ha s nanod by Chnai 
mas    spans    that     e*iangt     hat 
Scrooga-ska ways 
KSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7 SO 
O BEACHCOMBERS Compa 
cahona arrsa arhan a woman haas 
NaA   to  saarch  tor   har   matsmg 
huabsno g 
• SAVER SPOONS Houaa 
Spaas* Thomas Ta> OW 
raads  '.addy s  brtssr   about   tha 
• NESTOR. THE LONG- 
EARED CHRISTMAS DON 
KfV Swdanad w-th ovws^ad 
aars    a   rapcuksd   and  i 
at hrs Ma whan ha gwdaa Mat 
and Inaaph to shahw i Batraa 
ham 
MM 
• CLEVELAND ORCHES- 
TRA CONCERT Symphony n 
Caksbration Faaturas Iha Cbrva 
land Orchaatra chorus and cha 
dhmschorua 
B STRIKER S MOUNTAIN 
Basad on hab ssang paanaar Jaka 
Sb*« s Ma a ska* sbusxaas to 
taap hw lamay logathw  whda ha 
kadga ho has spant hw Ma dawn 
op-vgCj 
• MURDER.  SHE  WROTE 
ol muroaa and posson pan Wttws 
thai haaa stiavwd tha lownato*. 
ol Cabot Cova 
• AMAZING   STORMS  -M 
ttatgkr   GaDrwi Osrmon and Dout 
bra  Soaks   star   n      Santa    BS 
bom a siory by Srawn SpaMbarg 
• MACGYVER    MacGyvar s 
launajn anlh his grandlethw is 
marrad whan both man s awja bra 
andangwad g 
• • NATURE An aaarruna 
tavi of tha ikvwaa plants and ark 
makt that hava adapt ad to iha 
harsh anworanant of ma KabBhar. 
Dasar t - South Ah . • :; 
X AVENGERS 
PUTTIN-   ON   THE   HfTS 
Lip  syncad      randilions      of 
Maatmg n tha I • 
IOJOO 
• SPORTBCENTER 8 TO- 
DAY John taken Dan Cough-. 
and Crag Pnatt hoai Catwaga of 
hajh school and conga tootoai 
with   a   look    at    l 
nawloy 
• ITS A LIVING 
BOO 
• NEW HORIZONS MEDI- 
CAL MARVELS Faa-twrad D> 
NatKong Chwng pl CN.aksrtd S 
R«rvbow 8atPB and Ctukkan t 
HoopstaJ: Mount Ssvai Maskcal 
Canaar at Oaiassnd rtw lasaat da 
wjavpmann rn Rat cara 
• NHL HOCKEY Dwago 
Sssai Hawks at Mansrsw) Canp- 
datrtaLnwl 
AJRWOLF 
11:30 
SHEWS 
ABC NfWSg) 
11:30 
• MOV* mi*^ BWrar 
(1971) Jamas Caan Pakv Soyta 
An aa -con hnda himssd baatg tal 
■ourad by trao saanga -arts whan 
ha bate out W recover a ewha of 
toot cones eta a by hat aorrtvar part 
• MOV* tiim TrvwFartg 
Catus 116641 Daan Meriai. Jar 
.y Lewas Aperd letanSy dw 
charged aarweamar get etto as 
•ona ol noubia 
• SATURDAY. NKeV; LIVE 
Host Tom Hacks M •. *el guaat 
Sa*- 
M WREST.     IG 
• MOVe. *** Raggedy 
what     11*61) Sway  Spaca*   B*J 
• MEETING PLACE Rabb. 
Wctort Raavataan PNLIIIBI at cese- 
bratrons     l.om     Congiagation 
tmanuttm V-rtor*   6C 
• KOOA* AIL AMERICAN 
FOOTBAU. TEAM A saAwa w 
outetertdatg psayws at cobsgs 
trjottoat a* aabrctad by tha Aman 
can FoosbaB Coachaa ksaociebon 
! 
MUSIC CITY U.SA. 
PUTTIN'ON THE HfTS 
GREAT   CHEFS OP   OHt- 
CAOO 
• MOV*   **      bprrmaaka. 
(1963) George festman   Pamela 
FBM 
• AUSTIN  CITY  LIMITS 
Featured   Jaa (h,   I I   Go* -sy 
IMffT THC PREM 
NEWTON'S  APPLE   How 
b> punt a footbad   dtp sewnca of 
color   art lag  a aaa Son  (J 
• MOV* a V) Cynthra 
II94 7I Huabath laytor Mary At 
tot 
• FAME Aa Grants lOabbw 
ABert) dsnea easwtant Lerpy 
(Gene ArrBrony Ray) <s grvan She 
(ask of seatceng the brad at a 
achool muercal 
• NOVA Merghta n to the Ma 
ol Stone Aga panpte ere prowdad 
at a wait to the Waoran. B«a of 
Ecuadoran   broMne.   arhoaa   Nat 
• • LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS Feo 
lured Iha sultan ol Brunw tours 
d Aaeoeke end Morocco HoBy 
wood haastybst Area Ebar ananat 
■ana Ganthar Gabat Wakame 
A) 
• RIVER JOURNEYS V* ler 
ry beet and kwury o\eser play 
wnght end newekei 6rtbn Thomfir 
son wevals she N*> Paver bom she 
Sudan to as Madden-enean daNe 
• FPRIMG LINE 
8:30 
• INTERVIEW WITH JOHN 
TURNER 
• LITTLE RASCALS 
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL Are 
mated Whan the. mothw tpvws 
up her went coat to pur chaaa an 
etace* apn Spenky and Perky 
pact da to do sunwthrng mca tor 
har at return 
BOO 
I NEWS 
OIAMONDS     Oatnd 
Kramer a   aandatta  egemet  Co*a 
man end Sane roars compfcn-on 
Room 
SuedaShoes    end Tha Mary Jane 
Gals     in My Houaa 
KSPNI NFL SUPERSTARS 
(TMCI    MOV*    **       Johraty 
OangarouaN        (I6B4I     MxheW 
kaeton      Joa    Prscopo     in    tha 
1830a an honest good hearted 
man o forced io turn to a Bte of 
crane    lo   Nvarroa    hw   neurOM 
mothw s akyrocketetg matfcp 
bwa   PG 13 
6 30 
• ALFRED HITCHCOCK 
PRESENTS A truddse aged 
woman i can lend tar thee mat 
trees when hw young huabantl 
ptotthw murdw 
• WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOWII 
KBPNI   NHL   MOCKIV  Cwtrot 
Bad   VVavaa    et    Cbacpgo    6fcbck 
Hawks Kraal tSubarct to biarAoutl 
BOO 
• • CRAZY LBXf A FOX 
Oertgarous abducsors tum ihae 
swhts pn Harry and Harrison aa 
they cJoa* at on the mtsaatg ftenca 
of anhacBii 
• BOS) HOPE CHRISTMAS 
SHOW 6ob Hrjpp at loaned at hw 
annual ytAthda epacarJ by Rao>-n 
WaKh    Brooke  SharJda  and Em 
.  IK> ' (nc 
■ha Demon love.    llBIOlJefbey 
Bey 
«AK  Guests 
( "On   Bristol    Stores 
ImFatdavgYou  I  (A) 
MM 
OjNPL   86 
• CALIFORNIA BOWL 
PREVIEW 
• WORLD OP CARTOON 
sSM 
3:46 
• • COLLEGE RASKtT- 
BjALLSt   John S at I. JA Kraal 
400 
• NFL FOOTBALL ■ — 
Cry Chads at Denver Broncos 
Krvel 
• CALIFORNIA BOWL Law 
bomFraanp  C*W 
• TONY BROWNS JOUR- 
NAL 
• PALL GUY Franted tor « 
1 jg ohergja Cob muei avwda the 
Mw. she mob and a tiWiii bourt- 
ryhutap.  g 
• MOV* •*+ * Brige 
doon HIV I-.. Kpbr C.4 
Cnanaaa Irwraa .lumbbt 
upon prwedooi a vskaga r She 
Scofbah I ghlands   whaA c 
with a combat-bound epaor 
•    AUSTIN    CITY    LNrllTS 
Featured     the   Natty   Grnty   Del 
Send   I   Mr     lvo;ans*aa Shot 
sotvawTiSe- Cteve Goodman I  Cdy 
erxsarednara 1660a Hig 
12 SO 
I NIK TOOAY 
Frank a aecurrty ona wta 
• dajy -vary  100 
ypbn. 
• BTkNOAEST MAN IN 
TOWN GaraM 'toyd Jamaa 04) 
and Charke Bryan are htasured at 
this     CcAPSbA     Workahop     Tha- 
Rii musses* p/oduchon baaed 
OR A GreaMmeo Carol' by 
Charlea 0-okena 
• MOV* ** The Srnurfs 
And The Mapt Fates (16611 An- 
arvatad    Tha  tovabfct   Smurfs   eat 
B:30 
• FACTS  OP  LB*  B—  and 
11:36 
• STAR •EARCH 
11:46 
• A NHGMT AT TMC RACES 
12O0 
dSPH)      NORM      RACINO 
Chartvpron   ol   Clvampaona   Quw 
•srhorsa Race b*e bom Loa Alarta 
hM.Cabf 
12 SO 
• MOV* *** "eggwf, 
Man (1661) Sway Spaces Em 
Rotram 
12.38 
• SOUL TRAIN 
meO MOV* *** Art 
*>oar MBB2) KWua Kay*.. Dan 
Oppgr 
12:4* 
• MOV* til The Story Of 
P-atty lay Ftayd    (16741 Merset 
Sheen   Kan Derby 
IBM 
• • NFL FOOTBALL 
IJiesMad Haw York Grarna at 
Dabee Cowboys Krvw) 
(COUNTRY CANADA 
NRL   FOOTBALL  Ragrorva) 
OPiswaga of Caycanrsw Bsngeii at 
Oil 
• •STAR TREK 
• A WALK THROUGH THC 
lOTH CENTURY WITH SAL 
MOVERS An 
Amartoa'a WorM 
C-cago s at 1663 
Ad-Anvanca Footbad Team and 
Tpurtvamant ol Roeea Ouaan 
• NATIONAL FINALS RO- 
DEO The Super Sow* ol pro- 
♦ass'ortai rodeo baatwaa competr 
ban at rvareback brortc rxbng 
■tew rweedatg. teem ropmg. sad 
OM Drone rdng pa* ropatg and 
ttuBrrdatg 
• MABTERPKCE THE- 
ATRE Bbsek Ikouap Iprhare 
S-kTibprt aeki bar ba run Bwa* 
Hauaa: Lady Dedtaofc lakaa an av 
tareat m Oka daath of a my»iar oa 
ipwwrraar  (Pen 2 of Bl g 
• MOV* +1fl Or Hpckyt 
6 Mr Hype 119601 Obvw heed 
Surwy  Jphrwon   bt a  awesdo at- 
tha hrtwra and avpehi into our eul 
tore  Rig 
KSPN) WORLD CUP  fKBNG 
it quaffs sporran that turns ram 
Pvrssburebl 
OJcoaaa 
• OJ LAUREhtCE OLl 
V*RS KINO LEAR Thra prea 
a>ama laeswraa Laurence Cb-nw aa 
Kbaj leer. Dwne Fags as Regan. 
Deroshy Tuan as Ctonari and 
Anna CaMar AAarahaf M Cordaba 
• MOV* ** ft Came Upon 
Tbp     Mwrrajhi     Cawr        116841 
tab/  (Tspedl 
fTMO MOV* 6 A V| Staaa 
Fee 116X621 Pat Boorw Bosdry 
Oarat   A  fanteV  of  four  swoorna 
IHOTLaNB 
WOOOWRKaMT-8  I 
• START OP BOMETVkrNG 
BIG F-ofase of Gam Carrypba* 
Andrew Steven,   im 2m Crabor 
and Suaan iWhardaon sha onaana 
ol   Bonerue   and bear  61) 
• MASTERPKCf THE- 
ATRE Barak Houaa The Mw- 
aud of Jarndyca «a Jarndyca 
dtegs on through gsrywabona and 
m she local poatt of daa ChwWs 
DaAana work 
fed 
to London rahero sha meets Rrch- 
sHBPjaaiaai 
I Come 
out I 
I rtiricl 
with this coupon 
 check us 
for Great 
S Christmas Ideas 
I FALCON HOUSE 
TWWWAalS ww-a«- y 
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green 8      A 
t Ph. 352-3610       |   » 
itown Bowling Green   |   A^ 
Exp. 12/30/85 
with this couponaajojubmal 
Stocking Stuffer 
Ideas 
Note Pads 
Note Cards 
Desk Pen Sets 
-The Copy Shop- 
in E. Court 
BowUng Green. Ohio 43402 
Hours: M-F 9:30-5:30 
MILTON'S 
IKiWMV. (iRH \'k l'\UI I  I' 
IIM s   M\l\ 
THIS WEEKEND'S ENTERTAINMENT 
CRUCIAL DBC 
MONDAY: NICK PAYNE 6 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 
TUE8DAY: REDCUFF 
DART NIGHT 
WEDNESDAY: BERNICE-UN-ZE RIPPER8 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
CalnS 1 Iber S1.79 
Rolling Rock Kegs 
Little King Kegs 
Balreichs l iber $1.89 
Dorltos l Iber $2.19 
Coke Classic 8 pk $1.79 
Sprite & Slice 2 litre $1.09 
oi"::. 
GET A TAN... 
LOOK GREAT... 
FAST! 
FIRST 
EDITION 
TANNING 
STUDIO 
AND HAIR DESIGN 
434 EAST WOOSTER | 
(above Dairy Queen) 
354-1477 
Howard's Club H 
210 N. Main 
No Cover 
Live 
to     Entertainment 
m 'erry  Chrutma.'lT 
^hw Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
[t%e .rttianjfetnentj 
Hair, Skin, Nail Designers 
352-4101 181(B)S.Main 
354-4143 Bowling Green 
20% OFF 
haircuts, perms, 
highlighting, 
manicures. 
Diana 
coupon valid 
with Diana 
Expires 12/21/85 
*>d Caret one ami Ada Ciaae ma 
pr»nce>a»i of tn* caaa Diana bigg 
M rjonhorm taott tier   IPert  1 
M0 
(TMCI MOV* • • Mae, And 
FMcky M976I P*tar 'ek. John 
Coate-tle* A lyfMtaata "*n«a 
rede*, m a iota" room laarfui thai a 
contract ■» out Mr h.t ate    R 
HMO 
0 0 TRAJ»PER JOHN. 
M.O JT MawM « M 
mother i io*a Ma after aha * 
thowered by g*tt and "ova notaa 
bom an ixxwnoui admewr 
I CSC NEWS Q 
CHRISTMAS IN WASH- 
IMQTON Net** Cote vonti 
va.ia.n Muko,* and me u $ Ne 
.« Academy Gtaa Ct* are among 
tho*e acMduHM to appear at it** 
Waafwtfion  DCBM 
IWASaomfOTON REPORT 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Bate* Houaa f am* • 
guarofcen aatt hat lo rt»n BMa 
Mouaa lad* Dadtar* take* en p> 
■a>a*i * ma death ol a iMianm 
lew —iw <P«i 2 ot6ig 
10:20 
O VENTURE 
10(00 
0 NBA BASKETBALL Da 
Hoi    *4iont    •■    loa    Angektt 
11:00 
» 0000NS ws 
LONE STAN Hoa> lam, 
Magma" eiarranet bom Hia '*e> 
and lab* <at*d mytiako of '••a* 
• TALIS FROM THf 
D ARM SIDE A lagh prettured 
■fJOaM i6d Macd gat* unei 
oaciad reeutta whan ha waori a 
unioua devate mat i oaaignafl to 
0 MR PREV1N COfaHS TO 
TOWN Andre fcim t debut aa 
deecter of the lot Anoakt* Ptei 
hormonal -a documented along 
■M ■■<—pti hom the opening 
M«ca< -tclurang Moievt a Sym 
pnon.   Mo    31 « I   'Wt   kid Pis 
kohev • Syowpajny No 5 
11  20 
OJ ASC NEW8Q 
11 00 
O AT THE MOVIES Sched 
ulad .evabw* A Chorue (ma 
iM<haei DougWti Jewel of ma 
Nee iM-ha*. DougbM Kethfcten 
Iianerl Nunewa. >tam Won 
Vo-Jht Ere Roberta) 
O MOVM **<1 Money lo 
Sum    lltril i 0   Mat****   Ma 
OtOO 
■SPN) OUTDOOR LIFE ma   i 
i ma bull ol ma. rakea 
I   gat*   c»'-td   M*/   b» 
■ MOV* • • • lm* W*h 
T>« Proper Sttengei HMD Ma 
take  Wood    Ste 
one <va*>l     Hand    ha 
piava> and a theater ad gel »o- 
New Vert at oarer I ett SroP ttada 
IO her pregnancy and a rooky •» 
9 NEW OtNERATION 
■SPNI BTORTSCENTIR 
fTMCI MOV* *** M»m 
Data* lorty 119'91 M-» None 
Mac OPM faoupo* Monmi 
and M raght pertyarej began W 
take  thee  to!  on two lun-kptmg 
11:00 
0     STEVE      UUeDESBCAG 
St>OHTS*AN 
12 OO 
■  ENTERTAINMENT  THIS 
WIEK   i-ia«*  anm ion.  An 
daraan 
ION 
H WAITONS 
■SMI)   ROOSO  Wxaion   TM 
Taam Hodao bom Auaun  T..  mi 
IPOO 
0 AMERICA SchadUMd   >K» 
S AFRICA REPORT TEARS 
O* FAMINE 
I tOO 
■ ■NEWS 
BISPMI W1NTERWONLO 
1:00 
fTMCI MOVIE*** TMaFM- 
■ng Claaa (If 711 FaN> O TooM 
Alawaatam 
MO 
0 COO NEWS 
NtOMTWATCH 
0 WALL OTMET JOUR 
HAL REPN3RT Scbadulad ih> 
rate«ar>ot AS P atawtnajibata a 
n«w braad of cai aaaMa aprafa* 
01 TarAaa maganna 
CEFH) SPOWTSC1NTEW 
MO 
KVNI   CALIFORNIA   BOWL 
■owfcng  Oraan  vf   t-aano   Siaba 
bom liaano CaM  IRI 
4:0O 
(TIC MOVK •»!'. HOB 
aoniCheaM    lltMIJotmMaM 
CnartaalaugMon 
MONDAV 
to. to 
OAVTSPH aTORTS 
■ OO 
ONTtPI 
•4)0 
B»M    SaU.    DANCE    OUT- 
r.i v 
I 
6:00 
(TMC1 * * * A Cbmimaa Sto- 
ry M M3> "ata> SAngabjy Oar 
.anMVCawn 
MO 
fTMCI*** CarbmaWaMma 
ilMJl Jamaa S*awan Jaan 
Maaan 
10-.00 
(TMCI • • •     Tha Saducbon 01 
joa   'man     HQ7t>   Alan   ANN 
•arbara Mama 
12:0O 
(TMCI    ***       HobN      I1SS7I 
Rod 'ay""  Carbanna Spaa* 
1100 ■ •* Mo Caach A Sami 
Ht7S}SuaanOara R<ardoMon 
lafoar. 
2:00 
[TMCI     *•       Snanga     B-— 
i'9B)l     Oava     Thomn      R«c» 
Mot ana 
OaW 
(TMCI * • • Catena Watama 
UM2I    Jamaa    Sbmart      Jaan 
Hagan 
EVENMO 
• OO 
100 NEWS 
CATCH PHRASE 
MACNEn     /     LEMRER 
NIWSHOUB 
i WONDER WOMAN 
D*F RENT STROKES 
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
fESFNl SINjaiTSlOCax 
(TMCI MOVIE ** * ACr.„t 
mat Stoi* 11M3I Pmm SAhnga 
<a» Oartan McGawt Baaad on a 
Jaan Snapftaid alotv Smaa town 
Anwxa nim-M 1940a * ma 
aaiimg Ma iNa nobday mamoa 
abuui a bo* wfto onM *ama a 
Rad Hyoaf SB gun <<■ Cbnatmaa 
FC 
0:00 
0 CSS NEWS 
0 NSC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWSCJ 
0 HAFPV DAYS AGAIN 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
KIPMI   AEROBICS     BODIES 
IN MOTION 
7:O0 
CBS NEWS 
COUNTRV CANADA 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT   IMaf.«*   —m   RafMaan 
r« 
INEWLVWEDOAMC 
| BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST    OF    SATURDAY 
NfOHTLIVE 
IM'A'I'M 
MACNIL     /     LCHFtER 
NEW»HOUR 
fESMil SROatTSCENTlR 
7:30 
0 P M MAGAZINE Sag- 
ota »■■■ to bjraal Rookv IV 
<oMat fXapb tundgtan «•>< Hat 
■at Mtaai i -*Ma ptaaatva ft 
Batnamm Spook Introduction ol a 
(oniaat wmicR you can yam a •<> 
0 THf CHRISTMAS RAC- 
COONS Aramatad TMraa rat 
toona and a dog hafp tawa and 
pfoiat i CMnalmaa uaaa bom a 
uaaM MMMT baron  IRICJ 
IJEOPAROY 
TAXI 
P.M.  MAQA2INC     RorAy 
■V    coaiar   Dotpn  Lundgran    ft 
Eanaani Spocb 
0 wxo. wra> WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
t BENNY HBJ. 
THREE  S COMPANY 
OtPM     NFL     FLMS     PRE 
SCNTS A profaa ol San Francat- 
co   4«ar  quamrbaa   Joa   Mon 
SOO 
0  0   SCARECROW   AND 
MRS  KING 
0 OANOER BAY An ammai 
••«•"• proaaawa wrAnoMangly an- 
dangara '-a bMi -nan ha knSnapa a 
I 
i: 
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Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
UUE.Wooster 
STADIUM PLAZA 352-2107 
OPEN: 
MavThuri. 6»*n-9pm 
Fri.6»am-10pm 
Sat 7am-1 Opm 
Sun. 8am-9prn 
Saturday   Special 
Steak & Shrimp S5.95 
B.BQ Chicken & Rib combo S 
Call ua aboul our 
Dally Special* 352-0123 
The 
Hutch 
Pats & Supplig, 
mi- 
Approx  ISO Mi laikj, Iraai and sak 
wtrz Snul atmak - gerblW. hvnKm, mM. 
guinea ppi. ale. 
Bada. anrda. puppaa. ktuna, ate. 
Huge 
Christmas 
Sale 
352- 
/j  8459 0 
m>j^ 
South Side Six 
carryout 
737  S    Main 352-8639 
Large selection of 
Imported Beers. 
Individuals or create 
your own Imported 
six pack 
Cora, Coca CoM Cataalc, sprite, 
Tab, Dot Coke, Matow Veto* 
2 
Bottle SI 20 
Friday/December 13, IMS 21 
ERHMK /if2^ 
The soon-to-be-ex-editor of Friday magazine 
would like to say thank you to all of the following writers 
and photographers who have helped to make Friday such 
a success this fall. If I have forgotten anyone, just attribute 
it to semester burn-out. I wish you all much success in the 
future, and may all your Christmas wishes come true. 
Shelly Trusty 
Donny Roush 
Carl Buergler 
Keith Cornelius 
Pat "P.F." Wilson 
Suzan Cllne 
Tracey Batdorf 
Kelly Rose 
John Brooker 
Lori Hohlbein 
John Gliebe 
John Cummings 
Barb Symbolik 
Jim Sakola 
Dave Kielmeyer 
Leo Tune 
STUDENT CHRISTMAS 
CANDLELIGHT SERVICE 
> 
Sunday, December 15th at 7:30 p.m. 
First United Methodist Church 
1506 E. Wooster Street 
a service of carols, scripture, candles and special music 
sermon meditation - "The Stable Boy's Story" 
'^^^V^^^N^NN'VN^N^^^VVV^N^/'^AA^^AAnN 
Christmas is the 
• Unique Handcrafted Jewelry 
• Hand Knit Leg Warmers 
Sports Extra 
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Bowling Green quarterback Brian McClure found out he couldn't run or hide from a Fresno State defense which sacked him   five times Saturday 
Bulldogs humble Falcons 
51-7 
MEEHAN BG'S MVP. PAGE 3 STOLZ S RESIGNATION,  A PLAYER S VIEW, PAGE 4 CAL BOWL PICTORIAL,  PAGES 6 &  7 
CALIFORNIA BOWL V 
BG hands game to 'Dogs 
Falcons plagued by eight turnovers in 51-7 loss 
by Tom Read 
aMWant sports editor 
o State University head coaching 
FRESNO, Calif. - The dense mist 
which had engulfed Bulldog Stadium 
all morning lifted an hour before 
game time. 
Nevertheless, Bowling Green 
" as if it was in a fog all af- 
Photo/Phil Masturzo 
Fresno State quarterback Jim Sweeney (9) had little trouble evading Vince Villanuccl (behind 
him) and the rest of the Falcon defense during the California Bowl. BG did manage to sack 
Sweeney four times. 
Saturday, Fresno State throttled 
the Falcons 51-7 before 32,500 fans in 
California Bowl V. It was the biggest 
margin of victory in Cal Bowl history. 
From the moment they lined up at 
the wrong end of the field for the 
opening ldckoff until the last of their 
eight turnovers, the Falcons never 
appeared to be in the game. 
*I don't know what happen," BG 
bead coach Denny Stolz saw. "We had 
a super regular season, but we sure 
didn't put it together today." 
BG needed 11 straight wins to con- 
vince the national media it deserved 
to be taken seriously. Yet at times 
Saturday, the Falcons' performance 
came straight out of a slapstick rou- 
tine. 
The interception Brian McClure 
threw in the third period, which was 
tipped by seven players including 
himself, proved to be the ultimate rib 
tickler in the comedy of errors. 
ENTERING THE contest, BG fum- 
bled just five times all season - they 
matched that total against FSU. 
"It got away from us early and we 
never recovered," Stolz said. "When 
things go wrong, everything breaks 
down." 
Stolz, who d ached BG for nine 
years, guided the Falcons for the final 
time Saturday. Last week, Stolz an- 
nounced he would accept the San 
After the game, Stolz had no com- 
ment when asked if his accepting the 
SDSU job prior to the Cal Bowl hin- 
dered the Falcons performance. 
Earlier in the week, several Falcon 
seniors promised Stolz's going away 
present would be a victory in the Cal 
However, Stolz would've probably 
settled for a sweater. At least if he 
didn't like the sweater he could've 
return it 
Instead, Stolz was stuck with a 51-7 
mauling. 
"I don't think anyone could've of 
expected this outcome," Stolz said. 
The annual match-up between the 
champions of the Pacific Coast Ath- 
letic Association and the Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference was forcasted as "to 
close to call," by Las Vegas odds 
makers. 
THE GAME pitted two unbeaten, 
nationally ranked teams. BG was 
ranked 20th by the Associated Press. 
FSU was voted 18th by United Press 
International. 
Fresno's thrilling 29-28 win over BG 
in Cal Bowl n only served to enhance 
the possibility of another great game. 
But the rematch turned into a mis- 
match. 
"We never allowed BG to get into its 
rythem," Bulldog head caoch Jim 
Sweeney said. "We dominated them 
today. We were awesome." 
Fresno struck for the game's first 
touchdown on its second possession. 
Stephen Baker's 43-yard punt return 
ignited the scoring drive. 
The Bulldogs marched 44 yards in 
six plays and capped the drive with a 
10-yard run by tailback James Wil 
"I don't think 
anyone could've 
expected this 
outcome," 
BG head coach Denny 
Stolz  
hams. The All-American honorable 
mention rushed for 94 yards on 18 
carries. 
The Falcons, however, countered 
with a 16 play, 72-yard drive of their 
own. And when McClure hit flanker 
EGreg Meehan with a 18-yard pass to 
BG on FSU's eight, it looked like 
Falcons would draw even. 
BUT TWO plays later, BG com- 
mitted its first and most costly turn- 
over. From the two-yardline, tailback 
Bernard White swept right, but fum- 
bled the ball into the endzone. FSU 
safety Rod Webster pounced on the 
ball for a touchback. 
"That was the single biggest play of 
the game," Stolz said, ^t could've 
been 7-7. It swept the momentum in 
their favor." 
The muffed scoring attempt would 
be BG's last serious threat until late 
in the game. 
For most of the afternoon, Fresno's 
defense swarmed McClure -sacking 
him five times and forcing the quar- 
terback to hurry many passes. In his 
final game, McClure completed 22 of 
42 passes for 256 yards and three 
'*We knew they were gonna pres- 
sure us," McClure saidT "We just 
didn't react well to some of 
• See Foggy lots, page 10. 
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PI22A 
BROTHERS, inc. 
Six Pack of Pepsi 
for $.j 00 
(12 ounce cans) 
With Any Order 
Over $6.00 352-8408 
. FREE DELIVERY 
■ Expires 12-24-85 
\. (Not good with any other offer) BG 
PI22A 
BROTHERS. Inc 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
Expires 12-24-85 
DINNER FOR TWO: 
10" ONE ITEM PIZZA 
1 GARLIC BREAD 
2 CANS OF PEPSI 
(Save $1.10) 
All for $5.50 reg. $6.60 
BG 
PIZZA 
BROTH ER5. Inc. 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
Expires 12-24-85 
TAKE A PARTY 
BREAK FROM 
TESTS WITH A 
PARTY PIZZA! 
30 slices of Deep Dish Pizza 
with any 1 Hem! 
ONLY $9.99 
BG 
I 
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NEED EXTRA MONEY 
FOR CHRISTMAS? 
SANTA SAYS: "SELL YOUR BOOKS BACK TO THE 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE!" 
WE PAY TOP PRICES FOR USED 
TEXTS AND TOP WHOLESALE 
PRICES FOR DISCONTINUED BOOKS! 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE 
•*• 
-# 
:$- 
1424 E. Wooster 
Across from Harshman 
9-5:30 M-F      9-5 Sat. 
tifr -fes„ jfr ^TSS, jj£ -flak flfr •%. punr 
CALIFORNIA BOWL V 
Three is company 
for Falcons' Meehan 
MVP Hanker inspired by his "buddies." 
by Kail Smith 
sports editor 
FRESNO, Calif. - Bowling Green flanker 
Greg Meehan received one trophy for his 
MVP performance, but is open to reasonable 
suggestions on dividing it three ways. 
'Tkind of dedicated the game to coach 
Stolz as a going away present, everyone 
did," Meehan said of the Falcon coach who is 
leaving for San Diego State. "But I also 
dedicated it to Jeaiune and Andre (Jack- 
son)." 
Jeanine was Meehan's "Cal Bowl buddy." 
Each senior was paired up with a patient of 
the Valley Children's Hospital, which serves 
chronically 01 and disabled children. 
Meehan was a little nervous before his 
buddy was announced. While standing in line 
with his teammates, he pointed out a thin, 
black-haired girl. 
"I hope I get paired with her," he said. 
Lady Luck had little to do with the Falcons 
during most of the week, but Meehan's 
rabbif s foot was in fine form, and Jeanine 
and the BG gridder were, as the program 
states, "friends for life." 
The two spent the afternoon getting to 
know each outer and were also together at 
the coin toss before the game. 
JEANINE INSPIRED Meehan last week, 
but it was Jackson's inspiration for the last 
year or so that made Meehan's performance 
possible. 
Meehan, nicknamed "Rattler" for his Ari- 
zona roots, suffered a devastating knee 
injury in 1983, three games after Jackson 
suffered a similar setback. 
The two helped one another on the 
comeback trail, working on weights, running 
and   flexibility   exercises.   Both   players 
worked hard on the comeback trail, but only 
one returned at full strength. 
Jackson's knee did not respond to rehabili- 
tation, but Meehan did his best to gti him in 
the Cal Bowl, donning Jackson's wristband 
around his ankle - complete with number 28. 
"Andre really inspired me to make a 
comeback, he drove me hard when we 
worked out, that's why I wear this wrist- 
band," Meehan said. 
"I was lucky to have another chance to 
play. Andre never had that chance and that's 
why I dedicated the game to him." 
MEEHAN DID his part in trying to earn a 
victory for Jeanine and Jackson. "Rattler" 
snared seven passes fo 85 yards, with many 
of his catches in heavy traffic and requiring 
extra effort and concentration. 
The 6-foot. 190 pound senior also threw 
some hefty downfield blocks. 
But Meehan downplayed his performance, 
claiming he won the award for what he d/dnt 
do, not necessarily what he did. 
After the way we played and scoring only 
seven points, I don't know if we have an 
MVP/'he said. "Maybe it's just that I made 
less mistakes than anyone else." 
Stolz said he thought the award was a 
perfect way to end Meehan's career. 
"Greg worked real hard after his injury 
and I've never seen a more complete recov- 
ery," he said. "It Just shows what a great 
athelete and competitor he is." 
Meehan and Stolz spent a lot of time 
together during the rehabilitation period, 
and "Rattler" doesn't expect the bond to 
break. 
"Coach Stolz is not only a great coach but a 
great person," he said. r'I hope he does well 
in his new job and if he needs any help in San 
Diego, IH be there." 
Student Recreation Center 
Congratulations Falcons 
Go Krogering 
BGSU 
STUDENTS 
Photo/Phil MaMurzo 
Bowling Green flanker MVP Greg Meehan earned his honor not only for making circus catches but throwing some 
hard downfield blocks. In addition, he ran for extra yardage, here against Fresno State's Rod Webster as Falcon 
tailback Daryl Story looks on. 
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Prices & Items Effective at Bowling Green 
Kroger Stores Only1 Dec  16 thru Dec 24. 
1985! 
EXAM SPECIAL 
December 8-12 
December 15-19 
STUDY AND RELAX IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN ROOM AT 
Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel 
(located across from Harshman Dorm) 
$19.95 Per Night 
Includes: • Continental Breakfast • Special Discount on Lunch at Linden 
Tree • FREE coffee — 24 hours • Early check-in 8 late check out 
• Advanced reservations required Present valid BGSU ID at check in 
I® 
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Stolz's heart not in the right place 
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Extra   Points 
by Paul SIM 
sports rttporteT 
Our head coach left his heart in San 
Diego (a song?) and when your head man's 
heart Isn't In It, who can the players 
depend on? 
All season long, the football 
team had to overcome adversity 
in order to keep up its winning 
ways. 
It started last summer when 
the media picked Bowline Green 
to run away with the 1985 Mid- 
American Conference 
Championship. 
Ah, yes. The "The Kiss of 
Death;" it had been 10 years 
since the media successfully 
picked the MAC Champion. 
Well, this year they nailed it 
on the head. Undefeated and 
untied, we earned our trip to 
California. But unfortunately, 
that's all it turned out to be. 
From the minute I stepped off 
the bus at the Piccadilly Lin, I 
could sense an unorganized 
week of events. We were pushed 
from one Cal Bowl activity to 
another, and it didn't take long 
for us to wonder if we were ever 
going to get some free-time. 
With practice every day and 
all the planned activities, time 
flew. And by the end of the week, 
we lost the Bowl game, our 
pride, and our head coach. 
Denny Stolz called a team 
meeting Wednesday morning 
before practice, and Just as 
»* as the fog diminished, so 
the bead coach. 
WITH A LUMP in his throat, 
our coach told us he was leaving 
Bowling Green. He continued to 
thank us all for giving him the 
opportunity and concluded by 
saying he loved us. 
Kinda touching, eh? Well, it 
didn't take long for those 
feelings to turn bitter. 
Now, I'm not going to tump on 
the "ReamDenny" bandwagon; 
after all, I owe him a lot for 
getting me to Bowling Green. 
But..(you knew it was coming), 
for a man who handled himself 
so well in front of the pens and 
cameras all season, he 
sputtered - wait a minute - 
bombed in his last week at the 
helm. He should have never 
made the announcement when 
he did. 
Our head coach left his heart 
in San Diego (a song?) and when 
your bead man's heart isn't in it, 
who can the players depend on? 
Everyone expected 
the players to pull together, but 
there's just so many times we 
could do that. 
Stolz failed to make Monday 
night's practice, but be graced 
us for Tuesday's session. 
Wednesday be made Ms 
announcement, and promptly 
took off for San Diego, musing 
both practices (10 minutes in the 
morning to say he's leaving isn't 
considered running practice). 
THURSDAY HE tried to pick 
up when lie left off. 
er...Tuesday. And Friday, well 
my eight-year-old brother could 
have blown a whistle and run 
Friday's pre-game practice. 
During the week, I could sense 
the coaches getting intense, not 
about the game but about their 
Jobs. I don't care what anyone 
on the outside says, I 
experienced the effect of Stall's 
untimely announcement, and it 
threw our team for a ride. 
By kick-off Saturday, our 
fearless leader seemed to think 
our team had a date with 
destiny. It was almost as if he 
left our undefeated season to the 
Man upstairs, but this time the 
Man said no. 
Throughout the game, Stolz 
didn't have his game face on. 
For that matter, some of the 
assistant coaches didn't either. 
When we went into the locker 
room at half-tune losing 23-0, the 
mood dictated we were up by 23. 
We didn't get the chewing-out 
we deserved, not even one sharp 
word. Our coach Just seemed to 
ask us to come back and make it 
a game. 
AS I SAT down listening to 
various coaching strategies to 
combat the Fresno onslaught. I 
overheard Just one coach acting 
in his normal temperament. He 
screamed and yelled at his 
players, trying to bolster 
This is a locker room that 
normally rattles with noises of 
second-half strategies, yet only 
one coach had it in him to try 
and rally bis particular players. 
That coach doesn't even have a 
ticket to San Diego. 
The coaches and some people 
forgot one thing. We dkhVt go 
outto California just to receive a 
reward for winning the MAC 
championship. We went out 
thereto win a football game, or 
at toast show up to play. 
By no means am I knocking 
my fellow players. They helped 
me when I needed it, and when 
they called on me, I did my best 
tobelptbem. 
But if our former head coach 
and a couple of his colleagues 
would have had their heads in 
the game, maybe we could have 
"sucked it up'' and come away 
with a victory. 
Mancini first punter to win MVP 
FRESNO, Calif. - Fresno State lit up the scoreboard with 51 
points in Saturday's California Bowl, but, according to the 
media, the Bulldogs MVP was punter Mike Mancini. 
Adding to the irony, Bowling Green, limited to Just seven 
points, had flanker Greg Meehan named their most valuable 
player. 
Mancini consistently nailed the Falcons deep in their own 
territory, averaging 47.4 yards on his seven punts. The Junior 
booter nailed one kick of 59 yards, tying his best effort of the 
year. 
BG coach Denny Stolz said Mancini deserved the award. 
"The kid bad our back to the goal line all day, he made it 
tough for our offense to get on track," Stolz said. 
During FSU's 10-0-1 season, Mancini didn't many opportuni- 
ties to punt due to the Bulldogs high-scoring offense. He was 
pressed into duty only 38 times, averaging 43.3 yards per kick. 
Mancini is the first punter to win a Cal Bowl MVP. 
"It's really great to win this award as a punter," Mancini 
said. "I'm just glad I could contribute to the win. 
Meehan, the second wide receiver to win the MVP award, 
hauled in seven aerials for 85 yards (see related story, page 3). 
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By George, what a finale 
by Karl Smith ■ports editor 
FRESNO, Calif. - George Sch- 
melzle may not be a playwright, 
but the Bowling Green fullback 
used one of the oldest theatrical 
tricks in the book Saturday. 
The Falcon senior added a 
surprise ending to his ffiur-year 
career, saving possibly his best 
performance for last. 
Although his rushing statis- 
tics, seven yards on two carries, 
weren't career bests, he shared 
the team lead in receptions, with 
BG's MVP Greg Median. He 
topped BG in receiving yards 
He also accounted for the Fal- 
cons' longest gain of the day, a 
27-yard Brian McClure toss. 
"I wanted to make the big 
play and spark the team," Sch- 
melzle said. "We stuck together 
because we've been through so 
much that anything coud've 
happened. We didn't lose confi- 
dence until the fourth quarter." 
The Falcons usually don't 
need big plays from Schmelzle. 
With tailback Bernard White, 
McClure and a talented receiv- 
ing corps, the 6-1, 220younder is 
primarily a blocking back. 
Scnmelzle carried the ball only 
George Schmelzle 
39 times this season for 132 
yards (3.4 per carry). Out of the 
backfield, ne snared 32 aerials 
for 236 yards. Clearly, his pass- 
catching and blocking skills 
earned him second team all-con- 
ference honors more than his 
rushing numbers. 
But ui California Bowl V Sat- 
urday, the Falcons leaned on 
their big fullback more than 
usual. 
"I think I caught a few more 
passes than usual, but I didn't 
run the ball a lot," Schmelzle 
said. "Our game plan showed 
that I would be open in the flat 
because of their alignments and 
coverages." 
As with most of the BG of- 
fense. Fresno State adjusted 
quickly to stop the Falcon back 
from releasing for dump-off 
passes. 
"One thing they did try to do to 
keep me in was a delayed blitz," 
Schmelzle said. "Their guy 
would come up to the line, and if 
he saw me release, he'd blitz. If 
I stayed in, he'd drop back into 
coverage." 
But, unlike most of the Bull- 
dogs' defense the Falcons found 
a way to get Schmelzle open. 
"We made some adjustments 
at halftime," he said. "If he (the 
FSU defender) came in to blitz, I 
became the 'hot' receiver, so 
Brian (McClure) would look to 
me first." 
While he was a bright spot in 
the miserable outing, Schmelzle 
was not perfect. 
With 7:25 left in the first half, 
Schmelzle grabbed a screen 
pass for a seven-yard gain. Un- 
fortunately, Bulldog Michael 
Stewart popped the ball loose as 
Bryon Nichols made the tackle. 
Stewart recovered the ball, 
adding to the final total of eight 
BG turnovers. 
"I was being tackled by some- 
one and someone else clubbed at 
the ball," he said. "I think they 
were eyeing the ball. They had 
to be; we never fumbled like 
that before." 
Turnovers were a key, but 
Schmelzle said other factors 
contributed to the Falcons' 
downfall. 
"It was tough for us to come 
on such a long trip and spend a 
week so far from home, then 
play them in front of their own 
fans. But it's still no excuse," he 
said. "If we would've played at 
home, I would hope we would 
have done better." 
Despite bis fumble and the 
team's dissappointing display, 
the Columbus native's perfor- 
mance was probably his best, 
including his top rushing - 40 
yards against Oklahoma State 
last year. 
But Schmelzle said it won't be 
his final game that holds the 
most memories. 
"It's been great playing with 
these guys for four years," he 
said. "We can't let one game 
overshadow what we've done." 
Cal Bowl neighborly to Ohio writer 
School paper and scribes finally get treated equally 
by Kail Smith 
sports editor 
FRESNO, Calif. - The first 
college bowl game is over and 
most people don't know - or 
don't care. 
Not that the outcome helped 
any, but the California Bowl is 
regarded as a "minor league" 
bowl. 
Granted, the prestige, money, 
and pagentry of the Rose, Cotton 
and Orange Bowls dwarf the Cal 
Bowl in comparison. But, in its 
own right, the annual match-up 
between the Mid-American 
Conference and Pacific Coast 
Athletic Association has nothing 
to be ashamed of. 
The dty of Fresno rolls out the 
red carpet for the game and it 
was on the lips of just about 
everyone during the week. While 
sitting in restaurants, it became 
evident that the Cal Bowl was 
standard dinner conversation. 
For that matter, lunch and 
breakfast appeared a good time 
to discuss the game. 
People in Fresno didn't see 
Falcon fans as enemies. BG 
boosters had their ears talked 
off about "that McClure kid." 
While student reporters are often 
treated as a hindrance, the first thing 
John Wallace, vice president of media 
relations, said was, "Welcome to Fresno. 
We're glad to have you here." 
Glad? 
After the grimaces I've received upon 
arrival in many places, I was skeptical. 
Surprisingly, most of the FSU 
fans thought that the Falcons 
would top the Bulldogs and were 
willing to listen to anything said 
aboutBG. 
Covering the Falcons, I have 
become accustomed to 
excessive attention on the team, 
so that didn't phase me. Yet, 
something in Fresno took me by 
surprise. 
Working at a student 
newspaper often makes it 
difficult to get information, and 
respect. But from the first 
meeting to the time I left 
Fresno, I received nothing but 
cooperation from Cal BoH 
officials. 
WHILE STUDENT reporters 
are often treated as a hindrance, 
the first thing John Wallace, 
vice president of media 
relations, said was. "Welcome 
to Fresno. We're glad to have 
you here." 
Glad? 
After the grimaces I've 
received upon arrival in many 
places, I was skeptical. 
But the people in the green Cal 
Bowl jackets were determined 
to prove me wrong. 
They just couldn't seem to do 
enough or get me enough 
information. The same held true 
for the team. 
When the BG coaches and 
players arrived, officials 
handed out orange and white 
pom-poms, waving to the beat of 
a pep band. And where ever the 
team went, a small group of 
green jackets were there. And 
whenever the media had a 
question, there always seemed 
to be someone there with an 
answer. 
There were times when 
everyone was a little tentative, 
as if they weren't sure what to 
do and I m not going to argue 
that the Cal Bowl will someday 
rival toe Rose Bowl. But I'm not 
so sure that's so awful. 
The Rose Bowl, with 100,000 
plus fans and a commercialized 
parade, seems far displaced. 
The Cal Bowl allows for a little 
more intimate setting. 
AND WHILE the Rose Bowl 
benefits the participating teams 
and their conferences, the Cal 
Bowl annually donates proceeds 
to the Valley Children's 
Hospital. When the players 
visited the hospital to meet their 
"Cal Bowl buddy," it was a truly 
touching sight. 
The players seemed more 
nervous than the children but 
once they met each other, 
friendships were made. The 
"buddies'' spent the afternoon 
talking and getting to know each 
other. 
Some Falcons from Cal Bowl 
n still visit their buddy and I'm 
sure that many of the 1985 BG 
gridders will follow suit. 
Despite all this, the Cal Bowl 
is still unheralded and it's not 
that officials are happy with the 
lack of recognition. There are 
aspirations of a well-recognized 
bowl in the future. 
Whether that goal is realized 
or not, only time will tell. If the 
bowl does grow to that size, 
however, I hope that the hospi- 
tality shown this year won't be 
lost. 
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California 
ompanions 
Faces from Fresno 
like all post-season contests, 
the IMS California Bowl was 
more than just a game. 
The Bowling Green and 
Fresno State football players did 
more than practice during the 
week prior to game. 
Both squads traveled to snow- 
covered Yosemite National 
Park. The BG players, accus- 
tomed to the wintry surround- 
ings, took advantage of spare 
time spent putting chains on the 
bus tires to engage in an all out 
snowball fight. 
An evening spent at Malibu 
Grand Prix Raceway tested 
both teams' driving skills. Some 
fared well, including Troy Daw- 
son who led the team with a 54- 
second lap. Defensive back Fred 
Turner didn't fare as well, 
banned from the track after he 
crashed entering a turn. 
The senior members also 
made the traditional Cal Bowl 
trip to Valley Children's Hospi- 
tal. Each player was paired with 
a "Cal Bowl buddy.'' 
The players appeared more 
apprehensive than the children, 
but the nervousness disap- 
peared after they met and had 
time to talk. They exchanged 
e, with the players receiving 
ins from the children and 
everyone got a picture taken 
with their "buddy." The af- 
ternoon was spent getting to 
know each other and signing 
autographs. 
Toe program closed with an 
old-fashioned ice cream eating 
contest.   BG  fullback  George 
Schmelzle and his buddy fin- 
ished first, but they weren't the 
only winners that day. 
All the buddies reunited for 
the coin toss before the game, 
which Fresno won. Valley Chil- 
dren's Hospital also came out a 
big winner, receiving over $50,- 
000 from the game. One dollar 
from each ticket and game pro- 
i was donated to the hospi- 
While the Falcons lost the 
Sne, there were no losers in 
California Bowl experience. 
(Above) Bowling Green needed 
more than luck Saturday — 44 
points would have helped. 
(Top right) Despite being BG's 
MVP In the game, flanker Greg 
Meehan thought Jeanlne was his 
best catch of the day. 
(Right) From the opening kick- 
off, things never pointed In the 
right direction for the Falcons. 
Photos by 
Phil Masturzo 
(Right) The Falcons had their Intentions clearly written down...but (above) didn't 
have a snowballs chance of fulfilling them. 
..„/•'     ""KV*.       \, 
(Left) During his visit to Valley Childrens Hospital, defensive back Sean 
Dykes thought it was more important to put Jed Massenge over football. 
(Below) After winning the desert eating contest, a visit with running back 
George Schmelzle really took the cake for six-year-old Clifford . 
(Bottom) Once in the state, the Falcons got a clear picture of what the 
weather is really like in California. Here the team enjoys some fun In 
Yosemite National Park in a snowstorm. 
.3CC* 
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m 
(Above) Unfortunetely this wasn't a sign of things to come. 
(Left) Despite the score, 6 7 Brian McClure stood tall next to coach Denny Stolz. 
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Falcons' season no joke 
Let'em laugh: 1985 team still MAC's best ever 
$&* Reed this 
£&. 
by Tom Reed 
ass'l sports editor 
The greatest team in MAC history won't 
be remembered for all the games it won - 
just the one it lost. 
FRESNO, Calif - For the last 
four months, 90 young men 
struggled to earn national 
respect for the unheralded 
Bowling Green football 
program. 
But Saturday, it took less than 
four hours to erase everything 
they had worked so hard to gain. 
Before 32,500 fans at Bulldog 
Stadium and millions more 
watching via ESPN and Mizlou 
sports networks, the Falcon 
were disgraced 51-7 by Fresno 
State in California Bowl V. It 
was the largest margin of 
victory in Cal Bowl history. 
In its first national television 
appearance of the season, BG 
looked to be struck with stage 
fright. 
Undoubtedly, the jokes will 
soon start. 
I can hear Dave Letterman's 
monologue already: 
"/ understand the NCAA is 
donating Bowling Green's 
highlight film of the Cal Bowl to 
hospitals across the country. It's 
said the film will help induce 
vomiting for victims of drug and 
poison overdose." 
For the next several weeks the 
nation will get a big laugh at 
BG's expense. If I didn't know 
any better, I'd probably chuckle 
FACE it, for a team 
which didn't know how to lose, it 
sure learned in a hurry. And 
when the Falcons finally 
decided to lose, they spared no 
expense. 
BG yielded seven touchdowns, 
committed EIGHT turnovers 
and slew of mental errors. No 
one or two people are to blame 
either - it was truly a team 
effort. 
The Falcons finished with an 
11-1 record, it should have read 
U-l. Sure, Fresno won the 
game, but give Bowling Green 
credit for beating itself. 
While comedians may 
entertain audiences with their 
Bowling Green jokes, I'm sure 
the Falcon critics feel they are 
getting the last laugh. 
All year. I heard It from other 
writers, friends, parents and the 
hometown barber that Bowling 
Green was overrated. They 
believed BG was a small-time 
school who didn't deserve the 
national ranking because they 
played in an inferior league - the 
Mid-American Conference. 
Like some who followed the 
Falcons, I defended their honor 
against these critics. I bragged 
about Bowling Green's 
numerous accomplishments: a 
perfect record, the nation's 
longest winning streak and the 
Top Twenty ranking. 
HOWEVER, TRYING to 
defend BG's performance 
Saturday was like telling the 
jury at the Nuremberg Trials 
that Adolph Hitler wasn't a bad 
guy once you got to know him. 
Now, that I've boasted, I'm 
prepared to be roasted and it 
started yesterday. 
A friend from home called me 
yesterday and said, "I told you 
so," (They always do). " What 
happened to the big bad 
Falcons? BG didn't deserve the 
recognition it got all year." 
True, Saturday the Falcons 
were guilty as charged, but to 
say their season was marred by 
one game is a miscarriage of 
justice. 
Unfortunatly, many use the 
last game as a benchmark to 
determine greatness. I fear this 
football team is destined for the 
same fate. 
That's the worst part of this 
entire episode. 
The greatest team in MAC 
history won't be remembered 
for all the games it won - just the 
one it lost. 
While some followers are in 
self-imposed exile, I can say I'm 
as proud of the Falcons now as I 
was when they beat Toledo 21-0 
to clinch the MAC 
FOR THE last four weeks, an 
obscure Northwestern Ohio 
college with an enrollment of 
16,000 has been listed on the 
same Associated Press poll as 
Penn State, Oklahoma and 
UCLA. 
If that isn't a reason to be 
proud, I don't know what it 
Many of my friends from 
home attend Ohio State and tell 
me the advantages of being a 
Buckeye fan. 
But I don't listen. 
OSU has been nationally 
ranked forever. Where is the 
thrill? 
I can remember two years ago 
• See Memories, page 9. 
Falcon job wide open 
Gerry Faust hasn't been seen strolling 
campus and I wouldn't hold my breath 
waiting for him to show up. 
Everyone continues to thrash 
Denny Stob for his ill-timed 
resignation as Bowling Green 
football coach, and I don't blame 
them. 
He deserves the criticism for 
going into a bowl game as a 
tame duck coach, but that point 
is already yesterday's news. 
The time has come to direct 
energies to choosing a new head 
The BG Athletic Department 
refuses to divulge any 
information, but that won't stop 
speculation. In fact, I think it 
will encourage more gossip than 
it will discourage. 
Picking a new coach will be 
difficult, especially this late in 
the year. Stolz's signing was 
considered to be a late one and 
the Falcons will be pressed to * 
arrange a staff and get some 
recruiting done. 
The new coach should be in the 
same mold as Stolz, fielding a 
marketable team - one that 
passes a lot and wins even more. 
With the team coming off an 
11-4) season, it would make sense 
to elevate one of the assistant 
coaches. Let's face it, these guys 
helped the Falcons to the 
undefeated ledger more than 
anyone, and it seems unfair for 
them to be unemployed after 
such a fine year. 
THE LIST of eligible 
assistants is shortened by Stolz 
taking defensive coordinator 
Tim MtConnell and defensive 
line coach Ed Schmidt to San 
Diego with him. McConnell, who 
would have been seriously 
considered, was most valuable 
to the Falcons as a recruiter, 
especially in the junior college 
ranks which produced such BG 
stars as Bernard White, Joe 
Boxley and Sean Dykes. 
Receivers coach Mark Miller, 
a record setting Falcon 
quarterback in the mid-'/u's, 
stands as a very tempting choice 
among the assistant coaches. He 
is heavily involved with the 
explosive offense and the 
development of the passing 
game which has become a BG 
trademark. 
Yet, Miller is only in his third 
season as a coach and may need 
more experience before taking 
the reigns. 
The other BG assistants also 
suffer from youth, but Reggie 
Oliver, offensive backfield 
coach, would make a great 
choice for reporters because he 
is such a great interview. But I 
don't know how much weight 
Oliver's colorful personality will 
carry in a head coach interview. 
Stolz certainly wasn't an 
expert at dealing with the 
media. He constantly griped 
about sports writers1 lack of 
football knowledge; I think he 
would've been happier playing 
football without any coverage. 
IF A BG assistant doesn't get 
the post, BG will have to look 
elsewhere and outside 
applicants bold many 
interesting possibilities. 
Gerry Faust hasn't been seen 
strolling campus and I wouldn't 
hold my breath waiting for him 
to show up. 
I'm not so sure BG would want 
him anyway. 
Dick Stranm led nearby 
Findlay College to a NAIA 
Division II playoff berth this 
year and his reputation in the 
state could only help recruiting. 
But the Oilers historically lean 
on the running game, something 
that could deter the already 
difficult to attract Falcon fans 
from showing up to Doyt L. 
Perry Field. 
Then there is the step from . 
opponents like Olivet and 
Bluffton to opponents like Miami 
and Minnesota (next year's 
opener). Faust had his share of 
troubles making a big jump and 
Strahm could struggle too. 
Another serious front runner 
is Jerry Berndt of Pennsylvania. 
Berndt, a BG grad, said he is -, 
happy with his job but admitted 
that every coach dreams of one. 
day coaching their alma mater. 
BERNDTSMAIN 
competition, and this is purely 
speculation, will come from 
Akron coach Jim Dennison. 
Where did his name come from? 
In a phone conversation with a 
MAC coach yesterday, I was 
asked who I thought might get 
the coaching jobTrattled off the 
above names. 
"Let me throw another name 
at you, Jim Dennison," be said.. 
"I think Dennison was a 
candidate when Denny got the ; 
job and he sure has been 
successful." 
Just ask Stolz. 
The Zips went toe-to-toe with 
the Falcons this year, losing to 
BG 27-22. UA intercepted five 
passes and lead 22-21 early in the 
fourth quarter. 
Before dropping the BG       .< 
decision, the Zips topped the 
MAC'S Eastern Michigan and 
Kent State. Dennison's squad 
went to the playoffs this year 
and the coach carries a winning 
percentage of over .570. 
Maybe Dennison will get his 
chance. Then again, Brendt's 
BG schooling is a major plus on 
his side. 
But until the Athletic 
Department ends its silence, as 
far as anyone knows, Faust is as 
logical a choice as any. 
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CALIFORNIA BOWL V 
BG's aerial ace shot down 
McClure throws three interceptions; sacked five times 
by Karl Smith 
sports editor 
FRESNO, Calif. - Going into 
Saturday's California Bowl, ev- 
eryone expected an aerial bomb- 
not too many people 
thought that either quarterback 
would be one of the victims. 
Bowling Green's Brian Mc- 
Clure, however, was more shell- 
shocked than his opponents after 
the 51-7 pasting at the hands of 
Fresno State. 
The senior signal caller con- 
nected on 22 of 42 passes for 254 
yards. Not a bad day for the 
second best all-time college 
passer. Especially since the 
man destined to become the top 
of the all-time yardage list, Ke- 
vin Sweeney completed only 
nine of 19 passes for 185 yards. 
The problem for McClure 
came in the form of three inter- 
ceptions and five sacks. Mc- 
Clure fumbled on one sack and 
was forced to scramble on fan- 
other occasions. 
"It was Just one of those 
days," be said. "Someone up- 
stairs Just decided that it wasn't 
meant to be for us today." 
TALK ABOUT understate- 
ments. Late in the second quar- 
ter McClure dropped back into 
bis own end zone for a pass but 
Cliff Hannemann, junior line- 
backer, leveled him for a safety. 
"I saw him coming, but there 
wasn't a whole lot I could do," 
McClure said. 
All of the passing game's 
problems couldn't be pinned on 
McClure. One Inteception was 
batted around like a volleyball 
with McClure even getting a 
band on it at one time. 
"That just showed perfectly 
what kind of day it was," Mc- 
Clure said. "Everything went 
their way. Everything they 
touched turned to gold." 
FSU coach Jim Sweeney cred- 
its the Bulldog blitz for keeping 
McClure on the run. stating,''He 
hadn't been blitzed all year, so 
we decided to try it." 
According to McClure. either 
someone switched game films or 
Miller applies 
for open spot 
by Ron FrIU 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green graduate 
and current recievers coach 
Mark Miller has applied for 
the Falcons' head coaching 
Job and would like to keep the 
position right at home. 
Miller, a BG assistant the 
past four years, said he could 
bring an understanding of the 
program to the job. 
"I feel I'm qualified for the 
Job. I certainly know the of- 
fense and the players and 
their abilities." he said. "Re- 
member, we do have six staff 
members who are looking for jobs and they are an unde- 
feated staff. Recruiting 
wouldn't lag either. I know 
this program." 
However, Miller said he 
knows his age, 29, won't be 
one of his advantages in get- 
tingtheiob. 
Teopie have mentioned to 
me that I'm too young, but I 
don't believe it" Miller said. 
' 'I believe that each one of my 
four years in the pros is worth 
two years of college coaching. 
"The pros are a one-time 
shot, but being a quar- 
terback, I had to know the 
defenses and our offense in- 
side and out" be said. "Fac- 
ing the Dallas Cowboys on 
Monday Night Football is 
something not every coach 
has done. I feel I have enough 
experience." 
Miller set numerous pass- 
ing and total offense records 
at BG from 1974-77 that stood 
until Brian McClure arrived 
• See Miller, page 10. 
_ . Photo/Phil Masrturzo In a hurry 
Bowling Green quarterback Brian McClure saw more than enough of Fresno Stale's defensive line, 
including Greg Ramsey. The Bulldog rush caused five sacks and one fumble while McClure scrambled away 
from the pressure four times. The Falcon senior completed 22 of 42 passes for 254 yards but was 
intercepted three times. 
someone doesn't recognize a 
blitz. 
"We've been blitzed all year, 
teams have been gunning to shut 
down our passing game, the 6-6 
senior said, "they didn't do 
anything we didn't expect them 
to do, but they sure did it well." 
MOST VIEW the blowout as 
far from the expected outcome, 
but McClure said only a few 
plays made the difference be- 
tween a nailbtter and a land- 
slide. Down 7-0, the Falcons 
drove to the one, only to fumble 
the ball away in the end zone. 
"I think mat fumble on the 
Soal line broke our momentum; 
we had scored, it would've 
been a new ballgame," McClure 
said. "If we had scored the first 
time, I think it would've been the 
game everyone expected." 
The Falcons didn't score but 
FSU took up the slack, piling up 
37 points before BG crossed the 
goal line. With a huge lead, the 
Bulldog defense dared McClure 
to throw the bomb against extra 
defensive backs. 
"They wouldn't give us any- 
thing deep, we had to go under- 
neath or throw into coverage," 
McClure said. 
Cal Bowl fans may be disap- 
pointed with McClure but he's 
used to other's expectations. 
Media hype made the task of 
chasing Doug Flutie's NCAA 
career passing yardage mark a 
bigger burden than it was in the 
first place. Even throughout the 
undefeated season, McClure 
came under fire by some for any 
game with less than 300 yards 
passing. 
NONETHELESS, he owns al- 
most every team and conference 
passing records ai •<; five from 
the NCAA. McClure also re- 
ceived his second Jefferson Tro- 
phy as the Mid-American 
Conference's MVP and finished 
10th in the Heisman Trophy bal- 
loting. 
With all his accomplishments, 
and his team's 11-4 regular sea- 
son ledger, McClure doesn't 
think fans will remember the 
1985 season for its final shellack- 
ing. 
"I think It would be stupid to 
look at this game as a true 
reflection of our team," Mc- 
Clure said. "We had U great 
games this season, and if some- 
one's going to remember just 
this game, then they're foolish." 
Memories —  
(Continued from page S) 
when our hockey team gained a national ranking the campus was jubilant. Two years and an NCCA championship later, our team is 
ranked second. It's great, but the excitement of being rated is gone. 
That's because the hockey team is expected to win. 
In 1985, the Falcons were predicted to play well, but not many 
could have forcasted all BG attained. 
The memories of Greg Median's last-second TD catch at Ken- 
tucky and reserve quarterback Rick Neiman's miracle performance 
against Miami will remain forever. 
AND THOUGH humbled in Fresno, I believe, If given another 
chance, BG could beat Fresno and several other nationally ranked 
teams. 
I'm not suggesting future BG squads could challenge top-ranked 
teams, but tius years team had the potential. 
BG's potent offensive attack is compatible with the best the NCAA 
has to offer. The Falcons receiving corp: Meehan, Stan Hunter, Joe 
Boxley and Gerald Bayless could be the best unit in the nation. 
Tailback Bernard White rushed for nearly 2,000 yards in two years 
at BG. This season he led the nation in scoring. 
The quarterback isn't too shabby either. 
I won't bore you with a deluge of statistics, you know what Brian 
McClure has done. But the critics argue he compiled those numbers 
against MAC schools. 
McClure threw for 308 yards against Kentucky. He riddled 
Brigham Young for 362 yards in 1983. In three games with Fresno, 
McClure averaged 255 yards. 
I rest my case. 
Defensively, the Falcons have several players who are NFL 
prospects including: Troy Dawson, Erik Johnson and Mike Foor. 
But apparently all these great athletes and there performances 
will be forgotten because of tour hours Saturday afternoon - what a 
shame. 
Heed's stories were partially funded by a grant from Reader's Digest. 
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CALIFORNIA BOWL V 
Falcons' season no joke 
Let'em laugh: 1985 team still MAC's best ever 
£& Reed this 
by Tom Reed 
ass'l sports editor 
The greatest team in MAC history won't 
be remembered for all the games it won - 
just the one it lost. 
FRESNO, Calif - For the last 
(our months, 90 young men 
struggled to earn national 
respect for the unheralded 
Bowling Green football 
program. 
But Saturday, it took less than 
four hours to erase everything 
they had worked so hard to gain. 
Before 32,500 fans at Bulldog 
Stadium and millions more 
watching via ESPN and Mizlou 
sports networks, the Falcon 
were disgraced 51-7 by Fresno 
State in California Bowl V. It 
was the largest margin of 
victory in Cal Bowl history. 
In its first national television 
appearance of the season, BG 
loosed to be struck with stage 
fright. 
Undoubtedly, the jokes will 
soon start. 
I can hear Dave Letter-man's 
monologue already: 
"/ understand the NCAA is 
donating Bowling Green's 
highlight film of the Cal Bowl to 
hospitals across the country. It's 
said the film will help induce 
vomiting for victims of drug and 
poison overdose." 
For the next several weeks the 
nation will get a big laugh at 
BG's expense. If I didn't know 
any better, I'd probably chuckle 
right along. 
LETS FACE it, for a team 
which didn't know bow to lose, it 
sure learned in a hurry. And 
when the Falcons finally 
decided to lose, they spared no 
expense. 
BG yielded seven touchdowns, 
committed EIGHT turnovers 
and slew of mental errors. No 
one or two people are to blame 
either - it was truly a team 
effort. 
The Falcons finished with an 
11-1 record, it should have read 
12-1. Sure, Fresno won the 
game, but give Bowling Green 
credit for beating itself. 
While comedians may 
entertain audiences with their 
Bowling Green jokes, I'm sure 
the Falcon critics feel they are 
getting the last laugh. 
All year. I heard It from other 
writers, friends, parents and the 
hometown barber that Bowling 
Green was overrated. They 
believed BG was a small-time 
school who didn't deserve the 
national ranking because they 
played in an inferior league - the 
Mid-American Conference. 
Like some who followed the 
Falcons, I defended their honor 
against these critics. I bragged 
about Bowling Green's 
numerous accomplishments: a 
perfect record, the nation's 
longest winning streak and the 
Top Twenty ranking. 
HOWEVER, TRYING to 
defend BG's performance 
Saturday was like telling the jury at the Nuremberg Trials 
~ at Adolph Hitler wasn't a bad 
y once you got to know him. 
low, that I've boasted, I'm 
prepared to be roasted and it 
started yesterday. 
A friend from home called me 
yesterday and said, "I told you 
so," (They always do). " What 
happened to the big bad 
Falcons? BG didn't deserve the 
recognition it got all year." 
True, Saturday the Falcons 
were guilty as charged, but to 
say their season was marred by 
one game is a miscarriage of 
justice. 
Unfortunatly, many use the 
last game as a benchmark to 
determine greatnets I fear this 
football team is destined for the 
same fate. 
That's the worst part of this 
entire episode. 
The greatest team in MAC 
history won't be remembered 
for all the games it won - just the 
one it lost. 
While some followers are in 
self-imposed exile, I can say I'm 
as proud of the Falcons now as I 
was when they beat Toledo 21-0 
to clinch the MAC 
FOR THE last four weeks, an 
obscure Northwestern Ohio 
college with an enrollment of 
16,000 has been listed on the 
same Associated Press poll as 
Perm State, Oklahoma and 
UCLA. 
If that isn't a reason to be 
, I don't know what it 
■R 
Many of my friends from 
home attend Ohio State and tell 
me the advantages of being a 
Buckeye fan. 
But I don't listen. 
OSU has been nationally 
ranked forever. Where is the 
thrill? 
I can remember two years ago 
• See Memories, page 9. 
Falcon job wide open 
Gerry Faust hasn't been seen strolling 
campus and 1 wouldn't hold my breath 
waiting for him to show up. 
Everyone continues to thrash 
Denny Stolx for his ill-timed 
resignation as Bowling Green 
football coach, and I don't blame 
them. 
He deserves the criticism for 
einto a bowl game as a 
duck coach, but that point 
is already yesterday's news. 
The time has come to direct 
energies to choosing a new head 
The BG Athletic Department 
refuses to divulge any 
information, but that won't stop 
speculation. In fact, I think it 
will encourage more gossip than 
it will discourage. 
Picking a new coach will be 
difficult, especially this late in 
the year. Stolz's signing was 
considered to be a late one and 
the Falcons will be pressed to * 
arrange a staff and get some 
recruiting done. 
The new coach should be in the 
same mold as Stolz, fielding a 
marketable team - one that 
passes a lot and wins even more. 
With the team coining off an 
11-0 season, it would make sense 
to elevate one of the assistant 
coaches. Let's face it, these guys 
helped the Falcons to the 
undefeated ledger more than 
anyone, and it seems unfair for 
them to be unemployed after 
such a fine year. 
THE LIST of eligible 
assistants is shortened by Stolz 
taking defensive coordinator 
Tim MtConnell and defensive 
line coach Ed Schmidt to San 
Diego with him. McConnell, who 
would have been seriously 
considered, was most valuable 
to the Falcons as a recruiter, 
especially in the junior college 
ranks which produced such BG 
stars as Bernard White, Joe 
Boxley and Sean Dykes. 
Receivers coach Mark Miller, 
a record setting Falcon 
quarterback in the mid-70's, 
stands as a very tempting choice 
among the assistant coaches. He 
is heavily involved with the 
explosive offense and the 
development of the passing 
game which has become a BG 
trademark. 
Yet, Miller is only in his third 
season as a coach and may need 
more experience before taking 
the reigns. 
The other BG assistants also 
suffer from youth, but Reggie 
Oliver, offensive backfield 
coach, would make a great 
choice for reporters because he 
is such a great interview. But I 
don't know bow much weight 
Oliver's colorful personality will 
carry in a head coach interview. 
Stolz certainly wasn't an 
expert at dealing with the 
media. He constantly griped 
about sports writers lack of 
football knowledge; I think he 
would've been happier playing 
football without any coverage. 
IF A BG assistant doesn't get 
the post, BG will have to look 
elsewhere and outside 
applicants hold many 
interesting possibilities. 
Gerry Faust hasn't been seen 
strolling campus and I wouldn't 
hold my breath waiting for him 
to show up. 
I'm not so sure BG would want 
him anyway. 
Dick Strahm led nearby 
Findlay College to a NAM 
Division II playoff berth this 
year and his reputation in the 
state could only help recruiting. 
But the Oilers historically lean 
on the running game, something 
that could defer the already 
difficult to attract Falcon fans 
from showing up to Doyt L. 
Perry Field. 
Then there is the step from 
opponents like Olivet and 
Bluffton to opponents like Miami 
and Mlnneaoti (next year's 
opener). Faust had his share of 
troubles making a big jump and 
Strahm could struggle too. 
Another serious front runner 
is Jerry Berndt of Pennsylvania. 
Berndt, a BG grad, said he is 
happy with his job but admitted 
that every coach dreams of one, 
day coaching their alma mater. 
BERNDT8MAIN 
competition, and this is purely 
speculation, will come from 
Akron coach Jim Dennison. 
Where did his name come from? 
In a phone conversation with a 
MAC coach yesterday, I was 
asked who I thought might get 
the coaching job. I rattled oft the 
above names. 
"Let me throw another name 
at you, Jim Dennison," he said. 
"I think Dennison was a 
candidate when Denny got the ; job and he sure has been 
successful." 
Just ask Stolz. 
The Zips went toe-to-toe with 
the Falcons this year, losing to 
BG 27-22. UA intercepted five 
passes and lead 22-21 early in the 
fourth quarter. 
Before dropping the BG 
decision, the Zips topped the 
MACs Eastern Michigan and 
Kent State. Dennison's squad 
went to the playoffs this year 
and the coach carries a winning 
percentage of over .570. 
Maybe Dennison will get his - 
chance. Then again, Brandt's 
BG schooling is a major plus on 
his side. 
But until the Athletic 
Department ends its silence, as 
far as anyone knows, Faust is as 
logical a choice as any. 
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CALIFORNIA BOWL V 
BG's aerial ace shot down 
McClure throws three interceptions; sacked five times 
by Karl Smith 
spotti editor 
FRESNO, Calif. - Going into 
Saturday's California Bowl, ev- 
eryone expected an aerial bomb- 
But not too many people 
thought that either quarterback 
would be one of the victims. 
Bowling Green's Brian Mc- 
Clure, however, was more shell- 
shocked than his opponents after 
the 51-7 pasting at the hands of 
Fresno State. 
The senior signal caller con- 
nected on 22 of 42 passes for 254 
yards. Not a bad day for the 
second best all-time college 
passer. Especially since the 
man destined to become the top 
of the all-time yardage list, Ke- 
vin Sweeney completed only 
nine of 19 passes for 185 yards. 
The problem for McClure 
came in the form of three inter- 
ceptions and five sacks. Mc- 
Clure fumbled on one sack and 
was forced to scramble on I our 
other occasions. 
"It was Just one of those 
days," be said. "Someone up- 
stairs Just decided that it wasn't 
meant to be for us today." 
TALK ABOUT understate- 
ments. Late in the second quar- 
ter McClure dropped back into 
his own end zone for a pass but 
Cliff Hannemann, junior line- 
backer, leveled him for a safety. 
"I saw him coming, but there 
want a whole lot I could do," 
McClure said. 
All of the passing game's 
problems couldn't be pinned on 
McClure. One inteception was 
batted around like a volleyball 
with McClure even getting a 
hand on it at one time. 
"That Just showed perfectly 
what kind of day it was," Mc- 
Clure said. "Everything went 
their way. Everything they 
touched turned to gold." 
FSU coach Jim Sweeney cred- 
its the Bulldog blitz for keeping 
McClure on the run, stating, "He 
hadn't been blitzed all year, so 
we decided to try it." 
: According to McClure. either 
someone switched game films or 
Miller applies 
for open spot 
by Ron Fritz 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green graduate 
and current redevers coach 
Mark Miller has applied for 
the Falcons' bead coaching 
Job ami would like to keep the 
position right at home. 
Milkr, a BG assistant the 
past four years, said be could 
bring an understanding of the 
program to the Job. 
"I feel I'm qualified for the 
Job. I certainly know the of- 
fense and the players and 
their abilities," he said. "Re- 
member, we do have six staff 
members who are looking for 
Jobs and they are an unde- 
feated staff. Recruiting 
wouldn't lag either. I know 
this program." 
However,  Miller said he 
knows his age, 29, wont be 
one of bis advantages in get- 
tingthejob. 
'T'eople have mentioned to 
me mat I'm too young, but I 
don't believe it" Miller said. 
"I believe that each one of my 
four years in the pros is worth 
two years of college coaching. 
"The pros are a one-time 
shot, but being a quar- 
terback, I had to know the 
defenses and our offense in- 
side and out." he said. "Fac- 
ing the Dallas Cowboys on 
Monday Night Football is 
something not every coach 
has done. I feel I have enough 
experience." 
Miller set numerous pass- 
ing and total offense records 
atBG from 1974-77 that stood 
until Brian McClure arrived 
• See Miller, page 10. 
_ . Photo/Phil Mutuno In a hurry 
Bowling Green quarterback Brian McClure saw more than enough of Fresno State's defensive line, 
Including Greg Ramsey. The Bulldog rush caused five sacks and one fumble while McClure scrambled away 
from the pressure four times. The Falcon senior completed 22 of 42 passes for 254 yards but was 
Intercepted three times. 
someone doesn't recognize a 
blitz. 
"We've been blitzed all year, 
teams have been gunning to shut 
down our passing game, the 6-6 
senior said. "They didn't do 
anything we didn't expect them 
to do, but they sure did it well." 
MOST VIEW the blowout as 
far from the expected outcome, 
but McClure said only a few 
plays made the difference be- 
tween a nailbiter and a land- 
slide. Down 7-0, the Falcons 
drove to the one, only to fumble 
the ball away in the end zone. 
"I think that fumble on the 
Soal line broke our momentum; 
we had scored, it would've 
been a new baUgame," McClure 
said. "If we had scored the first 
time, I think it would've been the 
game everyone expected." 
The Falcons didn't score but 
FSU took up the slack, piling up 
37 points before BG crossed the 
Boal line. With a huge lead, the 
ulldog defense dared McClure 
to throw the bomb against extra 
defensive backs. 
"They wouldn't give us any- 
thing deep, we had to go under- 
neath or throw into coverage," 
McClure said. 
Cal Bowl fans may be dissap- 
pointed with McClure but he's 
used to other's expectations. 
Media hype made the task of 
chasing Doug FluUe's NCAA 
career passing yardage mark a 
bigger Burden than it was in the 
first place. Even throughout the 
undefeated season, McClure 
came under fire by some for any 
game with less than 300 yards 
passing. 
NONETHELESS, he owns al- 
most every team and conference 
passing records and five from 
the NCAA. McClure also re- 
ceived his second Jefferson Tro- 
phy as the Mid-American 
Conference's MVP and finished 
10th in the Heisman Trophy bal- 
loting. 
With all his accomplishments, 
and his team's 11-0 regular sea- 
son ledger, McClure doesn't 
think fans will remember the 
1985 season for its final shellack- 
ing. 
"I think it would be stupid to 
look at this game as a true 
reflection of our team," Mc- 
Clure said. "We had 11 great 
games this season, and if some- 
one's going to remember Just 
this game/then they're foolish." 
Memories .  
(Continued from page I) 
when our hockey team gained a national ranking the campus was 
Jubilant Two years and an NCCA championship later, our team is 
ranked second. It's great, but the excitement of being rated is gone. 
That's because the hockey team is expected to win. 
In 1985, the Falcons were predicted to play well, but not many 
could have f orcasted all BG attained. 
The memories of Greg Meehan's last-second TD catch at Ken- 
tucky and reserve quarterback Rick Neiman's miracle performance 
against Miami will remain forever. 
AND THOUGH humbled in Fresno, I believe, if given another 
chance, BG could beat Fresno and several other nationally ranked 
teams. 
I'm not suggesting future BG squads could challenge top-ranked 
teams, but this years team had the potential. 
BG's potent offensive attack is compatible with the best the NCAA 
has to oner. The Falcons receiving corp: Meehan, Stan Hunter, Joe 
Boxley and Gerald Bayless could be the best unit in the nation. 
Tailback Bernard White rushed for nearly 2,000 yards in two years 
at BG. This season he led the nation in scoring. 
The quarterback isn't too shabby either. 
I wont bore you with a deluge of statistics, you know what Brian 
McClure has done. But the critics argue he compiled those numbers 
against MAC schools. 
McClure threw for 308 yards against Kentucky. He riddled 
Brigham Young for 362 yards in 1983. In three games with Fresno, 
McClure averaged 255 yards. 
I rest my case. 
Defensively, the Falcons have several players who are NFL 
prospects Including: Troy Dawson, Erik Johnson and Mike FOOT. 
But apparently all these great athletes and there performances 
will be forgotten because of four hours Saturday afternoon - what a 
shame. 
Reed's stories were partially funded by a grant 
tram Header's Digest. 
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CALIFORNIA BOWL V 
Photo/PM Maeturzo 
Bowling Green defensive back Melvln Marshall and Fresno Slate flanker Vince Wesson eye up a pass from 
Kevin Sweeney. Wesson didn't catch a pass in the California Bowl while Marshall made only two tackles. 
Miller 
(Continued from page 9) 
on the scene. Following gradua- 
tion, Miller was drafted and 
signed by the Cleveland Browns, 
where he spent two seasons. 
He then spent a season in 
Green Bay and another as a 
quarterback on the 1983 United 
States Football League cham- 
pion Michigan Panthers before 
becoming a part-time assistant 
here in 1982. 
Other coaches have been ru- 
mored for the job and Miller 
knows the competition is going 
to rough, but said he feels a 
coach from outside of BG may 
not be best for the team. 
"The best thing right now is to 
find somebody that would fit 
BG." Miller said. "We are an 
undefeated team and we don't 
necessarily have to make a big 
change, we are successful." 
Miller said Bowling Green is 
where he wants to keep his fam- 
ily, but if be didn't get the Job. be 
would have to entertain other 
offers. 
"I've been contacted by two 
schools, but it is something I 
would have to think about only if 
the situation arises." he said. 
"People have used this job as a 
stepping stone for something 
else, but this is my alma mater 
and I guess its everybody's 
dream to coach their former 
school. This is where I want to 
be." 
Foggy loss 
(Continued from page J) 
theblttzi." 
FSU defensive end Greg Ramsey recorded 
the biggest sack of the contest midway through 
the second quarter. 
From BG's 19 yardline, McClure rolled left 
and Ramsey hit the quarterback from the blind- 
side. The ball squirted loose and the Bulldogs 
recovered on BG's three yardline. 
TAILBACK ANTHONY Mosely scored two 
plays later on a one-yard run and FSU led 144 
with Ml left in the half. 
The opportunistic Fresno offense converted 
six of the Falcon turnovers into TD's. 
A minute after the second touchdown, the 
Bulldogs transformed a Falcon fumble into an- 
other taDy. 
Quarterback Kevin Sweeney connected on a 
33-yard TO pass to flanker Gene Taylor to give 
FSU a 21-0 lead. 
"They made a couple big turnovers and we 
made sure they payed for it," Kevin Sweeney 
said. "We sot them early and often." 
While BG dug its own grave with turnovers, 
FSU punter Mike Manidni provided the coffin - 
as in coffin comer kicks. 
The Bulldog's Cal Bowl MVP placed four 
punts inside BG?s 10 yardline. His last kick of the 
first half pinned BG on its own two yardline and 
led to a safety. 
"That punter did a hell of a job," McClure 
said. "It seemed like we had to go 99 yards 
everytime we had the ball." 
IN CAL Bowl U, FSU rallied to score all 29 
points in the second half, Saturday BG had no 
such luck. 
"We tried to come back, but we didn't get the 
breaks," Meehan said. "The ball just didn't 
bounce our way." 
Two plays in the opening minutes of the third 
quarter perfectly illustrated Meehan's 
statement. 
BG drove the ball to FSU's 25 yardline on its 
first drive of the second half. McClure then threw 
a pass which was batted into the air and tipped by 
seven players before Webster grabbed the bail 
and returned it to the Bulldogs 44 yardline. 
"That was the lanlest play I've ever seen," 
Webster said. "I think that play kind of wrapped 
up the whole day for Bowling Green." 
Not quite. 
On the following p osteal on, Sweeney fired a 
pass which was thrown well behind his intended 
receiver, Taylor. Unfortunatly, linebacker Erik 
Johnson deflected the aerial right to Taylor who 
1 Into the endzone. 
SWEENEY COMPLETED nine of 19 passes 
for IK yards and three TD's. 
The Bulldogs ran the score to 37-0 before the 
Falcons answered. Reserve tailback Jeff Davis 
broke a tackle and galloped 18 yards for BG's 
lone tally with 14:28 remaining. 
The performances of Davis and Meehan 
were the few bright spots in an overall bleak 
afternoon. 
Davis rushed for 78 yards on nine carries. 
Meehan, BG's MVP snared seven balls for 85 
yards. 
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for having a 
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CAU- m-7181 AFTER I F.M. ASK FOR TrM 
Finals nonsmoking roommate needed spring 
aemeeter S4B8 00 pta aacHc 
101362-8270 
HELP WANTED 
a (SI 25) I low seat IS 100) Paid 
earth tons cotors 2 dark pra and aHea. I sq 
I oct at S35 Dark wood ftoor lamp a/ 
rraajaane rack attached S36 Cat 362-0711 
i2p.it or attar 6 p.m. 
FOR RENT 
to naiaaaa two-bedroom. 
ana bati arartmenl Begrrwig ti January Al 
uaaSaa pan e»oepl aac Fra* Cable T.V. For 
acre Momatlon eel 354-8047  
1 
S2307month pta 
Cat 364-6801 
Qpn\|     *V"V(]     S**TaTT>#f 
uattas   Ctoea to campus 
WANTED 
Studani itseperatal, needs room laBweeka 
of aimiam Laaw nnngi - OCMB 77 
FEMALE  CHRISTIAN feSOMMATE  NEEDED 
TO SUSLEASE   APT    S110VMONTH   PLUS 
ELECTRC CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
CAU. 372-4886  
Cliiaaai mar* needs luuriaiata tor Spring 
Semester $137 60 per rnonti pka uaataa 
Located on TNrd SI Cal artor 5 p m tor Rfck 
364-7928  
Female roommate needed lor Spring Semeeter 
to luCaaat arga apt. aoee to campus Pint I 
cal 364 7569  
WOULD YOU UKE HALF OF YOUR RENT 
FAIO FOR TOUT 
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 
SPRING SEMESTER 2-BEDflOOM APART- 
MENT VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS FOR MORE 
teTORMATION, CAU 354-4902  
I Accounting ClerK 
Neeon'a   aadtng   mrciocomputer   at *M*M Ni aj 
sufteara lam has an ooarang tor en kvjMdua 
van an aaaooate'a decree in Acccunang/Bual 
rase The company a rapid growti has creeled 
ta need ax ta* raw poaaon  Pre-req'a  ar* 
Accouna isiiiiiiaal  ATP Review, doeaxj 
uatMaaon 8 aeeaahg n uiepaesoti ol 
moranly report* The ouaaad appacant must 
be abto to work wan rranknum aupsnaaron. raw 
M aaat two wars of rekatd experience • ekas 
to oparate basic oMce equrpmem Peraone 
leaiaassd should rand reeume n orjretdanc* 
to: 
TLBInc 
Personnel Dept 
PO Bo. 414 
Finder,. OH 46839 
EOE 
FOR SALE 
2 pea* al ueed Kartw Ctait Claetri akl'a 
tec asks. Ooed cera* 
        C*U7M114 
Need mas subaaeer for Spring Semeeter Free 
heel t cable 4 movta channel May ran pad. 
8*0 depose.. Cal 363-6903 Aak tor Ed 
TO SUBLEASE One bedroom apartment close 
to campus, ultras pad Storage space awa- 
aMa. Cal 362-8971.  
1 bedroom parttary furnahed aparrrnent   Cal 
Iwartow Mgmt a 362 5820 
3-4 bedroom houae   Near campus  A' 
now Cal Newtow Momt at 362-5820 
Norvarrnfcjng ferrate roommele needed lor 
Spring. Havan Houae Apartments 
SI36rmonti Cat 362-4287  
to Needed Spring 
i SIM 
r and (able. Cell 152-J551 
flutlmi apart mm. 1 bedroom Heat, wesar 
furnahed Free cabto. ewmmtng pool, ctoea to 
campua A atoll I Wrradalely No deposit 
S296Vmor»r. 362-2200  
tills aa i 2 bedroom apartment for Spring 
Pinillir (819 RMgs Si | Very one* to 
oanpus Cel 362-1113  
1   lama* roorravata needed,  wry ctoea to 
campus, furnahed. new 
Cat aoon: 364-1804 
On* natartarraaa roommele needed tor Spring 
r.C*» 363-6406 tor triorelrtaiiaaon 
Congra tula tions 
MAC Champion 
Falcons 
on a winning season! 
HAIR UNLIMITED 
Family Hair Care & Tanning Center 
143W.Wooster 353-3281 
OPfN 
■Aancay. Tueedsy IWD) 
Wadn»i»r,Fr«kiyVI»ICO 
Solwdo, 903-100 N€$JS 
PRECISION HAIR CUT Regular $9.00 
NOW ONLY $6.00 w/coupon 
Includes shampoo 
•xpiras 12-30-85 & blow dry 
Congratulations 
to the winners of 
"SWEETEST HOUSE 
ON CAMPUS" 
1" place active fraternity 
Phi Kappa Tau with the apple tort 
1" place active sorority 
Phi Nu with English walnut cake 
2nd place 
Kappa Kappa Gamma with burger bites 
1 "place pledge class 
Delta Zeta with Christmas ice cream surprise 
2nd place pledge class 
Alpha Phi 
Thanks to those who participated — 
WMPC . 
STUDENT 
•3BOOK. s BX 
EXCHANGE 
OUR BOOK BUY BACK IN 
FULL SWING 
We pay top prices for used texts. 
We also pay top wholesale prices 
for current editions of books no 
longer being used on campus. The 
simple law of supply & demand 
indicates that now is the best 
time   to   sell   your   used   texts. 
Please do not wait until '86. 
Congratulations Falcons 
on your MAC Championship! 
The staff at SBX would like to thank the faculty & students of B.G.S.U. 
for your continued patronage and hope your holidays are enjoyable. 
MON-1'KI1' 
SAT 9-5 
HURRY, DON'T MISS OUT! 
830 1   WOOSTER 
VISA 
MASTERCARD 
